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OUR MISSION
The Mind Trust’s mission is to dramatically improve public education for underserved children by
empowering education entrepreneurs to develop or expand transformative education initiatives.

WHAT WE DO
The Mind Trust is a funding intermediary and local champion for entrepreneurial education ventures.
We find the most promising and successful education reform initiatives in America, and support
their launch or replication in Indianapolis. We provide intensive supports for them on the ground by
helping them develop relationships with key stakeholders, overcome barriers to success, and expand
their impact once they’ve proven their model. In addition, we engage in research and policy work to
build a climate that supports greater innovation and reform. Ultimately, our goal is to concentrate in
Indianapolis the most effective, innovative education initiatives in the country and leverage them to
drive systemic reform.
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FOREWORD

WHAT IF ...
❋❋ Struggling campuses in Indianapolis Public Schools were
transformed into high-performing schools that gave every child a
real chance to succeed?
❋❋ Every neighborhood had a school as good as or better than our
highest-performing schools, such as the Center for Inquiry or Tindley?
❋❋ About $188 million now controlled by Indianapolis Public Schools
central office was reallocated to school leaders to accelerate
student learning and operate the school?
❋❋ The youngest students were guaranteed a strong early start in
school, with high-quality universal prekindergarten programs paid
for by the district?
❋❋ Creative educators — rather than a massive central office
bureaucracy — called the shots on how to run each school, deciding
whom to hire and how to manage their classrooms?
❋❋ Indianapolis parents could choose from a variety of outstanding
neighborhood schools all across the city to find the best fit for
their children?
❋❋ Every child had excellent teachers in every class and at every grade,
from prekindergarten through graduation?
❋❋ The city became a national magnet for the most talented teachers,
principals, education entrepreneurs, and operators of the top school
models?
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Dec. 18, 2011
The Mind Trust’s ideas are ambitious. But we need bold actions if we are going to provide
Indianapolis children with what they deserve: a world-class education. When only 45% of students
pass the ISTEP+ in English language arts and math, only 58% graduate, and six of the seven most
chronically failing schools in the state are in Indianapolis Public Schools, it’s time to think big.
Generations of skilled leaders and educators have done their best to fix broken urban school
systems in Indianapolis and across the country. Hundreds of millions of dollars have been invested in
“reform.” Not much has worked.
Instead of trying yet again to “fix the school system,” let’s unleash the talent and creativity of our
best educators to create schools that we know will help students learn. We’re calling this new kind
of school an Opportunity School because that’s exactly what it offers: a unique opportunity to
transform IPS, children’s lives, and our city’s future.
Our plan is based on more than a year of extensive research and analysis. It would eliminate topdown district regulations that now control curriculum, staffing, and budgets — and prevent teachers
and principals from doing their best work. It encourages new schools to open and flourish. It would
forge exciting new partnerships. It would replace business as usual with innovative approaches
drawn from the best research, ideas, and practices from around the country. Above all, it would
create the conditions that have enabled high-performing schools (district and public charter) to
help low-income students make inspiring academic progress: graduation and college enrollment
rates consistently above 90%.
If some schools can have this kind of success, there’s no reason why all schools cannot do the same.
Indianapolis is better positioned than any other city to implement this bold vision. With groups such
as Teach For America, The New Teacher Project’s Indianapolis Teaching Fellows, and Teach Plus in
place, we have access to a new generation of top teaching talent and school leadership. With The
Mind Trust’s Education Entrepreneur Fellowship and Charter School Incubator, we are attracting
the next generation of education innovators and best-in-class public charter school networks. And,
Indianapolis has a remarkable legacy of civic engagement, community pride, and transformational
accomplishments.
Now the challenge — and opportunity — is even greater: creating great schools in every single
neighborhood. Given all of our assets, we can provide every student who lives in IPS an excellent
education and become a national model of educational reform.
It’s time for our community to engage in a serious conversation about transforming IPS. We are
confident this plan provides a blueprint. We look forward to the discussion.
Sincerely,

David Harris
Founder and CEO, The Mind Trust
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) Is Broken
— with Catastrophic Results for Kids
❋❋ Only 45% of IPS students meet state standards on the math and English
language arts portions of ISTEP+. The achievement gap between IPS and
the state in English language arts is large in 3rd grade — 20 percentage
points — and even larger in 8th — 29 percentage points. Only 58% of
students graduate on time. Six of the seven most chronically failing schools
in the state are in IPS
❋❋ Generations of skilled leaders and educators have done their best to
fix broken urban school systems in Indiana and around the country.
Indianapolis has invested tens of millions of dollars in “reform.” Yet our kids
are still stuck in a system that produces abysmal results.
❋❋ IPS has made some progress in the past few years, but it still has not come
close to meeting its 2010 goals. Even if IPS could sustain this progress, it
would take many years — and in some cases decades — for the district to
reach those benchmarks.
❋❋ It would be one thing if it were impossible to deliver excellent education
to urban, high-poverty students. But a growing number of schools — in
Indianapolis and around the country — are achieving remarkable success
with students just like ours.
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Great Schools Share a Set of Core Conditions
that Enable Them to Help All Students Achieve

IPS is making progress, but Still Falls Well
Short of Its Goals and state average
Percentage of students meeting goals

❋❋ Only 41 cents of every dollar goes to school budgets; the remainder is
controlled by a large central administration.
❋❋ Most principals have little say over who is on their team, limiting their
ability to build the right school culture.
❋❋ Most teachers are fed a top-down, standardized curriculum … and a
rigid formula decides how much they’re paid.
❋❋ Most schools aren’t held meaningfully accountable by the district for
improving student achievement.
❋❋ Most students are stuck going to poor-performing neighborhood
schools, with few high-quality transfer options and long waiting lists for
successful magnets.
We must confront the truth: The system is broken. Much of the best work
happens only when talented educators find a way to work around the
bureaucracy.
The question: Can we reinvent IPS to ensure it creates the conditions for
great schools to thrive? The answer: Yes!
But we need a bold new vision that focuses relentlessly on creating those
conditions for success.

Creating the Conditions for Success
To create the conditions for great schools to thrive, we must reinvent how
IPS operates. Instead of the central administration making all the important
decisions from the top down, we recommend that IPS:
❋❋ Shift the ma jority of funding control from the central office to schools
— sending $188 million more a year to schools ($12,000 per student vs.
today’s $6,600).
❋❋ Pay for all 4-year-olds to attend a quality prekindergarten program so
they can start building the skills they need to be successful students.
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Graduation
rates
Academic
honors
diploma
(% of
grads)
Language
arts
ISTEP+
pass rates
Math
ISTEP+
pass rates

2010–11 Result

But IPS doesn’t create these conditions for its schools:

Metric

2009–10 Goal

❋❋ As schools of choice, they empower parents and therefore have to
effectively meet families’ needs to stay open.

IPS

51%*

95%

58%**

Indiana

77%*

—

85%**

IPS

10%

25%

12%**

Indiana

31%

—

31%**

IPS

47%

73%

56%

Indiana

71%

—

79%

IPS

47%

72%

58%

Indiana

72%

—

80%

Jurisdiction

❋❋ Schools are accountable for results. If they don’t perform, they are closed.

Starting Benchmark
(2004-05)

❋❋ Schools have the freedom to build and manage their own teams, create
their own culture, focus resources on student needs, and empower
teachers to innovate in the classroom.

Additional
years
needed
to reach
2009–10
goaL at
current
rate
21.1

32.5

11.3

7.6

*Graduation rates not available for 2004–05, so table uses 2005–06
graduation rates instead.
**2010–11 graduation rates and distribution of diploma types not available,
so table uses 2009–10 data instead.
***Years needed to reach 2009–10 goal at current rate calculated by
dividing the difference between 2010–11 results and 2009–10 goals by
how much IPS improved in the six years from 2004–05 to 2010–11 (four
years in the case of graduation rates and five years in the case of academic
honors diploma).
Note: In some instances, 2004–05 data in the 2005–10 strategic report did
not match state records, likely due to adjustments at the district. In those
instances, we used the state data.
Sources: Indianapolis Public Schools 2005–2010 Strategic Plan, p. 8.
Retrieved from: www.about.ips.k12.in.us/fileadmin/Assets/AboutUs/
pdf/2005-2010_sp.pdf; 2004–05 performance data from: Indiana
Department of Indiana. “Corporation Snapshot, Indianapolis Public Schools
#5385.” Retrieved from: http://mustang.doe.state.in.us/SEARCH/snapcorp.
cfm?corp=5385; 2004–05 statewide academic honors percentage from
Indiana Department of Education. Personal communication. Nov. 17, 2011;
2004–05 IPS academic honors percentage from Indianapolis Public Schools
2005–2010 Strategic Plan, p. 10. Retrieved from: www.about.ips.k12.in.us/
fileadmin/Assets/AboutUs/pdf/2005-2010_sp.pdf; 2010–11 ISTEP+ data,
2009–10 graduation rates, and 2009–10 academic honor diploma data
from: Indiana Department of Education. “DOE Compass.” Available
http://compass.doe.in.gov/compass/Dashboard.aspx?view=STATE&val=0
&desc=STATE

❋❋ Give schools with skilled leadership teams control over staffing, budgets,
culture, curriculum, and services — as long as their schools meet and
sustain high performance goals.
❋❋ Empower parents with many more good choices — in neighborhood
schools or across the city if that’s what would best serve the individual
needs of their children.

Schools Would get 76% of funds
Change in funding, current vs. end state
after transition, in millions of dollars

$53.4

$70.9

❋❋ Give great teachers more say in what gets taught and how — and pay
them more for achieving great results.
❋❋ Invest in a ma jor effort to turn around struggling schools — and replace
chronically failing programs with schools we know can succeed.

$194.3

$218.3

❋❋ Unite all public schools (traditional district, magnet, and public charters)
under a single banner of quality: Opportunity Schools.
We call these schools OPPORTUNITY SCHOOLS because that’s exactly
what they offer: a unique opportunity to transform IPS, the lives of our
children, and our city’s future.
We could do all of this with current funding … without raising taxes one
cent.

What Is an Opportunity School?
Today’s public school landscape is confusing; the labels “traditional district,”
“magnet,” and “charter” schools don’t mean much to the public and
none connotes quality. They are legal designations. By creating a unified
designation for all high-quality public schools within the IPS boundaries,
we would be sending a strong signal that the only thing that matters is
educational excellence — no matter what kind of school it is.
Opportunity Schools would be given unprecedented freedom over staffing,
budgets, culture, and curriculum, as long as they continue to meet very
high standards. Over time, all schools in IPS would become Opportunity
Schools. Excellent existing schools would become Opportunity Schools
immediately following a planning year. Poor-performing schools would be
given support to improve and seek Opportunity status. New leadership and
new school models would replace persistently failing programs.
To support these Opportunity Schools, we propose:
❋❋ Drastically reducing the central office bureaucracy by $43 million a year;
❋❋ Sending $25 million of the savings directly to schools each year;

Current

$10.0 $18.5
$31.0

$70.9

$406.5

End State

Schools
Services
Central
Administration
New Initiatives
Obligations

❋❋ Using $14 million to provide free, high-quality prekindergarten
education to all 4-year-olds living in IPS; and
❋❋ Investing up to $10 million a year to attract the next generation of great
principals and teachers and start great new schools.
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❋❋ Shifting over $163 million a year from services purchased centrally to
schools, which are in a much better position to decide how to spend the
money to educate their students. Some might have a longer school day
and more enrichment programs. Some might pay their best teachers
a lot more. Some might develop more community partnerships with
counselors, health clinics, artists, and the like. Some might decide to buy
back some services from the central office. But it’ll be their choice, not
determined by the IPS central office.
❋❋ Refocusing central administration on targeted priorities instead of
trying to manage dozens of schools from afar. Key roles will include
deciding who’s qualified to run Opportunity Schools and holding them
accountable; conducting an annual districtwide enrollment process;
ensuring special needs students are well served; and fulfilling obligations
such as debt and bond payments.

We Need a Careful Transition
Sweeping changes such as these will not happen overnight. We believe
IPS can open about 10 great new Opportunity Schools a year to replace
failing programs. Many likely will be home-grown. But our reforms also will
make IPS a national magnet for the most talented teachers, principals, and
programs in the nation, which will accelerate our progress.

Planning Year

•	Get the leadership team in place.
•	Hire eight “transformation directors” to
help turn around 6–10 low-performing
schools each.
•	Audit all IPS operations to uncover
more savings.
•	Set standards for becoming Opportunity
Schools.
•	Create a New School Incubation Fund
and a Talent Development Fund.

Transition Year 1

•	Open the first Opportunity
Schools.
•	Start downsizing central office.
•	Start shifting funds to schools.
•	Incubate new schools.
•	Recruit top talent.

Everyone Would Benefit
❋❋ Students: Better prepared for college, careers, life … with higher
earnings, lower incarceration rates, better health, and more voting and
volunteering.
❋❋ Teachers: More say on instruction, more opportunities to start their own
schools, and potential higher pay.
❋❋ Principals: Much less red tape and the freedom to lead their schools.
❋❋ Parents: Many more quality school choices.
❋❋ All Citizens: Stronger community, higher property values, and more
taxpayer accountability.
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Transition Years 2+

•	Open more Opportunity Schools.
•	Start phasing in universal
prekindergarten.
•	Replace more low-performing programs.
•	Shift more funds from central office to
schools.
•	Incubate more schools.
•	Additional talented educators flock
to IPS.

Mayoral Accountability: The Best Way Forward
The status quo won’t get us there. Urban school boards nationwide are
struggling to govern well. For decades, many IPS boards have promised
reforms but have not delivered.
It’s not the people. It’s the broken system that makes it nearly impossible to
execute the bold transformation we need.
To make strong leadership possible, our best hope is to make the
Indianapolis Mayor accountable for public education in IPS. We propose a
new board with five members, three appointed by the mayor and two by
the City-County Council. Other cities using this approach have seen many
advantages:
❋❋ A single point of accountability for schools;
❋❋ Reduced influence of narrow special interests;
❋❋ More funding for instruction, less for general administration and
debt; and
❋❋ Coordinated city services to support students and families.
Mayoral accountability is not perfect. No governance system is. But it’s
much better than the alternatives: perpetuating a failed status quo with the
current school board or a total state takeover.

Why We Will Succeed
Indianapolis is as well positioned as any city in the country to implement
this bold vision. First and foremost, we have a remarkable legacy of civic
engagement, community pride, and transformational accomplishments.
With groups such as Teach For America, The New Teacher Project’s
Indianapolis Teaching Fellows, the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship, and Teach
Plus in place, we have access to a new generation of top teaching talent
and school leadership. With The Mind Trust’s Education Entrepreneur
Fellowship and Charter School Incubator, we are attracting the next
generation of education innovators and best-in-class public charter school
networks.
Now the challenge — and opportunity — is even greater: creating great
schools in every single neighborhood. Given all of our assets, there’s no
reason why IPS cannot become a national model of educational excellence.
It’s time for our community to engage in a serious conversation about
creating the conditions inside IPS that will allow talented teachers and
school leaders to thrive. We are confident this plan provides a blueprint.
We look forward to the discussion.

The Mind trust
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CHAPTER 1

The Case
for Dramatic
Change

In this chapter:
❋❋ Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) is broken — with catastrophic results for
students.
❋❋ Only 45% of IPS students meet state standards on the English language
arts and math portions of ISTEP+.
❋❋ Only 58% of students graduate on time.
❋❋ Six of the seven most chronically failing schools in the state are in IPS.
❋❋ Indianapolis has made huge investments in IPS and the district has rolled
out multiple reforms in the past few decades. Yet our kids are still stuck in a
system that produces abysmal results.
❋❋ IPS has made some recent progress in the past few years, but it still has
not come close to meeting its 2010 goals. Even if IPS could sustain this
progress, it would take many years — and in some cases decades — for the
district to reach those benchmarks.
❋❋ It would be one thing if it were impossible to deliver excellent education
to urban, high-poverty students. But a growing number of schools — in
Indianapolis and around the country — are achieving remarkable success
with students just like ours.

The Mind trust
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The urgent need to improve public education in IPS is undeniable. IPS
students lag behind their peers in Indianapolis and on state tests, with
the gap large in 3rd grade and even larger in 8th grade.1 National studies
reveal the district’s high school graduation rate to be among the lowest in
the country.2 The most recent results on state tests show that the district is
making insufficient progress; six of Indiana’s seven most chronically failing
schools belong to IPS. Meanwhile, enrollment in IPS continues to decline
as families seek alternatives in private and public charter schools and in
surrounding townships.

Too Few Students Meet State Standards
Outcomes for IPS students remain dreadfully low. Only 45% of IPS students
across all tested grades met basic state standards in both math and English
language arts in 2011 on Indiana’s ISTEP+ test, compared to 72% of students
statewide and 65% in Marion County.3 In other words, more than 18,000 IPS
students currently do not meet the most basic expectations — let alone are
prepared to succeed in college or careers.4
This situation is hardly new. For the past decade, IPS’ pass rates in reading
and math have hardly risen, and they often failed to outpace student gains
across Marion County’s other districts and the state (see Figures 1-1 through
1-4). For example, although IPS’ pass rates on the English language arts
(ELA) portion of the ISTEP+ have increased, pass rates have risen nearly
twice as quickly across the state (12 percentage points vs. 7 percentage
points). As a result, few of the gaps between student performance in IPS
and other Marion County districts and the state have narrowed since 2002.
In addition, achievement gaps are greater in 8th grade than in 3rd grade,
the first and last years students take the ISTEP+ in both subjects. In 2011, for
example, the gap between IPS students and other students statewide on
the ELA portion of the ISTEP+ exam was 20 percentage points in 3rd grade,
while in 8th grade, the gap was 29 percentage points (see Figure 1-5).
Similarly, the 2011 performance gap between IPS students and students
statewide on the math portion of the ISTEP+ was more than 5 percentage
points larger in 8th grade than in 3rd (see Figure 1-6). These data suggest
that IPS students fall farther behind as they progress through school.
Among students with special needs, student achievement is even
more troubling. IPS enrolled more than 6,000 students with disabilities,
representing 18% of the total school population in 2010–11.5 That same year,
only 27% of students with disabilities were proficient in ELA across all tested
grades. In math, only 37% of students with disabilities were proficient.6
1

2
3

4
5
6
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Public Impact analysis of ISTEP+ data from 2002 to 2011. Indiana Department of Education. “ISTEP+ Spring
2011 Results.” Retrieved Sept. 1, 2011, from www.doe.in.gov/assessment/2011/. In all years, the difference
in the pass rate between IPS and the rest of the state was larger for the highest grade than for the lowest
grade for which ISTEP+ results are available. The gap increased by as many as 29 percentage points by 10th
grade (math 2006 and 2007).
Swanson, C. (2009). Cities in Crisis 2009: Closing the Graduation Gap. Washington, DC: America’s Promise
Alliance. Available: www.americaspromise.org/~/media/Files/Resources/CiC09.ashx
Public Impact analysis of Indiana Department of Education data. Results reported are from 2011 ISTEP+ data.
Retrieved Oct. 26, 2011, from www.doe.in.gov/assessment/2011/index.html. Marion County and statewide
figures exclude IPS students.
IPS enrolled 33,080 students in 2010–11. Indiana Department of Education. “Find School and Corporation Data
Reports: Corporation Enrollment by Grade.” Available: www.doe.in.gov/data/reports.html
Indiana Department of Education. Special request, Nov. 3, 2011.
Public Impact analysis of Indiana Department of Education data. Results reported are from 2011 ISTEP+ data.
Available: www.doe.in.gov/assessment/2011/index.html
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“Public education in the large urban
areas in the United States has
failed. This is a somewhat heretical
thing for a schools Chancellor to
say. But if we are not going to be
candid, I don’t think we can take
the kind of steps we need to make
the necessary changes.”
—Joel Klein, 
Former New York City Schools Chancellor
Source: DLC (2004). NYC public schools chancellor Joel Klein’s
remarks to the NY Charter School Association’s Conference.

IPS Trails Marion County and State ...
Figure 1-1. ELA, 3rd grade

Figure 1-2. ELA, 8th grade

Pass rates on the ELA ISTEP+ exam, 2002–11

Pass rates on the ELA ISTEP+ exam, 2002–11

100%

100%

86%

86%

72%

72%

58%

58%

44%

44%

30%

30%

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
IPS
Rest of marion county
Rest of indiana

IPS
Rest of marion county
Rest of indiana

Figure 1-3. Math, 3rd grade

Figure 1-4. Math, 8th grade

Pass rates on the Math ISTEP+ exam, 2002–11

Pass rates on the Math ISTEP+ exam, 2002–11

100%

100%

86%

86%

72%

72%

58%

58%

44%

44%

30%

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

30%

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

IPS
Rest of marion county
Rest of indiana

IPS
Rest of marion county
Rest of indiana

... and Gaps Widen in Higher Grades
Figure 1-5. ELA, 3rd and 8th grades

Figure 1-6. math, 3rd and 8th grades

Pass rates on the ELA ISTEP+ exam, 2011

84%

Pass rates on the Math ISTEP+ exam, 2011

80%

79%

78%
73%

73%

73%

68%

65%

57%
50%
44%
Grade 3
Rest of
indiana

Grade 8
Rest of
marion county

IPS

Grade 3
Rest of
indiana

Grade 8
Rest of
marion county

IPS

Source: Public Impact analysis of ISTEP+ data from 2002–10. Indiana Department of Education. “ISTEP+ Spring 2011 Results.” Retrieved Sept. 1, 2011,
from www.doe.in.gov/assessment/2011/
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Too Few Students Graduate from High School

Figure 1-7. Only 58% graduate on time

IPS’ high school graduation rates are unacceptable by any measure. A
2009 report from America’s Promise Alliance, a national advocacy and
research organization headed by retired General Colin Powell, showed IPS
had the lowest on-time graduation rate among central city school districts
in the nation’s 50 largest cities.7

100%

According to official Indiana Department of Education (IDOE) data, only
58% of IPS students in the class of 2010 graduated from high school
within four years.8 In other words, more than four in 10 students who
start 9th grade in IPS do not make it to graduation on time. IPS’ 58% rate
compares to 85% for the state and 77% for Warren Township, the nextlowest performing Marion County school district (see Figure 1-7).9

Graduation rates in Indianapolis,
Marion County and statewide, 2006–10

85%

70%

State-IPS gap:
26 % points
State-IPS gap:

55% 26 % points
It is true that IPS’ graduation rate has improved by 7.2 percentage
points since 2006, when just 51% of students graduated on time. But this
improvement has barely affected the massive gap between IPS and the
state as a whole because the state’s overall graduation rate has been rising
at a similar pace. In 2006, IPS’ rate was 26.2 percentage points below the
state’s. In 2010, it was 25.6 percentage points below. In four years, IPS has
closed its gap with the state by only three-fifths of a percentage point.
In an economy where a postsecondary degree is increasingly essential,
many IPS students are likely to find themselves relegated to low-skilled,
low-paying work.

Few Failing Schools Improve
An analysis of the state’s accountability system illustrates just how much
more dire the situation in IPS may be than in any other Indiana school
district. Public Law 221 (P.L. 221), which establishes Indiana’s accountability
system for K–12 education, measures school results on three criteria:
❋❋ Performance — the percentage of all students who pass the state’s
English and math ISTEP+ exams and English 10 and Algebra I end-ofcourse assessments (and alternative assessments).
❋❋ Improvement — improvement in the percentage of students passing the
state exams over a three-year period.
❋❋ Adequate yearly progress — whether schools make adequate yearly
progress under the federal No Child Left Behind Act. Schools that do
not make adequate yearly progress in the same subject area or in the
“other indicator,” such as attendance, for two consecutive years or more
cannot receive more than a “C” under P.L. 221.

7
8
9
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Swanson, C. (2009).
As of this publication in December 2011, 2010–11 graduation figures were not available.
Indiana Department of Education. DOE Compass. Retrieved from http://compass.doe.in.gov/
Dashboard.aspx?view=CORP&val=5385&desc=Indianapolis+Public+Schools
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40%

2005–06

2006–07

2007–08

2008–09

2009–10

IPS
other marion county districts
Rest of indiana
Note: Other Marion County districts include MSD Decatur Township, Town
of Speedway, Beech Grove City, Franklin Township Community Schools,
MSD Lawrence Township, MSD Perry Township, MSD Pike Township, MSD
Warren Township, MSD Washington Township, MSD Wayne Township.
Source: Indiana Department of Education. “Graduation Rate, 4 Years or
Less.” Retrieved from http://mustang.doe.state.in.us/

Based on those criteria, the state places schools into one of five categories:
❋❋ A (Exemplary Progress)
❋❋ B (Commendable Progress)
❋❋ C (Academic Progress)
❋❋ D (Academic Watch – Priority)
❋❋ F (Academic Probation – High Priority)
The state began categorizing schools in 2005, and it revised its grading
system in 2011, adding the “A” through “F” designations. The state did not
issue designations in 2009.

IPS performance under P.L. 221
Although only about 3% of Indiana’s public schools are part of IPS, they
make up a disproportionate number of the lowest-performing schools in
the state. Since 2005, when the state first rated its schools under P.L. 221,
the number of IPS schools receiving the state’s lowest rating — academic
probation — has grown from 14 to 24. At least one-quarter of all IPS schools
have been on probation every year, with approximately four in 10 schools
on probation in 2011.10

Most schools on probation are able
to improve over time, yet the worst
IPS schools remain on the list. Seven
schools in the state have been on
probation all six years that the
grading system has been used; six
of those schools are in IPS. And IPS’
share of persistently failing schools
has steadily increased.

Figure 1-8. 86% of state’s chronically failing
schools are in IPS
Percentage of schools chronically on
probation located in IPS vs. the rest of
Indiana, 2005–11

85%

86%

82%
76%
68%

67%

Compared to the rest of the state, the percentage of schools on probation
in IPS has also grown. In 2005, 15% of schools on probation in Indiana were
located in IPS. In 2011, IPS operated 22% of schools on probation.
The concentration of persistently failing IPS schools is even higher. Most
schools on probation are able to improve over time, yet the worst IPS
schools remain on the list. Seven schools in the state have been on
probation all six years that the grading system has been used; six of those
schools are in IPS. And IPS’ share of persistently failing schools has steadily
increased (see Figure 1-8). The data show that not only are a higher
proportion of the failing schools located in IPS but that IPS schools are
more likely to remain persistently low-performing compared to schools in
other parts of the state.
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Note: The state did not issue designations in 2009.
Source: Indiana Department of Education. “P.L. 221 Category Placement List
(sorted by school).” Available www.doe.in.gov/pl221/

10 Public Impact analysis of P.L. 221 results. Indiana Department of Education (2011). “2011 Public Law 221
Information, P.L. 221 Category Placement List (sorted by school).” Available www.doe.in.gov/pl221/
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Failure to Meet the Needs of Parents and Families
Meanwhile, as the district has struggled to make progress on student
outcomes, Indianapolis parents have been voting with their feet. District
enrollment has been declining for more than three decades, dropping from
a high of more than 108,000 in 1967–68 to just over 33,000 in 2010–11.11
While multiple factors account for this decline, district performance is
a central factor. Just in the past 10 years, IPS enrollment in the district
declined 20% (see Figure 1-9).12 Over the same period, enrollment in
other Marion County districts increased by 12%, in large part due to the
movement of IPS families to surrounding townships. In 2011, nearly 300
additional students left the district, raising serious concerns about the longterm financial sustainability of IPS.13
Enrollment in the city’s public charter schools grew to more than 9,000
students by 2011, with approximately 5,000 coming from IPS.14 The steep
rise in charter enrollment serves as yet another example of parents’
demand for higher-quality public school options.
As the number of students enrolled in IPS has declined, the proportion
of disadvantaged students in IPS has increased. The share of students
qualifying for the federal free or reduced-price lunch program rose from
77% in 2002 to 81% in 2011.15 Racial and ethnic minorities now make up 77%
of the student population, up from 63% a decade ago.16 And the proportion
of students with limited English proficiency has almost doubled from 6% in
2002 to more than 11% of the district’s enrollment today.17 Given the strong
influence of poverty on students’ academic achievement, these changes
have increased the challenge of improving student outcomes in IPS.

11 Indiana Department of Education. “Public Enrollment.” Retrieved from http://mustang.doe.state.in.us/SAS/
sas1.cfm; 2010 and 2011 data from Indiana Department of Education “Find School and Corporation Data
Reports: Corporation Enrollment by Grade Level.” Retrieved from www.doe.in.gov/data/reports.html
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 National Alliance of Public Charter Schools. “Students Overview, 2010–11 IN-Indianapolis Public Schools.”
Retrieved from http://dashboard.publiccharters.org/dashboard/students/page/overview/district/IN-12/
year/2011; IPS residents enrolled in public charter schools: Estimated using a two-step process:
1. Find the proportion of all public charter students residing in the IPS boundaries in 2008–09, the most
recent year for which those data are available. Source: Special request to City of Indianapolis, Office of
Education Innovation.
2. Multiply proportion from step one by all public charter students in Indianapolis in 2010–11. Source:
National Alliance of Public Charter Schools (2011). “The Public Charter Schools Dashboard.” Retrieved
Aug. 29, 2011, from http://dashboard.publiccharters.org/dashboard/students/page/overview/district/
IN-12/year/2011
15 2002 data from Indiana Department of Education. “Free Lunch Counts by School.” Retrieved from
http://mustang.doe.state.in.us/SAS/sas1.cfm; Indiana 2011 data from Department of Education. “Find
School and Corporation Data Reports: School Enrollment by Ethnicity & Free/Reduced Price Meal
Status.” Retrieved from www.doe.in.gov/data/reports.html
16 2002 data from Indiana Department of Education. “Public Enrollment.” Retrieved from http://mustang.doe.
state.in.us/SAS/sas1.cfm; Indiana Department of Education. “Find School and Corporation Data Reports:
School Enrollment by Ethnicity & Free/Reduced Price Meal Status.” Retrieved from www.doe.in.gov/
data/reports.html
17 Indiana Department of Education. “Find School and Corporation Data Reports: School Enrollment by
Special Education & English Language Learners.” Retrieved from www.doe.in.gov/data/reports.html
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Figure 1-9. IPS Enrollment down 20%
Percentage change in enrollment,
IPS vs. Marion County, 2002–11
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Source: Indiana Department of Education. “Public Enrollment.” Retrieved
from http://mustang.doe.state.in.us/SAS/sas1.cfm; 2010 and 2011 data from
Indiana Department of Education “Find School and Corporation Data Reports:
Corporation Enrollment by Grade Level.” Retrieved from www.doe.in.gov/data/
reports.html

Failure to Focus Resources Effectively

Figure 1-10. IPS Spending up 61% since 1988

These discouraging results are not for lack of investment. Per-pupil
spending in IPS has grown by 61% in inflation-adjusted dollars since 1988
(see Figure 1-10).
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In spring 2011, the IPS School Board approved a budget that reduces the
number of central office administrators.19 This reduction is not reflected in
the comparative data cited above, since new national data have not been
updated. But based on our analysis of other districts, it is unlikely that IPS’
comparative rank has changed significantly. In fact, from 2008–09 to
2009–10, all but three districts in Marion County decreased their central
office relative to student enrollment, most by a larger amount than IPS.20
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But pouring more money into the school system without a coherent strategy
for how to use those dollars to drive improvements has not produced
measurable progress. A 2011 study by the Center for American Progress
found that IPS had one of the lowest productivity rates in the state, generally
defined as results achieved per dollar spent.18 A comparison of IPS’ central
office to the rest of the county and state illustrates part of the problem — a
bloated bureaucracy. IPS has almost four times as many administrators per
1,000 students than the average of other districts in Marion County, and it
has nearly twice as many as the average district in the state (see Figure 1-11).

Per-pupil expenditures in IPS adjusted for
inflation, 1988–2008

Source: Indiana Department of Education. “Expenditures, Receipts (Fiscal
Year) - frfy.” Retrieved from http://mustang.doe.state.in.us/SAS/sas1.
cfm; Indiana Department of Education. “Public Enrollment.” Retrieved from
http://mustang.doe.state.in.us/SAS/sas1.cfm. Adjusted for inflation using
inflation caculator avaliable at www.usinflationcalculator.com

Figure 1-11. IPS has a huge bureaucracy
Central office administrators per 1,000
students in IPS and Marion County, 2009–10

In November 2011, IPS mentioned that it may reduce the size of the central
office, but no plans have yet been offered publically.
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Note: Administrators include positions coded as “LEA Administrators”
and “LEA Administrative Support Staff.” School-level administrators are
excluded.
Source: National Center for Education Statistics. “Build a Table.” Data,
retrieved from http://nces.ed.gov/ccd/bat/

18 Center for American Progress (2011). Return on Educational Investment: A District-by-District Evaluation
of U.S. Educational Productivity. Washington, DC. Available: www.americanprogress.org/issues/2011/01/
educational_productivity/report.html
19 6 News (2011, Apr. 13). “IPS Details $20M in Budget Cuts.” Available: www.theindychannel.com/
education/27534945/detail.html
20 Public Impact analysis of NCES data. National Center for Education Statistics. “Build a Table.” Data,
retrieved from http://nces.ed.gov/ccd/bat/
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CHAPTER 2

CREATING THE
CONDITIONS
FOR SUCCESS

In this chapter:
❋❋ Great schools share a set of core conditions that enable them to help all
students achieve.
❋❋ Schools have the freedom to build and manage their own teams, create
their own culture, and empower teachers to innovate in the classroom.
❋❋ Schools prioritize resources and are held accountable for achieving strong
results.
❋❋ As schools of choice, they empower parents and therefore have to
effectively meet families’ needs to stay open.
❋❋ But Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) doesn’t create these conditions for its
schools:
➨➨ Only 41 cents of every dollar goes to school budgets; the remainder is
controlled by a large central administration.
➨➨ Most principals have little say over who is on their team.
➨➨ Most teachers are fed a top-down, standardized curriculum … and a rigid
formula decides how much they’re paid.
➨➨ Most students are stuck going to poor-performing neighborhood
schools, with few high-quality transfer options and long waiting lists for
successful magnet schools.
➨➨ Most young children do not have affordable access to quality
prekindergarten programs.
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The previous chapter underscores the urgency of our challenge. IPS
students deserve dramatically better public schools.
In light of the evidence, The Mind Trust and the Indiana Department of
Education, a ma jor funder of this report, agreed that this study should
focus on IPS. Our purpose, however, is not to dwell on the system’s record of
failure. Instead, our task is to look to the future, to outline a fresh approach
for achieving dramatically better results for students across IPS.
There is an emerging consensus among educators and researchers that
several conditions are necessary for “effective” schools to thrive. Scores
of studies on school success, some focused on specific districts and
schools, others on multiple districts, have been conducted in the past
few decades. Many of them date back to the pioneering work of Harvard
researcher Ron Edmonds, who more than 30 years ago began building a
research base demonstrating that children from low-income households
can indeed learn at high levels, and that “effective schools” make a
critical difference in their life success.21 Since then, scores of research
papers and journalistic accounts have confirmed the wisdom of Edmonds’
observations.22
The existence of these conditions does not guarantee excellence. But
when one examines the schools, school districts, school networks, and
communities that have made and sustained the most educational progress
over the past decade, these conditions are universally present. They are
the common denominators.

First, school leaders should have the ability to
establish a clear, focused mission.
Instead of trying to be “all things to all people,” highly successful schools
tend to be those that focus on providing a particular mode of instruction
(e.g., schools with an emphasis on the “basics”; experiential-learning
schools; Montessori schools; schools with themes such as technology,
science and math, or the arts; or credit recovery programs). One study
of 100 public charter schools, for example, highlighted the paramount
importance of a “unique mission aligned with [the school’s] philosophy
and values” that guides the school’s decisions and fosters “distinctiveness,
coherence, and focus.”23 In high-performing schools, everyone — the
governing board, the staff, families, and students — understands the
school’s unique mission and is relentlessly committed to implementing it.
Having everyone on board with the mission is the essential first step.
The structure of the IPS School Board, however, makes such coherence
difficult, if not impossible. As in other urban communities, the IPS board
is made up of individuals, each with his or her own priorities, values, and
constituencies. And IPS board members are subject to shifting political
fortunes, policy constraints imposed by the state and the federal

Failed Change Has Been the One
Constant
1992:

“IPS Chief Outlines Big Changes”
— The Indianapolis Star1

1993:

“This is the real tragedy. No one is
accountable. Teachers, administrators,
parents, and students must become
more responsible for achieving quality
in our schools.”
— 1993 report from the Indianapolis
Adult Literacy Program on IPS2

1995:

“I believe the district is in crisis. This
crisis deals with financial resources. It
deals with accountability. And it deals
with community perceptions.”
— IPS Superintendent Esperanza
Zendejas3

2002: “It’s time for IPS to try some radically
different approaches in its high
schools.”
— The Indianapolis Star4
2005: Superintendent White announces:
“We’re going to change the entire
culture of Indianapolis Public Schools.
We have to change the way people
think about the district and the way
children are educated. No one will
be apologizing for public schools in
Indianapolis.”
— The Indianapolis Star5
2011:

“Indianapolis Public Schools’ ISTEP
results are atrocious again this year
despite everything the district, this
community and the state have done
to try to help thousands of students
who are failing to master basic skills in
English and math.”
— The Indianapolis Star6

2011:

“The virtual absence of public discussion and discourse from the policy
making body of Indiana’s largest school
system is a gross embarrassment.”
— Indianapolis Recorder columnist
Amos Brown7
For more on the history of reform in IPS,
see Appendix B.

1
2
3

21 Edmonds, R. (1979, October). “Effective Schools for the Urban Poor.” Educational Leadership. 37(2):
15–23. Available: www.ascd.org/ASCD/pdf/journals/ed_lead/el_197910_edmonds.pdf
22 For summaries of the extensive research on what distinguishes “effective schools” and for more
journalistic accounts of what makes these successful schools different, see Appendix A for a list of
resources.
23 Finn, C. E., Manno, B. V., & Vanourek, G. (2001). Charter Schools in Action: Renewing Public Education.
Princeton University Press, p. 228
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4
5
6
7

Finnell, S. L. (1992, Jan. 31). “IPS Chief Outlines Big Changes.”
The Indianapolis Star.
Uishi, P. (1993). Schools at the Crossroads: Which Way to
Educational Excellence. Indianapolis Adult Literacy Program.
Associated Press (1995, June 2). “IPS to Re-Interview Top Staff
New Head Gives the System an F.”
Editorial (2002, Dec. 4).“A Radical Approach to Improving Schools.”
The Indianapolis Star.
Hooper, K. (2005, June 5). “New Chief Vows Era of Change for IPS.”
The Indianapolis Star.
Editorial (2011, July 13). “IPS’ Results Are Unacceptable.”
The Indianapolis Star.
Brown, A. (2011, Apr. 28). “Where, Oh Where Can Our Ips School
Board Be? Missing in Action.” Indianapolis Recorder.

government, and collective bargaining agreements with employee
organizations. All these get in the way of creating a clear, focused
mission at the school level. For decades, the IPS School Board has been
all over the reform landscape, experimenting with multiple “solutions”
— parental involvement and middle grades reading in the 1980s; robust
business partnerships and enhanced professional development in the
1990s; and freshmen academies, career academies, small high schools,
K–8 schools, and 7–12 community schools more recently. The fact
that none of these has driven any significant improvement in student
learning is a sad and sobering testament to the ineffectiveness of this
flawed and unfocused approach (see sidebar, p. 22).

Second, school leaders should have the
authority to build a team of capable, committed
educators and decide how to use time and other
resources.
Teams of educators. Highly effective schools maintain focus by building
teams of educators dedicated to the school’s success. In a recent study of
high-performing schools across five different states, all principals identified
the ability to select members of their staff as a key autonomy that leads to
strong student achievement.24
Principals must have the authority to pick teachers because excellent
teachers are the most important contributor to student outcomes in
schools. Researchers such as Jonah Rockoff of Columbia University and
Thomas Kane of Harvard University conclude that students taught by the
top quartile of teachers make dramatically more learning progress than
students taught by bottom-quartile teachers.25 Researchers from The
Brookings Institution report that “having a top-quartile teacher rather than
a bottom-quartile teacher four years in a row would be enough to close the
black-white test score gap.”26 Placing an excellent teacher in each classroom
is a key objective of principals in successful schools, and they can only do
that with the authority to decide whom to hire — and keep.
Principals also should have the tools to regularly monitor and evaluate their
staff’s performance, provide support where needed, reward those who
are getting great results with their students, and dismiss those who are
not. New Indiana laws (Senate Bills 1 and 575) have helped pave the way
to more strongly link teacher performance with pay and dismissal and to
free districts from some of the constraints typically imposed by collective
bargaining agreements (see Figure 2-1). Whether and how school leaders
take advantage of these new freedoms has yet to be seen, but these policy
reforms are a significant step in the right direction.

24 Ableidinger, J., & Hassel, B. C. (2010). Free to Lead: Autonomy in Highly Successful Charter Schools.
Washington, DC: National Alliance for Public Charter Schools. Available: www.publicimpact.com/
images/stories/Issue_Autonomy_free_to_lead.pdf
25 Sanders, W. L., & Rivers, J. C. (1996). Cumulative and Residual Effects of Teachers on Future Student
Academic Achievement. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Value-Added Research and Assessment
Center; Kane, T., Rockoff, J. E., & Staiger, D. O. (2006). “What Does Certification Tell Us about Teacher
Effectiveness? Evidence from New York City.” NBER Working Paper Series, Vol. w12155. Cambridge,
MA: National Bureau of Economic Research. Retrieved from www.dartmouth.edu/~dstaiger/Papers/
nyc%20fellows%20march%202006.pdf
26 Gordon, R., Kane, T., & Staiger, D. O. (2006). Identifying Teacher Performance on the Job.
Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution. Retrieved from www.brookings.edu/views/
papers/200604hamilton_1.pdf

Figure 2-1. S.B. 1 and S.B. 575 Provide Additional
Flexibility
Senate Bill 1

Senate Bill 575

Enacted 2011
New Teacher
Evaluation Policies

Enacted 2011
Changes to Indiana’s Teacher
Collective Bargaining Law

•	Creates an annual
•	Grants teachers
performance evaluation
collective bargaining
that rates teachers
rights for wages and
highly effective,
fringe benefits only.
effective, improvement •	Removes the following
necessary, or
topics from collective
ineffective.
bargaining: class
•	Specifies that a teacher
sizes, school calendar,
rated ineffective or
dismissal procedures
improvement necessary
and criteria, teacher
may not receive a raise
evaluation, restructuring
the following year.
options in the case
•	Includes student
that the school fails
growth and
to meet federal or
performance as a
state accountability
factor in teacher pay,
standards, or
along with tenure and
contracting dual-credit
academic degrees.
or postsecondary-credit
•	Requires parental
courses for students.
approval before
The length of the school
a student can be
day and year are now
placed in a classroom
only part of individual
with teachers rated
teacher contracts, not
ineffective two years
collective bargaining
straight.
agreements.
•	Gives the board power
to fire teachers, revoke
licenses, and suspend
teachers without pay
pending cancellation of
contracts.
•	Allows the use of
temporary teacher
contracts to fill
positions funded by
outside grants.
•	Allows the board to pay
temporary teachers
less than state minimum
salary.
•	Limits the duration of a
collective bargaining
agreement to the end
of the state budget
biennium.
Source: S.B. 1, 117th Indiana General Assembly (2011). Retrieved from
www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/SB/SB0001.1.html; S.B. 575, 117th
Indiana General Assembly (2011). Retrieved from www.in.gov/legislative/
bills/2011/SB/SB0575.2.html
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School leaders also need to be able to create a school culture that
reinforces their educational mission; that’s nearly impossible if leaders
cannot assemble a team of teachers and other staff highly committed to
that mission. Following a recent extensive study of best practices in six
urban districts, Education Resource Strategies recommended that districts
“give school leaders the professional development, tools, support, and
authority they need to organize all their people, time, and money in ways
aligned with their school’s instructional vision for meeting student needs.”27
Time and other resources. How time is used also matters. Researchers
from Stanford University, the University of Pennsylvania, and the National
Bureau of Economic Research found a longer school year and more English
instruction time have positive association with student achievement.28
Nine “Leading Edge” urban high schools studied by Education Resource
Strategies outperformed most high schools in their districts by embracing
such practices as:
❋❋ Clearly defining an instructional model that reflects the school’s vision,
learning goals, and student population and making tough trade-offs that
prioritized use of people, time, and money to support that vision.
❋❋ Devoting an average of 233 equivalent days more over a four-year
high school period to core academics than traditional district schools,
primarily by strengthening core academic expectations and individual
and small group academic support.
❋❋ Building a school schedule that strategically advances the school’s
instructional model and addresses student needs.29
These findings underscore the need for successful principals to be able
to create unique instructional programs, including how they organize the
school day. Perhaps double doses of reading or math instruction will help
struggling students. Perhaps a longer school day or year is needed or
weekend tutoring academies. As long as students are on track to meet state
standards, school leaders and their teams should have that kind of flexibility.
And school leaders need to be able to control resources with a minimum of
bureaucratic red tape. They need the flexibility to pay more for great master teachers or hire extra tutors or expand art programs or create partnerships with social service agencies — whatever it takes to improve student
achievement. While specific solutions will vary from school to school, staff
must buy in to the customized approaches and help shape them.
At IPS, however, restrictive policies significantly limit principals’
autonomy in selecting staff, shaping school culture, and using
resources. The centralized human resources department is seen
by many principals as an impediment. In a survey administered by
the national nonprofit The New Teacher Project (TNTP), during the
2008–09 school year, 77% of IPS school principals said the system’s
red tape and delayed hiring timeline had cost them their first choice
hires. Fifty-nine percent also said that teacher placements by human
resources prevented them from hiring more qualified teachers to fill
27 Education Resource Strategies (2010). Time and Attention in Urban High Schools: Lessons for School
Systems. Watertown, MA.
28 Hoxby, C. M., Murarka, S., & Kang, J. (2009). How New York City’s Charter Schools Affect
Achievement. Cambridge, MA: New York City Charter Schools Evaluation Project. Available: www.
nber.org/~schools/charterschoolseval/how_NYC_charter_schools_affect_achievement_sept2009.pdf
29 Education Resource Strategies (2010).
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School leaders need to be able to
control resources with a minimum
of bureaucratic red tape. They need
the flexibility to pay more for great
master teachers ... or hire extra
tutors or expand art programs ...
or create partnerships with social
service agencies — whatever it takes
to improve student achievement.

vacancies. “When school staffing decisions are not based upon an
interview and selection process,” the study states, “schools miss out
on filling vacancies with high-quality teacher candidates, especially
in high-need schools.”30 A 2010 audit of IPS by Cambridge Education
Associates found that “principals do not have enough autonomy to
make [human resource] decisions about their teacher workforce.”31 A
separate 2010 report by Teach Plus, an organization with a cohort of
excellent early career Indianapolis teachers (mostly from IPS), found
high teacher attrition and noncompetitive pay in IPS, suggesting that
many IPS principals have been unable to build and keep high-quality
staffs.32 According to the Teach Plus study, teacher salaries are higher
than IPS’ at almost every level of experience in every school corporation
in Marion County that surrounds IPS.
Too often seniority has trumped excellence. In TNTP’s 2009 report,
nearly 50% of principals said they “frequently” lost and 73% said they
have “sometimes” lost teachers they would like to keep because of
involuntary transfers that allow senior teachers to bump others.33
More than one-third of IPS teachers have been placed in their
jobs without even having had an interview. And there is minimal
accountability for results; despite the staggeringly low performance of
IPS students, only 20% of IPS teachers surveyed by TNTP said they had
received “unsatisfactory” or “needs improvement” evaluations.34
IPS has taken some steps to address problems such as these, notably
partnering with TNTP and Teach For America to source high-quality new
teachers (see sidebar, this page). But the partnerships remain limited in
scope. New contract provisions developed by Teach Plus, the teacher’s
union, and the district have improved some policies but in a limited
fashion, protecting some effective early career teachers from layoffs
but leaving overall seniority systems intact.35
In an exchange reported by Matthew Tully of The Indianapolis Star,
Superintendent White estimated that 60% of teachers in several IPS
high schools were ineffective.36 But IPS administrators told Tully it would
take three to five years before they can seriously address the issue —
meaning hundreds of IPS students may be subject to underperforming
teachers.
Tellingly, in 1995 the state legislature gave the IPS School Board much of
the flexibility needed to transform its staffing practices. But the board
never took advantage of the flexibility through its repeal in 2001. As
The Indianapolis Star reported in 2001, board members were unable to
agree even about whether they thought the flexibility was good policy,
much less about how to act on it.37

30 The New Teacher Project (2009).Teacher Staffing and Evaluation in Indianapolis Public Schools.
Brooklyn, NY.
31 Cambridge Education Associates (2010). Quality Review Report: A Review of 12 IPS Schools.
32 Indiana Policy Fellows (2010). The Cost of Loyalty: Teachers’ Stay-or-Leave Decision in the Indianapolis
Public Schools. Boston, MA: Teach Plus.
33 The New Teacher Project (2009).
34 The New Teacher Project (2009).
35 Teach Plus (2010). “Changes to the Indianapolis Public Schools’ Reduction in Force (RIF) Process
for Teachers in Years One through Five.” Boston: MA. Available: www.teachplus.org/uploads/
Documents/1294158661_RIF_Case_Study_Final_Teach_Plus.pdf
36 Tully, M. (2010, Mar. 28). “Will State Take Over Manual?” The Indianapolis Star.
37 Hooper, K. (2001, Jan. 24). “A Cornerstone for the Future.” The Indianapolis Star, p. B1.

The Impact of Teach For America
and The New Teacher Project
Multiple studies have found that educators
trained by Teach For America (TFA) and The New
Teacher Project (TNTP) produce outstanding
results.1 For example:
❋❋ At the high school level, TFA corps members
are, on average, more effective than non-TFA
teachers in all subject areas, especially math
and science.
❋❋ In North Carolina, the average middle school
math student in a TFA teacher’s classroom
receives the equivalent of an additional halfyear of instruction.
❋❋ The average TFA-Tennessee teacher
outperforms the state’s new 4th–8th grade
teachers across all subjects and grade levels;
performs the same as the average veteran
teacher in math; and outperforms the average
veteran teacher in reading, science, and social
studies.
❋❋ TFA corps members in North Carolina are
outperforming other new teachers and are as
effective as veteran teachers across the state in
math, science, reading, and language arts.
❋❋ Teachers trained through Louisiana’s
Practitioner Teacher Program — a TNTPaffiliated program — outperform novice and
experienced teachers from other programs
throughout the state in most subjects, and they
propel students to more than 1.5 times as much
growth as the next strongest program.
❋❋ The Urban Institute has credited TFA and TNTP
for a “remarkable narrowing” of the gap in
teacher qualifications between high- and lowpoverty schools in New York City from 2000 to
2005. Student achievement improved across
high-poverty schools in the same period.

1

Xu, Z., Hannaway, J., & Taylor, C. (2009). “Making a Difference?
The Effects of Teach For America in High Schools.” Washington,
DC: National Center for the Analysis of Longitudinal Data in
Education Research (CALDER). Available www.urban.org/
UploadedPDF/411642_Teach_America.pdf; Henry, G., et al.
(2010). “Portal Report: Impacts of Teacher Preparation on Student
Test Scores in North Carolina.” University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. Available http://publicpolicy.unc.edu/files/
Teacher_Portals_Teacher_Preparation_and_Student_Test_Scores_
in_North_Carolina_2.pdf; Tennessee State Board of Education
(2010). “Report Card on the Effectiveness of Teacher Training
Programs.” Available www.tn.gov/thec/Divisions/fttt/report_
card_teacher_train/2010%20Report%20Card%20on%20the%20
Effectiveness%20of%20Teacher%20Training%20Programs.pdf;
Gansle, K.A., et al. (2010). “Value Added Assessment of Teacher
Preparation in Louisiana: 2005–2006 to 2008–2009.” Available:
http://regents.louisiana.gov/assets/docs/TeacherPreparation/20
10VATechnical082610.pdf; Boyd, D., et al. (2008). “The Narrowing
Gap in New York City Teacher Qualifications and Implications
for Student Achievement in High-Poverty Schools.” Washington,
DC: CALDER. Available www.urban.org/uploadedpdf/1001268_
narowinggapinnewyork.pdf
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Third, parents and families should have true
choice.
All parents should have the opportunity to choose the school that best
meets their children’s needs. No student should get assigned to one
school without having other options. In systems where families have
school choice, schools have to compete to attract students. The force of
competition gives schools the incentive to provide parents with in-depth
information about the kind of institutions they are, including their
instructional focus, their approach to discipline and safety, the quality of
their teachers and support staff, their commitment to families, and their
community partnerships. Armed with timely and relevant information,
families then decide which school will best meet their children’s needs.
“Many middle-class families have plenty of choice (even beyond private
schools): they can move to another neighborhood, or are well-connected
enough to navigate the system,” wrote former chancellor of New York
City Public Schools Joel Klein in the June 2011 issue of The Atlantic. “Those
families who are least powerful, however, usually get one choice: their
neighborhood school. That has to change.”38
Just like staff buy-in, student and parent buy-in are essential in building
a culture of achievement. A system driven by parent choice will create
more diverse options to appeal to students’ varying interests and needs.
Schools that fail to attract enough students should go “out of business,”
and deservedly so. Beyond public charter schools, studies have found that
when families have more choices — among school districts or between
public and private options — public school students do better. Stanford
University economist Caroline Hoxby, who has done extensive research
on the implications of school choice on the quality of schools, found that
in cities with more choice among school districts or between public and
private schools, the public schools produce higher student learning results.
What’s more, parents who have greater choice tend to be more involved in
their children’s schooling.39
Today, Indianapolis parents have limited choice among IPS magnets and
public charters and far too few high-quality options. Parents have made
it clear they want more — and better — choices. Indianapolis public
charter schools enrolled more than 9,200 students in 2010–11, a sizable
jump from the first year (2002–03), when 551 students enrolled.40 But
it’s not nearly enough to meet parental demand; this fall more than
2,000 students were stranded on a charter school waiting list.41 IPS does
offer 48 magnet programs in 19 schools, with 12,448 seats for 2011–12.42

38 Klein, J. (2011, June). “The Failure of American Schools.” The Atlantic. Available:
www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2011/06/the-failure-of-american-schools/8497
39 Hoxby, C. (1998, March). “What Do America’s ‘Traditional’ Forms of School Choice Teach Us about
School Choice Reforms?” FRBNY Economic Policy Review. Available: www.ny.frb.org/research/
epr/98v04n1/9803hoxb.pdf
40 National Alliance for Public Charter Schools. “The Public Charter Schools Dashboard.” Retrieved from
http://dashboard.publiccharters.org/dashboard/students/page/overview/district/IN-12/year/2011;
Office of Education Innovation. “Accountability Report 2003–04.” Retrieved from www.indy.gov/eGov/
Mayor/programs/education/Charter/Documents/PDF/accountabilityreport2003web.pdf
41 Pullman, J. (2011, Oct. 24). “Indianapolis Opens ‘Charter Incubator.’” Heartland Institute. Retrieved
Nov. 15, 2011, from http://news.heartland.org/newspaper-article/2011/10/24/indianapolis-openscharter-incubator
42 Indianapolis Public Schools website. Available: www.magnet.ips.k12.in.us/index.php?id=3273. Overall
number of magnet school seats and overall waiting list figure provided by IPS Office of Student
Enrollment on Nov. 4, 2011.
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Figure 2-2. Limited Choice Now
Public schools serving IPS students,
2011–12

41
traditional IPS public schools
19
IPS schools with magnet programs*
26
public charter schools
in Indianapolis
*These 19 schools offer 48 distinct magnet programs.
Note: Includes all magnet schools listed on the district’s magnet website.
Some schools with magnet programs also may house traditional programs.
Sources: Indiana Department of Education. “Find School and Corporation
Data Reports: List of Schools.” Retrieved Nov. 17, 2011, from www.doe.
in.gov/data/reports.html; IPS. “IPS Magnet Schools.” Retrieved Nov. 17,
2011, from www.magnet.ips.k12.in.us/index.php?id=3273; Magnet program
counts based on personal communications with the Office of Student
Enrollment; Charter school counts based on personal communications
with the Office of School Innovation in the Mayor’s Office (authorizing 23
charters in 2011–12) and Ball State University (authorizing four charters in
Indianapolis).

In some cases, the number of slots is not enough to meet the demand,
with 1,064 on waiting lists according to the latest figures. Many of those
on the waiting lists are trying to win access to just a small number of
high-performing schools, however. According to the Urban Times, nearly
300 students, about one-third of all students on a magnet waiting
list, are trying to enroll in one of Center for Inquiry’s three campuses.43
The bottom line: A substantial majority of students in the IPS district
continue to attend a neighborhood school which may or may not offer
an instructional program that meets a given student’s needs.

Fourth, funding should follow students.
In a high-performing system of schools, most of the money ends up in
classrooms, where teaching and learning occur, instead of staffing a central
bureaucracy. Further, in a well-designed student-funding system, the
money follows the student to the school that the student’s family selects.
Plus, some students (such as those with disabilities or those learning
English) receive additional resources to support their learning.
A six-year Center on Reinventing Public Education study on school finance
funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation concluded that school
finance systems must “fund students, not programs or adults” and “account
for use of funds down to the school, classroom, and student.”44 In another
study, Marguerite Roza, a research associate professor at the University
of Washington, asserted that funding must be available to principals in
“dollars, not district-bought resources, on a per-pupil basis.”45 That way,
principals have the freedom to make decisions that meet the needs of their
students.
IPS, however, has a very different approach to funding. According to
proposed 2012 budget figures, only about 41% of funding will go to
schools, much of it available only for specific uses (see Figure 2-3).
Schools will receive an average of about $6,600 of the approximately
$16,200 IPS will spend on behalf of each student in 2012–13.46 Plus, school
leaders must spend the vast ma jority of this funding on salaries, over
which they have little or no control because a rigid, districtwide salary
schedule determines each staff member’s pay. A school leader who
wanted to pay excellent teachers substantially more to keep them in the
classroom would not be allowed to do so.

Figure 2-3. IPS Spends $16,200 Per student, but
schools get only 41%

$9,600
for services,
administration,
etc.

$6,600
to schools

Source: Public Impact analysis of IPS budget data. See Appendix H
for details.

In a high-performing system of
schools, most of the money ends up
in classrooms, where teaching and
learning occur, instead of staffing
a central bureaucracy. Further, in
a well-designed student-funding
system, the money follows students.

IPS spends the remaining $9,600 per pupil in two areas: services for
schools (which schools might or might not choose to receive from the
district if they had options); and shared costs, including administration,
debt service, and retirement benefits (see Chapter 3 for details).

43 Gammill, A. (2009, Nov. 12). “IPS Hopes New Magnet Schools Draw, Hold Students.” The Indianapolis
Star. Available: www.indy.com/posts/ips-hopes-new-magnet-schools-draw-hold-students; Urban
Times (2010, Oct. 5). “The Third Center for Inquiry to Open Near King Park This Fall.” Available: www.
urbantimesonline.com/2010/10/this-just-in-the-third-center-for-inquiry-to-open-near-king-park-this-fall/
44 Hill, P., Roza, M., & Harvey, J. (2008). Facing the Future: Financing Productive Schools. Seattle: Center
on Reinventing Public Education. Available: www.crpe.org/cs/crpe/download/csr_files/pub_sfrp_
finalrep_nov08.pdf
45 Roza, M. (2008). Allocating Anatomy: District Resource Distribution Practices and Reform Strategies.
Seattle: Center on Reinventing Public Education. Available: www.crpe.org/cs/crpe/download/
csr_files/brief_sfrp_aa_may08.pdf
46 Public Impact analysis of IPS budget data. See Appendix H for details.
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Fifth, there should be rigorous accountability for
results.
For high-performing schools, the flip side of flexibility is accountability
for results. High-performing schools tend to be accountable to multiple
parties: to families, who can choose to leave the school, taking student
funding with them, and to their governing boards or their oversight
agency, such as a charter school authorizer. As a result, these schools’
continued existence depends heavily on student performance. This focused
accountability energizes school leaders and staff and drives the hard
work and commitment necessary to achieve stellar results. Funded by the
U.S. Department of Education, the Center for Reform of School Systems
convened a panel of experts that included superintendents, a counselor to
the U.S. Secretary of Education, and leading professors from Harvard and
Vanderbilt universities. The panel designed four principles for successful
district accountability:

Figure 2-4. many IPS schools have been on
Probation for years
Percentage of all IPS schools on probation,
2005–11

40%

39%
35%

34%

2008

2010

28%
25%

❋❋ District accountability systems must empower schools but also provide
strong capacity for excellence.
❋❋ Student achievement must be the dominant measure of school
performance.
❋❋ All functional units — principals, teachers, and central office staff — must
be held accountable for results.
❋❋ Accountability must mean both positive and negative consequences for
everyone in the system.47
By contrast, there is little accountability within IPS today. Excellence
is not rewarded and failure has been tolerated for years. “Academic
probation” is the lowest of the state’s five performance ratings
categories. IPS has only about 3% of the state’s schools, but 22% of the
schools on probation. Since 2005, when the state began this grading
system, the number of IPS schools on probation has grown from 14 to
24. And in any given year, between 25% and 40% of IPS schools have
been on probation (see Figure 2-4). Many of these schools have been
failing their students for years. But only this year did the state announce
it was intervening in six schools, including taking over four. Meanwhile,
another generation of students has fallen further behind.48
State law grants local school districts such as IPS significant powers
to intervene in schools on academic probation.49 The fact that the
state has had to act is clear evidence that IPS itself has not used these
powers to make a difference for students trapped in these failing
schools. The essence of accountability is setting clear expectations,

47 McAdams, D. R., et al. (2003). Urban School District Accountability Systems. Houston, TX: Center for
Reform of School Systems. Available: www.ecs.org/html/educationissues/accountability/mcadams_
report.pdf
48 Elliott, S. (2011, Aug. 29). “State Ed Board OKs Takeover of IPS Schools for 2012.” The Indianapolis
Star. Available: www.indystar.com/article/20110829/NEWS/110829013/State-ed-board-OKstakeover-IPS-schools-2012
49 According to Indiana Code 20-25-15-3, state law grants IPS significant powers in the case that a
school is on academic probation. The law states that “[i]f a school is placed in academic receivership,
the superintendent and the board must take action to raise the school’s level of performance.”
Such actions include changing or removing the principal, teachers, administrators, or other staff;
establishing a new educational plan for the school; contracting with external organizations to manage
the school; and closing the school. Indiana Code Title 20, Article 25, Chapter 15, Section 3. Available:
www.in.gov/legislative/ic/code/title20/ar25/ch15.html
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2005

2006

2007

2011

Source: Indiana Department of Education. “P.L. 221 Category Placement List
(sorted by school).” Retrieved from www.doe.in.gov/pl221/

Figure 2-5. IPS is making progress, but Still
Falls Well Short of Its Goals and
state average

Numerous studies have shown that high-quality preschool and prekindergarten can help boost a child’s learning for the rest of his or her life. For
example, Chicago children who attended a prekindergarten program were
29% more likely to graduate high school than peers who did not; conversely, Chicago children who did not attend prekindergarten were 70%
more likely to be arrested for a violent crime.50 Nationally, every $1 invested
in high-quality prekindergarten saves taxpayers up to $7 in reduced costs
for remedial and special education, welfare, and related costs.51 Research
by Nobel Prize-winning University of Chicago economist James Heckman
shows that the public receives $48,000 in benefits for each at-risk child
who enrolls in even a half day of public preschool.52 Numerous researchers,
including Heckman, also conclude that students who attend high-quality
prekindergarten programs are less likely to drop out of school or repeat
grades, and they are more likely to enroll in college.53
Today, however, IPS does not prioritize early learning opportunities for
its students. More than 3,000 prekindergarten-age children live within
the district boundaries of IPS.54 Data are not available for Indianapolis
student enrollment in high-quality prekindergarten programs, but we
know from statewide data that there is an acute need for more highquality programs. According to the Indiana Department of Education’s
Roundtable website, in 2000, 62% of Indiana families with children
under the age of 6 had both parents in the workforce. Yet in 2002,
there were more than 12,000 children on the waiting list for child care
subsidies.55 According to the National Institute for Early Education

50 Pre-K Now. “The Benefits of High-Quality Pre-K.” Fact sheet. Available: www.preknow.org/advocate/
factsheets/benefits.cfm
51 Pre-K Now. “The Benefits of High-Quality Pre-K.”
52 Heckman, J. J. (2010). Invest in Early Childhood Development: Reduce Deficits, Strengthen the
Economy. Available: www.heckmanequation.org
53 Heckman, J. J., & Masterov, D. V. (2007). “The Productivity Argument for Investing in Young Children.”
Review of Agricultural Economics, 29(3): 446–93; Warren, J. (2010, Dec. 23). “Economist’s Plan to
Improve Schools Begins before Kindergarten.” The New York Times; Barnett, W. S. (2008). “Preschool
Education and Its Lasting Effects: Research and Policy Implications.” Boulder, CO, and Tempe, AZ:
Education and the Public Interest Center & Education Policy Research Unit; Schweinhart, L. J., Barnes,
H. V., & Weikart, D. P. (1993). Significant Benefits: The HighScope Perry Preschool Study through Age
27. Ypsilanti, MI: HighScope Press. Retrieved from www.highscope.org/content.asp?contentid=219
54 Estimate assumes there are about as many prekindergarten students as there are kindergarten
students enrolled in IPS. Indiana Department of Education. “Find School and Corporation Data
Reports: Corporation Enrollment by Grade Level.” Available: www.doe.in.gov/data/reports.html
55 Indiana Department of Education. “Early Learning & School Readiness.” Indiana’s Education
Roundtable. Available: www.in.gov/edroundtable/2391.htm

Metric
Graduation
rates
Academic
honors
diploma
(% of
grads)
Language
arts
ISTEP+
pass rates
Math
ISTEP+
pass rates

2010–11 Result

Sixth, every child should have the best possible
start in school.

2009–10 Goal

IPS has made some progress in the past few years, but it still has not
come close to meeting its 2010 goals (see Figure 2-5). Even if IPS could
sustain this progress, it would take many years — and in some cases
decades — for the district to reach those benchmarks.

Starting Benchmark
(2004-05)

Percentage of students meeting goals

IPS

51%*

95%

58%**

Indiana

77%*

—

85%**

IPS

10%

25%

12%**

Indiana

31%

—

31%**

IPS

47%

73%

56%

Indiana

71%

—

79%

IPS

47%

72%

58%

Indiana

72%

—

80%

Jurisdiction

measuring results, and then taking action based on those results. On this
score, the IPS School Board has failed to hold the system and its leaders
accountable, as the citizens need it to do. The school board agreed on
a set of performance goals for 2005–10, but still hasn’t come close to
meeting them six years later (see Figure 2-5).

Additional
years
needed
to reach
2009–10
goaL at
current
rate
21.1

32.5

11.3

7.6

*Graduation rates not available for 2004–05, so table uses 2005–06
graduation rates instead.
**2010–11 graduation rates and distribution of diploma types not available,
so table uses 2009–10 data instead.
***Years needed to reach 2009–10 goal at current rate calculated by
dividing the difference between 2010–11 results and 2009–10 goals by
how much IPS improved in the six years from 2004–05 to 2010–11 (four
years in the case of graduation rates and five years in the case of academic
honors diploma).
Note: In some instances, 2004–05 data in the 2005–10 strategic report did
not match state records, likely due to adjustments at the district. In those
instances, we used the state data.
Sources: Indianapolis Public Schools 2005–2010 Strategic Plan, p. 8.
Retrieved from: www.about.ips.k12.in.us/fileadmin/Assets/AboutUs/
pdf/2005-2010_sp.pdf; 2004–05 performance data from: Indiana
Department of Indiana. “Corporation Snapshot, Indianapolis Public Schools
#5385.” Retrieved from: http://mustang.doe.state.in.us/SEARCH/snapcorp.
cfm?corp=5385; 2004–05 statewide academic honors percentage from
Indiana Department of Education. Personal communication. Nov. 17, 2011;
2004–05 IPS academic honors percentage from Indianapolis Public Schools
2005–2010 Strategic Plan, p. 10. Retrieved from: www.about.ips.k12.in.us/
fileadmin/Assets/AboutUs/pdf/2005-2010_sp.pdf; 2010–11 ISTEP+ data,
2009–10 graduation rates, and 2009–10 academic honor diploma data
from: Indiana Department of Education. “DOE Compass.” Available
http://compass.doe.in.gov/compass/Dashboard.aspx?view=STATE&val=0
&desc=STATE
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Research, Indiana was one of only 10 states that did not fund any
prekindergarten programs in 2010.56 That’s a missed opportunity,
which could be rectified by shifting funds controlled by the central
office to subsidize districtwide prekindergarten programs.

The Evidence
These six principles not only make common sense, they are based on
empirical research of what has worked in high-need urban school districts
(see Appendix I). A growing number of traditional and public charter
schools that operate under these principles are beating the odds and
successfully preparing most of their students for college and careers.
Models include some Indianapolis public charter and traditional public
schools; charter school networks such as Knowledge Is Power Program
(KIPP), YES Prep, and Achievement First; and school systems such as New
Orleans and New York City. Many have made encouraging progress in the
past several years, even as they acknowledge they still have far to go.

Successful local schools
Here in Indianapolis, a handful of quality IPS schools are helping low-income
students to achieve:
❋❋ More than 70% of students who qualified for free or reduced-price lunch
at IPS Ernie Pyle School and IPS magnet schools Center for Inquiry (CFI)
and Center for Inquiry II were proficient in math and reading on 2011
state tests. CFI was named a Magnet School of Excellence by Magnet
Schools of America for the last two years (see sidebar, this page, for
details).57
❋❋ At the Charles A. Tindley Accelerated School, a public charter school
with 422 students, 100% of its first three graduating classes have been
accepted to college and more than 85% are earning bachelor’s degrees
(see sidebar, this page, and Figure 4-6.).58
❋❋ At Herron High School, a public charter school near downtown
Indianapolis, 90% of students graduate and 100% of graduates are
admitted to college. After only a few years of operation, Herron High
School was named by both Newsweek and The Washington Post as one
of the nation’s top high schools.59
❋❋ At IPS Merle Sidener Gifted Academy — a selective admissions school —
96% of poor students were proficient in 2011.60

56 The National Institute for Early Education Research (2010). The State of Preschool 2010: Executive
Summary. New Brunswick, NJ, p. 6.
57 Public Impact analysis of ISTEP+ data. Indiana Department of Education. “ISTEP+ Spring 2011
Results.” Retrieved Sept. 1, 2011, from www.doe.in.gov/assessment/2011/
58 State of Indiana (2011, Apr.15). “Governor Daniels Tours Charter School and Holds Town Hall with
Secretary of Education Duncan.” Press release. Available: www.in.gov/portal/news_events/69396.htm
59 Indiana Department of Education. “DOE Compass, Herron High School Overview.” Retrieved
Dec. 6, 2011, from http://compass.doe.in.gov/compass/Dashboard.aspx?view=SCHOOL&val=5
724&desc=Herron%20High%20School; Newsweek (2010). “America’s Best High Schools: The
List.”; The Washington Post (2011). “Ranking American’s High Schools.” Available: http://apps.
washingtonpost.com/highschoolchallenge/
60 Indiana Department of Education (2011). “Corp and School Disagg by Socioeconomic Status.”
Retrieved July 20, 2011, from www.doe.in.gov/assessment/2011/index.html.
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Very Different Schools, Similar
Successes
The Center for Inquiry (CFI) is an IPS magnet school
serving K–8 students at three locations. There are
no academic criteria for admission, but students
must apply and are selected by lottery. Between
35% and 84% are low-income, depending on the
campus. The school, which is built around studentled intellectual discovery, grew out of an exchange
program for literature teachers funded in 1990 by
a grant from Lilly Endowment. In 1993, the teachers
founded a school-within-a-school that used experiential learning to teach 100 kindergarten through
5th grade students. CFI moved into its own building
in 2000 and has since expanded to three schools,
two of which are K–8 and one of which is K–5. The
schools have received International Baccalaureate
designation for their thoughtful and intellectually
rigorous curricula designed to help children become
informed, compassionate citizens of the world; the
school has also won several education awards.
CFI operates with limited public charter-like conditions: teachers have a flexible contract; the curriculum is customized; and the school’s leader has
gained the authority to operate with more autonomy than usual. Because it is a magnet school,
families choose to attend. This makes the school
more accountable for student achievement.
CFI’s unique instructional approach has produced
strong academic results. More than 80% of students at CFI’s first campus passed both the ELA
and math portions of the ISTEP+ in 2011 while 87%
of students at CFI II did so. Pass rates at CFI’s first
campus also have exceeded the state average for
the last eight years.
Charles A. Tindley Accelerated School is an
Indianapolis public charter school that offers a
college-preparatory curriculum to ensure every student attends college. Tindley opened in 2004 and
serves 422 students in grades 6 through 12. Ninetyseven percent are black, 63% are low-income. The
school has a strict code of conduct and requires all
students to wear uniforms. All families must sign a
covenant pledging that students will attend class,
follow rules, and complete their work and that parents will support students’ learning. Parents report
that school staff are focused, helpful, and committed to helping their students excel.
Tindley’s formula is working. The school serves a
much higher percentage of low-income students
than the state, yet the school has earned accolades from the U.S. Department of Education, is
in the top quarter of schools in Indiana, and had
the highest state test scores of any secondary
school in Marion County in 2008–09. Every student
in Tindley’s first three graduating classes was
accepted to at least one college; more than 85% of
alumni are earning bachelor’s degrees.
Sources: Indiana Department of Education. “DOE Compass”; Indianapolis
Mayor’s Office. “A New School of Thought: 2008–2009 Accountability
Report”; Center For Inquiry Schools, www.cfi.ips.k12.in.us/; Charles A.
Tindley Accelerated School, www.tindleyschool.org/Home.aspx; State of
Indiana (2011, Apr. 15). “Governor Daniels Tours Charter School and Holds
Town Hall with Secretary of Education Duncan.” Press release; Indiana
Department of Education. “School Snapshot, Center For Inquiry, 5635.”

Some may argue that students at these schools have performed so well
because their parents are more motivated than most, as demonstrated by
their willingness to send their children to a school of choice. The only way
to ensure that every parent has the opportunity — and motivation — to
choose the school that best meets the needs of his or her child is to create
a system in which every family has the opportunity to choose from among
the district’s schools, even if that choice is to remain in the child’s current
school.

Figure 2-6. Similar Students
Different Results — Tindley
422 students in 1 school

99%
85%

These schools are doing so many things right. Their outstanding students
prove it. But imagine if:

83%

79%

63%

❋❋ Their talented leaders and teachers enjoyed even more autonomy.
❋❋ The public charters could operate in existing school buildings that
taxpayers have already paid for, rather than diverting precious time and
resources to finding and paying for separate buildings.
❋❋ These schools received greater funding for each student enrolled and
could channel these resources to pay teachers more, extend the school
day, or invest in innovative programs.
And imagine a network of schools like these, each offering a unique program
but all meeting high standards and preparing their students to succeed in
the real world. A CFI or Tindley in every neighborhood, for every IPS student.
Why not? Nationally, some successful networks already have emerged.

students Economically
of color disadvantaged

Math
Reading
4-year
proficiency proficiency graduation
rate

Note: Performance results reflect ISTEP+ for grades 6–8.
Source: Indiana Department of Education. “DOE Compass, Charles A Tindley
Accelerated School.” Retrieved Nov., 22, 2011, from http://compass.doe.
in.gov/compass/Dashboard.aspx?view=SCHOOL&val=6208&desc=Charles+
A+Tindley+Accelerated+Sch

Nationally, some large public charter school networks show promise
Nationwide, several public charter schools have not only achieved
dramatic results with low-income students but also have replicated their
rigorous approach across large networks of outstanding schools. These
successful networks offer scalable models of excellence for Indianapolis
and beyond.
❋❋ KIPP operates 102 schools in 20 states and Washington, DC, serving
32,000 students, 85% of whom qualify for free or reduced-price lunch
and 95% are black or Hispanic. By 8th grade, 98% of KIPP classes
outperform their district peers in reading and 90% of classes do so in
math.61 Although proficiency rates at KIPP’s Indianapolis campus were
about the same as the district’s, the percentage of students proficient in
math and ELA improved by more than 10 percentage points from 2010
to 2011, among the highest growth of any charter or traditional public
schools in IPS.62
❋❋ Ten YES Prep charter campuses operate in Houston, where the vast
majority of students are from low-income households and of color. Yet
96% of YES Prep students were proficient on state subject exams, and
90% graduated high school, compared to 81% statewide and 70% in
Houston Independent School District (see Figure 2-7).63
❋❋ Achievement First (AF) operates 19 schools in Connecticut and New
York. Across the schools, the average student population is 98% black or
Hispanic, and 76% receives free or reduced-price lunch. In Connecticut,
more than twice as many AF students were proficient on the state exam

Figure 2-7. Similar Students
Different Results — YES Prep
4,200 students in 8 schools

96%

95%

96%

90%

80%

students Economically
of color disadvantaged

Math
Reading
4-year
proficiency proficiency graduation
rate

Source: YES Prep (2010). “About YES, Results.” Retrieved Nov. 5, 2011,
from http://yesprep.org/AboutYES/topic/results/

61 KIPP (2011). KIPP: 2010 Report Card. Available: www.kipp.org/reportcard/2010
62 Indiana Department of Education. “ISTEP+ Spring 2011 Results.” Available: www.doe.in.gov/
assessment/2011/docs/school_level/istep_2011_to_2010_comparison.xls
63 YES Prep. “Results.” Available: http://yesprep.org/AboutYES/topic/results/
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in math, reading, and writing as their local peers. Elementary and high
school students also outperformed the state average by more than 10
percentage points.64 Likewise in New York, AF students outperformed
local peers, while AF elementary students outperformed their state peers.
To be sure, not all charter schools are achieving at these levels.65 But by
understanding what works for high-performing schools, Indianapolis can
create similar opportunities for its children.
Meanwhile, a recent analysis by the Center for Research on Education
Outcomes at Stanford University (see Appendix D) found that across both
Indiana and Indianapolis, public charter school students outperformed
their peers in traditional public schools in both reading and math. The
greatest gains occurred in the first two years of the student’s enrollment.
On average, more than 40% of charters performed significantly better in
reading than traditional public schools enrolling matched students, while
more than one-quarter performed significantly better in math.66 However, it
is worth noting that charters get these results even though they operate at
a significant disadvantage. Consider how much more successful the highperforming charters could be once these inequities are addressed:
❋❋ Funding: In a national study of public charter school funding, for the
2006–07 year, Indianapolis public charter schools received substantially
less funding than district schools.67
❋❋ Facilities: Indiana provides very little support through grant or loan
funding programs for public charter school facilities. Because charters do
not have access to existing district facilities, school leaders therefore must
often divert considerable resources — finances, time, and attention — to
build new facilities or renovate old ones.68
❋❋ Incubation: IPS has no concerted, ongoing, and well-funded effort to
invite the city’s or country’s top talent to incubate new schools in the
district or recruit successful national school models.69 This is a stark
contrast from districts in cities such as New York or New Orleans, which
have both engaged in intensive, well-funded efforts to incubate new
schools (mostly public charter schools) through partnerships with
external organizations. Such investment has great results (for details,
see Appendix I).

64 Achievement First. “Achievement First Results.” Available: www.achievementfirst.org/results/
across-achievement-first/
65 Gleason, P., et al. (2010). “The Evaluation of Charter School Impacts.” NCEE 2010-4029. Washington,
DC: Institute for Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education; Center for Research on
Educational Outcomes (2009). Multiple Choice: Charter School Performance in 16 States. Stanford,
CA: Center for Research on Educational Outcomes, Stanford University.
66 Center for Research on Education Outcomes (2011). Charter School Performance in Indiana. Stanford,
CA. Available: http://credo.stanford.edu/reports/IN_State_Report_CREDO_%202011.pdf
67 Batdorff, M., Maloney, L., & May, J. (2010). Charter School Funding: Inequity Exists. Muncie, IN:
Ball State University. Available: http://cms.bsu.edu/Academics/CollegesandDepartments/Teachers/
Schools/Charter/CharterFunding.aspx
68 In 2005, the City of Indianapolis created the Indianapolis Charter Schools Facilities Fund, which made
$20 million in loans available to charter schools. However, this fund is no longer operating. Local
Initiatives Support Corporation (2010). 2010 Charter School Facility Finance Landscape. New York, NY.
Available: www.lisc.org/docs/resources/effc/2010CSFLandscape_r.pdf
69 A new charter school incubator is under development but has not yet produced any schools. Office
of Mayor Greg Ballard (2011, Sept. 14). “Mayor Ballard Releases Five-Point Plan for Improving the
Quality of Education in Indianapolis.” Available: www.indy.gov/eGov/Mayor/Documents/9.14.11%20
MAYOR%20BALLARD%20RELEASES%20FIVE-POINT%20PLAN%20FOR%20IMPROVING%20
THE%20QUALITY%20OF%20EDUCATION%20IN%20INDIANAPOLIS.pdf
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Indianapolis’ Mayor-Sponsored
Charter Schools
Although their performance is mixed, the 23
Mayor-Sponsored Charter Schools (MSCS)
are generally outperforming and outgaining
their IPS counterparts.1 Nine MSCSs received
an “A” in the state’s accountability system, as
many schools as earned an “A” in all of IPS,
although there are nearly three times as many
IPS schools. Herron High School, a public
charter school, had the highest pass rate in
Marion County for English 10 on the 2010–11
end-of-course assessment.2
While accounting for less than 8% of the more
than 170 public schools in Marion County
with ISTEP+ data in 2010 and 2011, MSCSs
accounted for four of the top 10 (40%) schools
in the county in growth on the math ISTEP+,
and three of the top 10 (30%) schools in the
county in growth on the ELA ISTEP+.3

Average improvement in ISTEP+ pass rates,
2009–10 to 2010–11
MSCS

IPS

Marion
County

State

Both

5.4%

–0.8%

–0.1%

1.9%

ELA

6.0

0.3

0.1

1.9

Math

4.8

–2

–0.4

1.6

MSCS,
2009–10

MSCS,
2010–11

IPS,
2009–10

IPS,
2010–11

Both

52.5%

57.8%

45.3%

44.6%

ELA

64.2

70.3

55.9

56.2

Math

65.5

70.3

59.9

57.9

ISTEP+ passing rates

Source: Public Impact analysis of 2010–11 ISTEP+ data. Indiana Department
of Education. “ISTEP+ Spring 2011 Results.”Available: www.doe.in.gov/
assessment/2011/docs/school_level/istep_2011_to_2010_comparison.xls;
Rates derived by dividing total number of students in the system by number
who took the test.

1
2

3

In addition to the 23 MSCS’s operating in 2011–12, another three
charters authorized by Ball State University operated in the city.
Public Impact analysis of 2010–11 ISTEP+ data. Indiana Department
of Education. “ISTEP+ Spring 2011 Results.” Available: www.doe.
in.gov/assessment/2011/docs/school_level/istep_2011_to_2010_
comparison.xls.
Indianapolis Department of Education (2009). A New School of
Thought: 2008–2009 Accountability Report, Mayor-Sponsored
Charter Schools

New Orleans and New York City districts offer hope
Innovative public school systems, notably New Orleans’ and New York
City’s, have embraced key strategies that mirror our proposed approaches
and have succeeded as a result.
Since Hurricane Katrina in 2005, New Orleans has rebuilt its school system
from the bottom up, relying on autonomy and choice as fundamental
drivers of reform (see Appendix F). New Orleans has replaced many of
its previously failing schools with new schools, each of which has the
conditions that we know make it possible for schools to be excellent:
autonomy, accountability, and parental choice. About 70% of the city’s
nearly 40,000 students attend independent public charter schools, 46
authorized in the state’s Recovery School District and 11 authorized by the
local school district. The state and school district directly operate 23 and 5
additional schools, respectively.70 Gains have been dramatic:
❋❋ The percentage of students across the city attending a failing school
has dropped from 62% in 2005 to 17% in 2010, according to state
performance reports.

New Orleans and New York City are
begining to show what’s possible at
the system level when schools are
given the conditions for success.
In New Orleans, the percentage of
students across the city attending a
failing school has dropped from 62%
in 2005 to 17% in 2010.
In New York City, proficiency
rates for 4th graders and 8th
graders increased by more than 20
percentage points in math between
2002 and 2009.

❋❋ The percentage of students performing at or above grade level in New
Orleans has increased by 17 percentage points between 2005 and 2010,
more than doubling gains the state made over the same period.
❋❋ The district performance score, based on student proficiency,
attendance, dropout, and graduation rates, has increased 33% since
2005, closing the gap with the state average by nearly half.
❋❋ Between 2005 and 2010, the dropout rate for all New Orleans schools
was cut in half.
❋❋ The performance gap between black students in New Orleans and
black students across Louisiana has decreased by 75% since the storm.71
In addition, nearly 50% of the 46 open-enrollment New Orleans public
charter schools evaluated achieved results well above their traditional
public school counterparts, according to a September 2011 analysis by the
Center for Research on Education Outcomes at Stanford University.72   
Changes have been just as sweeping but at a much larger scale in New
York City, which has about 1,500 schools and 1.2 million students (see
Appendix G). Under the direction of Mayor Michael Bloomberg, Joel Klein
guided the school system as chancellor from 2002 to 2010. The hallmarks
of his tenure were to give local principals far more control over staffing,
budgets, and programs and to sponsor the creation of hundreds of new
schools. He dramatically downsized the central and regional bureaucracies;
instead, principals have been able to choose support services (from
budgeting to professional development) from among a range of
organizations (some independent, such as local nonprofits and colleges,
others formed from the remnants of the regional offices).

70 The Scott S. Cowen Institute for Public Education Initiatives at Tulane University (2011). The 2011
State of Public Education in New Orleans. Available: www.coweninstitute.com/wp-content/
uploads/2011/07/2011-SPENO-report.pdf
71 See Appendix I for more details.
72 Available: www.nola.com/education/index.ssf/2011/09/new_orleans_charters_see_readi.html
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Increased independence came with increased accountability for results.
Schools and principals in New York City are annually graded on an “A” to
“F” scale based on student performance and staff, student, and parent
survey results. Klein closed hundreds of the lowest-performing schools
and replaced them with more than 350 new schools, many of them small
schools offering more personalized learning. Again, results are promising:
❋❋ Proficiency rates for 4th graders and 8th graders increased by more
than 20 percentage points in math between 2002 (when Joel Klein took
over) and 2009.73
❋❋ Between 2003 and 2009, 4th grade proficiency rates in reading and
math increased more than three times as much as proficiency gains
made by 4th graders statewide.74
❋❋ In an independent and comprehensive study of student performance in
New York City that examines state and national test results and graduation rates, the author concluded that “there is compelling evidence that
the constellation of reforms instituted in New York City from 2003–2009
had a positive effect on ELA and math proficiency rates in grades 4 and
8 and on graduation rates, over and above continuing effects of prior
reforms or conditions shared by other districts.”75
❋❋ Many of the new schools have been public charters. Stanford economist
Caroline Hoxby summarized the findings of her evaluation of New York
City’s charter schools by writing, “a student who attended a charter
school for all of grades kindergarten through eight would close about
86% of the ‘Scarsdale-Harlem achievement gap’ in math and 66% of the
achievement gap in English.”76

Creating the Conditions that Support Great
Schools
Chapter 3 lays out a specific blueprint for how we can expand successful
school models, develop new ones, and create an environment that attracts
the country’s best and brightest educators to Indianapolis. Instead of
a school system, with important decisions mandated by a centralized
bureaucracy, we envision a system of excellent public schools — all
accountable for preparing their students for graduation and success after
high school, but allowed to do so in many different ways.
Our challenge and opportunity is to create the same conditions that have
enabled outstanding schools to thrive — here and elsewhere. As long
as these conditions exist — autonomy, accountability, and choice — we
will attract and retain excellent and enterprising educators and make it
possible for them to create consistently outstanding schools.

73 Liebman, J. S., & Rockoff, J. (2010, Nov. 30). “Moving Mountains in New York City: Joel Klein’s Legacy
by the Numbers.” Edweek. Available: www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2010/11/30/14liebman.h30.html
?tkn=XXRFgFmP3Zgoz3rsb3LDZlDLASBWp+fnhjvZ&cmp=clp-edweek
74 Kemple, J. J. (2010). “Children First Student Outcomes: 2003–2010.” Research Alliance for New York
City Schools, New York University, p. 30. Retrieved from http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/scmsAdmin/media/
users/jnw216/RANYCS/WebDocs/12nyc_chapter_11_outcomes1.pdf
75 Kemple, J. J. (2010), p. 30.
76 Hoxby, C. M., Murarka, S., & Kang, J. (2009). How New York City’s Charter Schools Affect
Achievement. Cambridge, MA: New York City Charter Schools Evaluation Project.
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Our challenge and opportunity is
to create the same conditions that
have enabled outstanding schools
to thrive — here and elsewhere.
As long as these conditions exist
— autonomy, accountability, and
parental choice — we will attract
and retain excellent and enterprising
educators and make it possible
for them to create consistently
outstanding schools.

Why This Matters
Our children are trapped in a cycle of educational failure. It shouldn’t be
this way — the resulting economic and social costs are nothing short of
catastrophic. In recent decades, technological changes and mounting
international competition have made education even more critical to
future success. Not earning a diploma limits young people’s potential
for the rest of their lives. And a growing body of research demonstrates
that the benefits of a high school diploma go beyond a single student,
strengthening the whole community.

Lifelong benefits to ips students
Consider first the economic consequences of dropping out of high school.
As noted above, the Indiana Department of Education reports that just
58% of students entering 9th grade in IPS in 2006 completed a high school
degree within four years. In 2008, the typical high school dropout earned
$24,300 annually, 72% as much as the typical high school graduate and
only 43% as much as the typical college graduate.77

In 2008, the typical high school
dropout earned $24,300 annually,
72% as much as the typical high
school graduate and only 43% as
much as the typical college graduate.
Not earning a diploma limits
young people’s potential for the
rest of their lives. And a growing
body of research demonstrates
that the benefits of a high school
diploma go beyond a single student,
strengthening the whole community.

Because high school dropouts are more likely than other Americans to
be unemployed, earnings figures understate differences in economic
outcomes across groups with varying levels of education. During the
recent economic downturn, for example, the unemployment rate for
high school dropouts peaked at 15.7%. Among high school graduates, it
reached a high of 11.2%; unemployment rates for college graduates never
exceeded 5.2%.78 So it makes sense that in 2008 more than one-quarter
of high school dropouts lived below the poverty line, compared with 12%
of high school graduates and just 4% of individuals with a college degree
or higher.79 In short, more than 40% of students starting high school in IPS
each year can expect to leave without earning the most basic entry ticket
to the mainstream labor market.
The economic benefits of education are also linked to cognitive development. Numerous studies document the correlation between students’ skills,
as measured by standardized tests at the end of high school, and subsequent earnings. More specifically, one standard deviation improvement in
test scores in math translates into 12% to 15% higher earnings.80
This research makes it possible to gauge the financial benefits of closing
the high school achievement gap between IPS and the rest of Indiana. As
of 2010, the average value of lifetime earnings for an American worker
between the ages of 25 and 70 was roughly $1.16 million.81 Bringing IPS

77 The College Board (2010). Education Pays 2010: The Benefits of Higher Education for Individuals and
Society. Washington, DC: College Board Advocacy and Policy Center, figure 1.1.
78 Unemployment rates reported in the text are seasonally adjusted. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2010).
“Data Retrieval: Labor Force Statistics. Table A-4.” Available: www.bls.gov/webapps/legacy/
cpsatab4.htm
79 The College Board (2010), figure 1.14.
80 See, e.g., Murnane, R. J., et al. (2000). “How Important Are the Cognitive Skills of Teenagers in
Predicting Subsequent Earnings?” Journal of Policy Analysis and Management 19(4): 547–68;
Mulligan, C. B. (1999). “Galton versus the Human Capital Approach to Inheritance.” Journal of Political
Economy 107(6): S184–S224. Lazear, E. P. (2003). “Teacher Incentives.” Swedish Economic Policy
Review 10(3): 179–214.
81 This calculation assumes that incomes will rise by 1% annually because of overall productivity growth
of 1% and that future incomes are discounted at a rate of 3%.
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Societal Benefits
An educated community is a healthy community: High school graduates
earn more, spend more, and invest more, making everybody more
prosperous. Good schools lead to higher home values, which attract
valuable businesses and employees.86 Earning a degree saves taxpayers
thousands of dollars in social services and incarceration costs.87 And young
adults with a diploma are more likely to participate in civic life, volunteer,
and vote.88
In 2008, 18% of high school dropouts over age 25 lived in households
relying on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, compared to 8%
of high school graduates and about 1% of those with a bachelor’s degree or
higher. And Medicaid participation among high school dropouts exceeded
that of college graduates by a factor of five: 38% as compared to 7%. The
Medicaid participation rate for high school graduates without additional
education was 21%.89
In the most comprehensive attempt to assess the fiscal impact of
increased education, researchers at RAND compared tax revenue
increases and savings on social programs and incarceration to the costs
of providing additional education.90 As Figure 2-8 indicates, the net
benefit for each potential dropout who instead graduated high school
ranged from $74,000 to $186,000 in 2002 dollars. These results confirm
that state and local governments’ fiscal health hinges on their ability to
improve public education.
The community benefits in other ways from more educated citizens: Just
9% of high school dropouts report that they have volunteered in their
community in 2009, compared to 19% of high school graduates and 43%

82 This number is produced by multiplying the present value of average lifetime earnings ($1.16 million)
by the size of the IPS-Indiana gap (0.72 standard deviations) and the estimated 15% return for a one
standard deviation improvement in high school math skills based on the studies reviewed above.
83 The number of 2009 graduates is taken from: http://mustang.doe.state.in.us/TRENDS/graduate_time.
cfm?year=2010&corp=5385
84 The Broad Foundation. “Statistics on American K–12 Public Education.” Available:
http://broadeducation.org/about/crisis_stats.html
85 The College Board (2010), various figures.
86 Black, S. E. (1999). “Do Better Schools Matter? Parental Valuation of Elementary Education.” Quarterly
Journal of Economics 114(2): 577–99.
87 The College Board (2010), figure 1.11.
88 The College Board (2010), figures 1.21, 1.22.
89 The College Board (2010), figure 1.15.
90 Carroll, S. J., & Erkut, E. (2009). The Benefits to Taxpayers from Increases in Students’ Educational
Attainment. Santa Monica, CA: RAND.
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Reduced Incarceration Spending

Total Benefit

Taxpayer benefits from increasing high
school graduation rates, 2002 $
Reduced Social
Program Spending

Beyond earnings, education improves quality of life. High school graduates
are more likely to eat healthily and exercise, and they are less likely to
smoke or be obese. Among Americans age 35 to 44, obesity rates for high
school dropouts are nearly twice those for college graduates: 40% versus
23%. Nationally, incarceration rates of high school dropouts are nearly 20
times those of college graduates.84 Most important, high school graduates
better prepare their children for an excellent education — breaking the
catastrophic cycle of poverty for good.85

Figure 2-8. Graduation Yields multiplE benefits

Increased Tax
Payments

students’ math abilities up to state levels would help each of them earn an
average of $125,280 more over a lifetime.82 That’s $145 million more earned
by the 2009 graduating IPS class of 1,159 students.83

$54,000

$22,000

$13,000
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$74,000

Women $50,000

$41,000

$2,000

$93,000

$78,000

Net
Benefit
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$40,000

$38,000 $123,000 $201,000 $186,000
$64,000

$10,000 $113,000

$98,000

$46,000

$26,000

$35,000 $107,000

$92,000

Women $44,000

$50,000

$4,000

$98,000

$83,000

Women $38,000
Hispanic
Men

Source: Carroll, S. J., & Erkut, E. (2009). The Benefits to Taxpayers from
Increases in Students’ Educational Attainment. Table 7.2. Santa Monica,
CA: RAND.

of college degree holders.91 And among Americans age 25 to 44, there was
a 32 percentage point gap between the voting rates of four-year college
graduates and high school graduates in the 2008 presidential election.92
Finally, outstanding public schools draw residents and businesses and
boost property values.

High school graduates are more
likely to vote and volunteer — and
they raise property values.

According to one study, if half of the students in the Indianapolis
metropolitan area who dropped out of high school in 2008 had stayed in
school, those young people would have:93
❋❋ Increased local home sales by $95 million and car sales by $3 million.
❋❋ Earned $42 million more a year.
❋❋ Spent $30 million more and invested $11 million more a year.
❋❋ Supported 350 new jobs and boosted Indianapolis’ economy by
$55 million.
❋❋ Increased tax revenues by $5 million a year.
By comparing similar homes located in different public school districts,
University of Texas professor Sandra Black showed that a 5% increase in
student test scores led to a 2.1% increase in housing prices.94 And David
Figlio of Northwestern University showed that the introduction of school
accountability grades in Florida increased home prices near highly rated
schools.95
These studies illustrate how improving education in IPS yields benefits
beyond school district boundaries. The entire community has suffered from
IPS’ failure and would gain from an authentic transformation.

91 The College Board (2010), figure 1.21.
92 The College Board (2010), figure 1.22.
93 Alliance for Excellent Education (2010). The Economic Benefits from Halving the Dropout Rate: A
Boom to Businesses in the Nation’s Largest Metropolitan Areas. Washington, DC, p.21. Available:
www.all4ed.org/files/EconBeneCityCardBooklet011210.pdf
94 Black, S. E. (1999).
95 Figlio, D. N., & Lucas, M. E. (2004). “What’s in a Grade? School Report Cards and the Housing
Market.” American Economic Review 94(3): 591–604.
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CHAPTER 3

our plan

In this chapter:
To create the conditions for great schools to thrive, we must reinvent how
Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) operates. Instead of the central administration
making all the important decisions from the top down, our plan would:
❋❋ Send $188 million more to schools by shifting control of resources from
central office ($12,000 per student vs. today’s $6,600).
❋❋ Invest $14 million a year in prekindergarten for all 4-year-olds in IPS.
❋❋ Give skilled school leadership teams control over staffing, budgets, culture,
curriculum, and services — as long as their schools meet and sustain high
performance goals.
❋❋ Empower parents with many more good neighborhood school choices.
❋❋ Give great teachers more say in what gets taught and how, and place an
excellent teacher in every classroom.
❋❋ Invest in a ma jor effort to turn around struggling schools — and replace
chronically failing schools with better schools.
❋❋ Unite all public schools (traditional district, magnet, and public charters)
under a single banner of quality: Opportunity Schools.
We call these OPPORTUNITY SCHOOLS because that’s exactly what they
would offer: a unique opportunity to transform IPS, the lives of our children, and
our city’s future.
We could do all of this with current funding … without raising taxes one cent.
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The components of a new system of schools described above — flexible,
innovative, and relentlessly focused on excellence — is not just a dream.
In this section we detail a specific plan based on more than a year’s worth
of conversations with national and international experts; careful study
of reforms in other cities and countries; detailed analyses of student
performance and school finance data; the history of reform in IPS; and
input from Indianapolis parents, teachers, and community and business
leaders. Our plan would create a system of high-quality schools and a new
district structure to support and grow those schools.

A System of High-Quality Schools with Excellent
Teachers for All
All children can succeed if they have access to great schools with excellent
teachers. But as in urban districts across the country, there are woefully
few good — let alone great — schools within IPS. Simply put, the traditional
urban school district model — the IPS model — is broken. If the district
continues doing what it has always done, children will continue to suffer.
National research confirms that incremental changes don’t make enough
of a difference.96 One study tracked results at more than 2,000 bottomranked schools in 10 states over five years. Their finding: Fewer than 1%
of the schools improved enough even to reach the state’s median level of
performance, let alone rise above mediocrity.97
Our plan offers a different approach: a bold strategy to create the
conditions in which great schools thrive and to provide excellent teachers
for all students. That is, we want all schools in the city to be as successful as
the city’s most successful schools.
Our plan draws heavily from research about the conditions that have
made top schools successful across the country. It builds on a set of ideas
developed in the past decade by scholars and reform leaders who have
developed a new approach for operating urban schools. We are particularly
indebted to the pioneering work of Paul Hill, who leads the Center on
Reinventing Public Education, an education reform think tank based at the
University of Washington. In Hill’s vision, the primary role of school districts
is to cultivate a diverse portfolio of
schools tailored to the needs of particular neighborhoods and groups of
students. Districts are open to promising ideas wherever they can find
them, and try to engage cultural, educational, nonprofit, and business
organizations in their work … . Leaders see their job as searching for new
approaches to schooling that can better serve students, especially the
disadvantaged, by closing ineffective schools, opening effective ones
to take their place, and ensuring that every student within the district
boundary has access to a high-performing school.98

96 See, e.g., Mass Insight, School Turnaround Group (2007). The Turnaround Challenge: Why America’s
Best Opportunity to Dramatically Improve Student Achievement Lies in Our Worst Performing Schools.
Boston, MA. Available: www.massinsight.org/stg/research/challenge/
97 Stuit, D. A. (2010). Are Bad Schools Immortal? The Scarcity of Turnarounds and Shutdowns in Both
Charter and District Sectors. Washington, DC: The Thomas B. Fordham Institute.
98 Center on Reinventing Public Education (2010) Center on Reinventing Public Education 2010
Annual Report. Seattle, WA, pp. 2–3. Available: www.crpe.org/cs/crpe/download/csr_files/pub_
CRPEAnnualReport2010_jly11.pdf
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“It is clear that no single approach
is likely to work for all the students
and schools in a large urban
district. Districts need to provide
different forms of instruction for
some students than for others.
In neighborhoods where few
students make normal academic
progress, districts need to provide
more intensive instructional
programs and experiment with
new combinations of teaching and
support services. Districts also need
to improve the teaching force and
make sure disadvantaged students
get access to excellent teachers.”
—Paul Hill and Robin Lake, 
Center on Reinventing Public Education
Source: Center on Reinventing Public Education. “Portfolio School
Districts Project.”

Our plan has seven central components:
1. A system of Opportunity Schools. Today’s public school landscape
is confusing; the labels “traditional district,” “magnet,” and “charter”
schools don’t mean much to the public and none connotes quality.99
They are legal designations. Our plan creates a unifying designation for
any high-quality public school within IPS boundaries that is given the
conditions to succeed: an Opportunity School. Opportunity Schools —
district, magnet, or public charter — would have the freedom to build
and manage their own teams to give every child an excellent teacher,
create their own culture, and empower teachers to innovate in the
classroom (see sidebar, this page). They would be able invest more in
talent and send more dollars to the classroom than to the central office.
They would create more high-quality choices for parents so that where
you live doesn’t determine educational destiny. In return, Opportunity
Schools would be accountable for achieving consistently strong results
for their students.
Excellent existing schools would become Opportunity Schools
immediately following a planning year. Poor-performing schools would
be given support to improve and seek Opportunity School status. And
prospective new schools could apply to IPS to open as Opportunity
Schools, replacing persistently failing programs.
Those who lead and operate Opportunity Schools would need to meet
high standards to earn the designation, and they would keep that status
only if they perform at high levels. As we will explain in future chapters,
IPS would prioritize resources differently, dedicating up to $7.5 million
annually to incubate new schools and up to $2.5 million each year as
IPS transitions to a system of Opportunity Schools to attract top school
leaders and operators. And by redirecting $188 million controlled by the
central office to schools, IPS also would eventually be able to offer all
schools serving its students, including new schools and high-performing
public charter schools, as much as $12,000 per pupil on average — a
$5,400 increase from today. (Details about the new resource allocations
are found in Chapter 4.)

How opportunity Schools could
Use Increased flexibility and
Funding to Boost Student Learning
In time, all IPS schools would be “Opportunity
Schools”, high-performing schools with
enough autonomy to thrive, while being held
accountable for results. With the flexibility
to control more than $12,000 per student
on average, imagine the possibilities.
Opportunity Schools could:
❋❋ Extend the school day and school year so
students have more time to learn.
❋❋ Provide remediation to students who need it,
such as through rigorous academic tutoring
programs.
❋❋ Offer academic summer programs that keep
students from losing ground.
❋❋ Provide more social and emotional support
to students through partnerships with social
workers, counselors, and social service
agencies.
❋❋ Use technology to provide each student with
a personalized learning experience and free
up the best teachers to reach more students.
❋❋ Invest in early intervention to prevent
children from developing learning challenges
and falling behind.
❋❋ Develop top-notch new extracurricular
activities, such as expanded arts, foreign
language, or athletics programs.
❋❋ Pay excellent teachers more.

2. An intense focus on improving existing schools and replacing the worst
ones. As new schools develop, IPS would act vigorously to strengthen its
existing schools by empowering “transformation directors,” individuals
who would be responsible for six to 10 low-performing IPS schools
during the transition. Transformation directors would aggressively
seek out leaders and operators to create Opportunity Schools within
their buildings and oversee efforts to do whatever it takes to improve
learning for students remaining in non-Opportunity Schools. Over
time, the system’s low-performing schools would either improve or be
replaced by new schools.

99 Public charter schools are independently operated public schools that receive autonomy from many
restrictions governing the operation of traditional public schools. In exchange for these freedoms,
public charter schools must meet strict accountability benchmarks to continue operating. Charter
schools are tuition-free, open to every child interested in enrolling, and nonsectarian. In Indiana,
charter schools can be “authorized” by school districts, the Mayor of Indianapolis, universities, or the
Indiana Charter Schools Board.
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3. A revamped, much smaller central office. In place of today’s large school
district headquarters, the new system would feature a substantially
reduced and efficient central office that performs targeted functions
only: determining which operators gain and keep the authority to run
Opportunity Schools; managing a citywide enrollment process for
families; providing fundamental citywide services, such as transportation
and facilities maintenance; and ensuring a strong supply of great new
schools, leaders, and teachers for IPS’ students.
4. More funding to schools and classrooms. In addition to creating a
leaner central office, the new system would shift responsibility and
funding for most services to schools. Together, these two changes would
allow nearly 76% of funds to flow directly to schools and classrooms,
in contrast to only 41% today.100 Our plan works within IPS’ existing
resources without raising taxes one cent. But as previously noted, a
much higher level of per-pupil funding would go to schools — more
than $12,000 in today’s dollars compared to just $6,600 in the FY
2012 budget. Schools would have wide authority to use these funds to
implement whatever would most likely boost student achievement,
such as paying great teachers more, using new technologies, offering
wraparound services such as more tutors and counselors, or extending
the school day and year — whatever the school’s leadership team
determines would get the best results for its students (see sidebar, p. 41).
5. Better options for families. With a diverse new array of higher-quality
school choices, families would have more power to decide which
public school they want their children to attend. The new, pareddown central office would inform families about their choices and
manage a fair, citywide school lottery. Schools that attract families
would thrive. Underenrolled schools would have to transform or be
replaced by new programs.
6. High-quality academic prekindergarten for all 4-year-olds. Funds freed
up from central administration also would pay for all 4-year-olds in the
IPS district to have one year of academically enriching prekindergarten,
helping students arrive at kindergarten ready to excel.
7. IPS a top national magnet for talent. Increased autonomy and funding
at the school level — up to $7.5 million a year to incubate new schools
across the district, $2.5 million a year for talent development across
the district, guaranteed prekindergarten for all 4-year-olds, and much
less bureaucratic red tape — would make Indianapolis one of the most
attractive job markets for the best teachers and school leaders in the
country, including those who are already here.
The following pages describe each of these components in more detail.

100 See Appendix H for sources and calculations behind our financial analysis.
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Seven Key Conditions for
transforming IPS
❋ Create Opportunity Schools
❋ Improve or replace failing schools
❋ Downsize central office
❋ Give more funding and
responsibility to schools
❋ Create better options
❋ Prepare students for kindergarten
❋ Attract top talent

creating Opportunities for Everyone
For students …
❋❋ A wider variety of choices would give every student a chance
to find a school that fits his or her learning style and interests,
making learning more relevant, challenging, and fun.

❋❋ Instead of dealing with the top-down control of the central office, teachers would be able to create new schools,
submitting proposals with the chance to open Opportunity
Schools that realize their own educational visions.

❋❋ Better schools would lead to higher graduation rates and
more real choices after high school — whether college or a
good job.

❋❋ Teachers would have more resources to do their job well:
The Opportunity Schools plan shifts funds from central
administration to schools to meet students’ needs.

❋❋ We’d be able to attract and keep the best teachers in
schools serving IPS students. In return, they’d challenge
their students to meet rigorous standards. They’d have the
skills to make instruction interesting. And they’d have more
incentives and support (including universal prekindergarten) to help children from every background excel.

❋❋ Teachers would have multiple opportunities for career
advancement.

For school leaders …
❋❋ Principals, released from district regulations, could recruit
the best possible team of teachers.

❋❋ Rather than supporting a central office bureaucracy, more
dollars would be spent directly on students, providing them
with the resources to learn.

❋❋ Principals would control spending and the school schedule
and would shape the school’s mission and culture of success.

❋❋ Low-income, special education, English language learner,
and other students with special needs would receive additional money for instruction under the new funding formula.

❋❋ Principals would be able to choose to partner with a variety
of vendors for technology, food service, back-office support,
and other areas; a far more robust market would be more
likely to bring about better customization, higher quality,
and lower prices than the central bureaucracy achieves now.

For parents …
❋❋ Parents would have more and better choices of schools,
making it possible to find the right fit for their children,
whether they’re focused on science, the arts, or basic skills.
❋❋ Parents could join the nonprofit governing boards that
would create or oversee a school or small cluster of schools,
giving them a more powerful voice in their children’s
education.
❋❋ With strict academic standards and built-in accountability
measures, poorly performing schools would be gradually
transformed into outstanding Opportunity Schools in every
neighborhood, meaning parents would never again have to
settle for a failing school.

For teachers …
❋❋ Teachers would be empowered to use creative instructional
methods, from online learning to small group tutoring, and
tailor classroom time to fit each student. They’d be working
side by side with a talented principal to shape the school’s
program and culture.
❋❋ Teachers could earn competitive salaries and be rewarded
for their great work; the best teachers could earn more.
❋❋ Teachers would work alongside other talented educators
who share the same educational vision and commitment to
excellence.

❋❋ Principals could pursue exciting new career paths as transformation directors overseeing IPS’ transition or as leaders
of a cluster of Opportunity Schools.

For taxpayers …
❋❋ More taxpayer dollars would go directly to classrooms,
rather than the school district bureaucracy.
❋❋ Schools would be accountable for student success; the best
would expand, and unsuccessful schools would be replaced
by high-performing schools.
❋❋ Citizens could join the nonprofit governing boards that
oversee a school or cluster of schools, giving them a real
voice in how their community schools are run.
❋❋ Better schools produce more high school graduates, who
become more productive citizens and contributors to
the local economy, relying less on social services such as
Medicaid and food stamps.
❋❋ Improved schools boost local home values, attract businesses, and reduce crime.
This process will take time. But our goal is ambitious: to make
Indianapolis a national center of education reform with excellent schools that attract and retain the best teachers and
principals. Better schools in IPS will mean a better future for our
city and for all of us.
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1. Creating a System of Opportunity Schools
The centerpiece of our plan, over time, is to make each IPS school an
Opportunity School. By breaking down confusing and unhelpful distinctions,
all schools — traditional, magnet, public charter — could become
Opportunity Schools, and all would have the autonomy and accountability
central to school success. What would set Opportunity Schools apart
is their wide freedom to operate as needed to meet the needs of their
students and their accountability for results. Schools would have to meet
high standards to become Opportunity Schools and produce outstanding
student learning to maintain that status.

Freedom to do what’s best for students
All Opportunity Schools would operate with a contractually guaranteed set
of freedoms (see sidebar, this page). Freed from constraints, these schools
would have full authority to hire and fire staff, choose a curriculum, extend
the school day and year, and decide how to spend money.

Opportunity Schools would Have a
Lot More Freedom
❋❋ Establish the school’s instructional approach
— curriculum, scheduling, extracurricular
programs, etc.
❋❋ Set the school’s code of conduct, dress code,
and other elements of school culture
❋❋ Hire and fire the school leader
❋❋ Hire and fire school teachers and other
school staff
❋❋ Set the school’s budget, allocating resources
in ways that meet students’ needs

Examples of Public School
Requirements that would Apply to
Opportunity Schools

Of course, Opportunity Schools would have to abide by certain state and
federal requirements, such as administering state tests, maintaining a nondiscriminatory enrollment policy, meeting health and safety standards, and
providing education to students with disabilities (see sidebar, this page).
And all would be required to meet a high standard of excellence. But within
those broad constraints, each Opportunity School would be free to offer an
educational program and school culture tailor-made to the needs of its own
students.

❋❋ Tuition free

More accountability

❋❋ Special education

In exchange for this far-reaching autonomy, Opportunity Schools would
have to meet rigorous, results-based, accountability requirements. The
schools must meet performance benchmarks every year or risk being
replaced by a new school. An Opportunity School term of designation
would be seven years, after which schools must apply for renewal.
Opportunity Schools would be evaluated on an ongoing basis, and the
Opportunity Schools designation could be lost at any time for inadequate
performance. During the renewal process, the district would examine
student performance, audit financial records, conduct site visits, and review
other relevant information.
A performance framework would spell out the indicators by which Opportunity Schools would be judged, how schools’ results on those indicators
would be measured, and how well schools would have to do to stay open.
While this performance framework would be developed in detail during the
planning year for the transition (see Chapter 4), the sidebar on page 45
shows its basic elements.

Diverse approaches
One key reason to move toward a system of Opportunity Schools is to
foster a citywide network of schools that meets a wide variety of students’
needs. As a result, each Opportunity School would look very different
from the others. They would offer different kinds of educational programs,
different extracurricular activities, and different school cultures. They would
engage parents and community members in different ways. This broader
array of quality options would give families a wider range of choices as
they consider their children’s schooling. Any family’s chance of finding a
school that meets their child’s needs would be greatly expanded.
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❋❋ State and federal accountability for
performance and improvement
❋❋ State standardized assessments and
remediation under assessment programs

❋❋ Parent access to education records
❋❋ Nondiscrimination policies
❋❋ Criminal history checks on employees
❋❋ Student health and safety, including
prohibitions on firearms and deadly
weapons
❋❋ Compulsory school attendance
❋❋ Limitations on employment of children
❋❋ Student due process and judicial review

Source: Indiana General Assembly. Indiana Code Title 20, Article 24,
Chapter 8. Retrieved Nov. 15, 2011, from www.in.gov/legislative/ic/2010/
title20/ar24/

Opportunity Schools would be run by different kinds of leaders and groups,
including:
❋❋ Existing community-based nonprofit organizations;
❋❋ Teams of excellent teachers;
❋❋ Successful school leaders;
❋❋ Organizations already operating schools, in Indianapolis or elsewhere,
from charter management organizations to the IPS central office; and
❋❋ Teams of entrepreneurial citizens with strong track records of leadership
and a powerful vision for new schooling options.
Some Opportunity Schools likely would stand alone as single schools. But
the system’s leadership also would foster networks of schools with similar
approaches: organizations operating two, three, five, or even more schools
within the city. These mini-networks could expand successful approaches
to more students over time, just as the Center for Inquiry (CFI) has done in
Indianapolis and KIPP has done nationally. Families would be able to enroll
in familiar schools even if they move across town; and it’s conceivable
that their children would be able to stay within the same mini-network of
schools from prekindergarten through high school.

Becoming an opportunity school
Opportunity Schools could form in several ways:
❋❋ Already high-performing IPS schools could become Opportunity Schools.
High-performing IPS schools, including magnets such as CFI schools,
could become Opportunity Schools immediately following a planning
year. They could do so by entering into a contract or memorandum
of understanding with IPS that guarantees them autonomy and
accountability.101 If these schools meet their benchmarks, they would
maintain their freedom. A successful school could also become an
Opportunity School by converting to public charter school status.
❋❋ Already high-performing public charter schools could gain Opportunity
School status. Under a reinvented IPS, the only question to determine
whether a public school merits support from the district would be
whether it is meeting the needs of IPS students. Accordingly, if an
existing high-performing charter school such as the Charles A. Tindley
Accelerated School wanted to receive Opportunity School status, it
would have two options. It could keep its current charter with the Mayor
of Indianapolis or other authorizer and apply to IPS for Opportunity
School status. IPS would offer the same support for these charter
schools as any other Opportunity Schools. Alternatively, a charter
school with another authorizer could apply to IPS for a new charter to
become an Opportunity School under the district. As described in text
that follows, existing public charter schools would have several strong
reasons to seek Opportunity School status, notably access to higher
levels of per-pupil funding and district-provided transportation and
facilities. They would have to meet the district’s high bar, however, to
earn and keep these benefits.

Performance Framework for
Schools
I. Academic Quality
❋❋ Is the school consistently receiving “A”s or
“B”s on the state’s report card?
❋❋ Are students who are initially behind
reaching proficiency on standards?
❋❋ Are students making sufficient growth to
maintain or exceed proficiency?
❋❋ Are high school students graduating on
time?
❋❋ Are high school graduates successfully
transitioning to college or high-quality
employment?
❋❋ Is the school meeting its own school-specific
academic goals?
II. Financial
❋❋ Is the school enrolling and re-enrolling a
sufficient number of students?
❋❋ Are the school’s expenses in line with its
budget?
❋❋ Is the school’s cash flow adequate to meet its
needs?
❋❋ Does the school have a sufficient reserve to
ensure long-term sustainability?
III. Operations
❋❋ Is the school providing every child with
excellent teachers?
❋❋ Is the school’s leadership providing strong
direction to the school?
❋❋ Is the school’s community board actively
engaged and providing strong stewardship?
❋❋ Is the school complying with its obligations
under the law and the district’s minimal
policies?

101 This option makes sense for high-performing magnet schools that want to retain selective admissions,
rather than use the open lotteries required of public charter schools.
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❋❋ Other existing IPS schools could become Opportunity Schools over
time. For IPS schools that are currently performing too poorly to
earn the Opportunity School designation immediately, there are two
ways to become an Opportunity School. First, IPS could appoint new,
carefully selected leadership teams with track records of success to run
these schools. Such schools would immediately become Opportunity
Schools with autonomy but would have to meet aggressive performance
benchmarks to maintain Opportunity School status. Second, existing
leadership teams in schools with a history of poor performance could
earn Opportunity School status over time by improving their results to
required high levels.
❋❋ New schools could form as Opportunity Schools. If they meet rigorous
guidelines, high-performing nonprofit organizations such as KIPP or
YES Prep and new start-ups with strong local leadership could open
Opportunity Schools within IPS facilities, replacing currently lowperforming schools. New schools could operate as public charter
schools or enter into a contract with the district that guaranteed
charter-like freedoms and accountability.
As Figure 3-1 shows, the new system would provide organizations and
educators with a range of different options for the legal form of the schools
they create, giving them the flexibility to use the approach that works best.

Figure 3-1. MANY PATHWAYS TO BECOMING AN OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL
New Schools or HighPerforming Schools
like Sidener (traditional), Cfi (magnet)
or Tindley (public charter)

Completes rigorous application
process

IPS rejects

Team
addresses
weaknesses

IPS approves

Current Low-Performing
Schools

Transformation director
appoints new leader to launch
Opportunity Schools

Transformation director redesigns
program, rebuilds staff

School still struggles

Transformation
director develops
new plans

Completes rigorous
application process

Reapplies
to IPS

School improves

IPS approves

IPS approves

Completes rigorous
application process

Lowest-performing
programs replaced

IPS approves

OPPORTUNITY SCHOOLS
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Figure 3-2. Opportunity Schools could take
many legal forms

Growing the supply of opportunity schools
As we will describe in Chapter 4, a critical first step in the planning year
for transitioning to this new system would be finalizing the criteria for
Opportunity Schools based on the plan described above. Some existing
IPS schools with ISTEP+ pass rates that exceed the state likely would meet
these criteria immediately, including Center for Inquiry’s campuses, Merle
Sidener Gifted Academy, Ernie Pyle School 90, and Rousseau McClellan
91. Many public charter schools likely would meet the performance bar
if they chose to become Opportunity Schools. And we envision other
schools quickly becoming Opportunity Schools, as we discuss in the
following section.
But given the dire state of student performance in IPS’ schools, the district
also would need to mount an all-out effort to create and recruit many new
high-quality school organizations to fill the void. Key efforts would include:
❋❋ Start-up funding for new schools. The new system would allocate
approximately $7.5 million a year to incubate new schools and expand
successful ones during the transition to the new system and $2 million
a year thereafter. Based on the experience of a small but growing
group of public charter school incubators, it costs between $250,000
to $750,000 to recruit and train a new school leader and launch a
new school.102 An incubation fund of $7.5 million would provide start-up
funding for at least 10 new schools each year, allowing IPS to transform
its school system over several years (see Appendix H).103 Incubation is a
strategy that has worked well in several other cities with ambitious newschool creation plans, including New Orleans, New York, Detroit, and
Chicago (see Appendix I).

Schools NOT
meeting
high-quality
bar

Not eligible
to be
Opportunity
Schools

Lose charter
or contract
if they fail
to improve,
and replaced
with high
performer

IPS Traditional
School

IPS Magnet School

Contract school

Opportunity Schools
•H
 igh per-pupil funding controlled by
school
• Broad autonomy to operate
• Access to district facilities
• Transportation for IPS-resident students
Charter School
authorized by IPS

Schools
meeting
high-quality
bar*

Charter school
with non-IPS
authorizer

Regardless of how each Opportunity School is formed, it must prove its
potential to produce excellent student results. At the very least, this would
mean meeting a high standard for academic proficiency and student
growth, having a track record of success educating low-income students,
and meeting other entry requirements. New applicants also must meet a
detailed set of standards for educational programs, plans for giving every
child access to an excellent teacher, financial plans, leadership, and governance. And all applicants must show that they have assessed the needs of
the neighborhood(s) where they want to operate schools and can demonstrate a strong demand for the kind of schools they would like to open.
(see sidebar, p. 48, and Appendix J for more on requirements to become an
Opportunity School).

Not eligible
to be
Opportunity
Schools, and
if failure persists, replaced
with high
performer

* Based on results of existing school or approved plan and team to
implement a new school.

Some existing IPS schools
likely would meet these criteria
immediately, including Center for
Inquiry’s campuses, Merle Sidener
Gifted Academy, Ernie Pyle School
90, and Rousseau McClellan 91.
Many public charter schools likely
would meet the performance bar if
they chose to become Opportunity
Schools. And we envision other
schools quickly becoming
Opportunity Schools.

102 CEE-TRUST (2011). Charter School Incubation: A Recap of the CEE-Trust Conversation Held in New
Orleans, January 27–28, 2011. Available www.cee-trust.org/upload/news/0308110935_CEETrust%20Charter%20Incubation%20Event%20Recap.pdf
103 According to New Schools for New Orleans, with the right preparation and planning, aggressive
chartering could take most cities to 50%–70% charters in a three to five year period. New Schools for
New Orleans (2011). New Schools for New Orleans Strategic Plan April 2011.
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❋❋ Talent pipeline development. The new system would allocate approximately $2.5 million a year to sustain and expand efforts to broaden
a pipeline of great school leaders and teachers needed to staff the
expanding network of Opportunity Schools. Teach For America (TFA),
The New Teacher Project, the Woodrow Wilson Indiana Teaching
Fellowship, Butler University’s partnership with William A. Bell School
60, and TFA’s Indianapolis Principal Fellowship program are promising
examples of organizations bringing great public schools teachers and
leaders into Indianapolis (see sidebar, p. 25). These efforts have largely
been funded by private philanthropy. Public dollars are both the most
appropriate and most realistic way to sustain and grow these programs.
The $2.5 million investment by IPS under our plan would make it possible to dramatically improve the quality of teaching and leadership in
IPS schools.

2. Improving Existing Schools and Replacing the
Worst Ones
It will take many years before every IPS student is attending a high-quality
Opportunity School. In the meantime, IPS must do a much better job of
improving the quality of education in its existing schools. As described
more fully in Chapter 4, we envision a multiyear transition period when
IPS is nurturing the development of new schools to replace the lowestperforming programs and simultaneously taking aggressive steps to turn
around its current schools.
Central to our plan would be ensuring that IPS brings on board experts with
experience turning around struggling organizations. IPS therefore would
hire up to eight transformation directors, each responsible for leading
clusters of 6–10 low-performing schools during the transition.
Transformation directors would have three main responsibilities. First, they
would help as many of their schools as possible improve sufficiently to
qualify as Opportunity Schools; that means nurturing a culture of excellence and high expectations among the principals and teachers in their
schools, including reconstituting the staff when necessary, significantly
ramping up remediation programs, and introducing creative approaches
for accelerating achievement. Second, they would aggressively seek out
highly qualified new school leaders and operators to create Opportunity
Schools within their buildings. Third, they would oversee the orderly phaseout of school programs that do not make the grade.
Transformation directors would be turnaround specialists with the proven
ability to set ambitious goals and lead and manage others to meet them.
They would be held to a high standard of excellence, given wide authority
(in particular to hire and fire their principals), and be compensated for
their success at improving student learning. Some likely would see this as
a short-term opportunity to make a difference in their community, others
may move on to become leaders of clusters of Opportunity Schools.
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A Rigorous Application Process
IPS would develop and implement a review
process for Opportunity School applications that
builds on the National Association of Charter
School Authorizers’ Principles and Standards
for Quality Authorizing and on the Mayor of
Indianapolis’s nationally recognized chartering
process that won Harvard’s Innovations in
American Government award in 2006.

Skilled Evaluators
IPS would create highly competent teams of internal and external evaluators with a combination of
educational, organizational (governance and management), financial, and legal expertise. IPS would:
❋❋ Ensure evaluators have a thorough understanding of school autonomy and accountability and
the criteria for approval.
❋❋ Train application evaluators to ensure consistent and fair standards and practices.

Detailed Review
The process would include a thorough review
of the written proposal, a substantive in-person
interview with the applicant group, and other
due diligence to examine the applicant’s experience and capacity.
❋❋ The written application must present:
●

 clear and compelling mission that meets
A
a demonstrated community need.

●

A
 quality educational program, including a viable plan for giving every student
excellent teachers and for remediation of
students who lag behind standards.

●

 solid business plan.
A

●

E
 ffective governance and management
structures and systems.

❋❋ The in-person interview must demonstrate:
●

F
 ounding team members have diverse and
essential capabilities.

●

C
 lear evidence of the applicant’s capacity
to execute its plan successfully.

(Appendix J provides more detailed information
for authorizers to probe on some of these issues.)

Public Input
IPS also would solicit public input, which could
take the form of public hearings and a request
for written testimony. It is vital that any proposed
new school meet the needs of the community it
seeks to serve. Our plan recommends that priority be given to new schools that are designed to
serve neighborhoods that have a disproportionate number of failing programs now.

3. Revamping and Downsizing Central Office
Only a radically streamlined IPS can support the creation, replication,
and growth of great schools. Our plan calls for gradually cutting annual
spending on the central office from $53 million to about $10 million —
significantly refocusing its mission to targeting services where a citywide
presence is necessary. These actions would cut waste, provide the
autonomy that great schools need to thrive, and redirect $188 million a
year from central administration and services to support schools and offer
universal prekindergarten for 4-year-olds.
After the transition, IPS’ central office would no longer directly run schools.
It would not make curriculum decisions or hire and fire educators. Instead,
it would be a leaner and more efficient entity responsible for a targeted
set of functions. This way, much more money would go to classrooms,
rather than to administrators who are far removed from student needs. The
smaller, revamped IPS central office would perform functions that fall into
three main categories: authorizer, system coordinator, and for very select
areas, service provider.

Role 1: School Authorizer
The IPS central office would serve as a gatekeeper, setting performance
standards, determining which schools gain (and keep) Opportunity School
status, and holding those schools accountable for achieving results and
spending public funds responsibly. This relationship to schools is quite
different from the one most school districts, including IPS, maintain today.
In the traditional model, schools are all operated directly by the central
office, staffed by district-selected employees, and subject to numerous topdown directives. That approach requires a central office leadership team
focused on administering a complex set of rules and procedures — largely
a compliance role. Playing the authorizing role, by contrast, would demand
much more entrepreneurial and results-oriented leadership. These leaders
and staff would focus on identifying strong school operators, giving them
autonomy, and then holding them accountable for their results.

Figure 3-3. A Revamped IPS would have three
Major Roles and Responsibilities
Authorizer
• Authorizing only
excellent schools
• Monitoring schools
• Acting quickly when
schools fail

System Coordinator
• E nsuring every child is
in school
• E nsuring remediation
for students who are
behind
•A
 ttracting and
incubating school
operators
• B uilding a robust talent
pipeline
•M
 eeting federal and
state requirements

Service Provider
•A
 dministering local
tax revenues
• Allocating funds
• Managing facilities
• P roviding student
transportation
• F acilitating special
education

As an authorizer, IPS would be responsible for:
1. Setting standards for approval and renewal. IPS’ authorizing office would
set the standards for becoming an Opportunity School and maintaining
that status. An existing school seeking to become an Opportunity School
would need to already be performing at a very high level. An organization petitioning to create a new school based on one operating elsewhere would need to show equivalently strong results in its own state.
And an applicant seeking to launch an entirely new school or turn around
an existing low-performing school would need to present a strong plan
and show a high level of capacity to operate an excellent school.
2. Authorizing schools. Applicants that want Opportunity School
designation, including existing IPS schools, new schools, and public
charter schools with a different authorizer, would apply to IPS for
approval. Staff members with expertise in education, finance, law, and
business operations would review each application to ensure it presents
a clear, viable plan to achieve high levels of student performance
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with available resources and a team capable of executing the plan
successfully. In addition, the authorizing office would need a keen
eye for talent and the ability to judge whether the group presenting
a plan for a new school truly has what it takes to implement the plan
successfully based on its track record the way high-quality charter
school authorizers do today.
3. Monitoring schools. IPS would monitor schools regularly and also review
their formal applications for renewal of Opportunity School status every
seven years. The applications would specify the indicators that the
school and district would measure to assess the school’s performance,
the methods the district would use to obtain those data, and the
benchmarks the school must meet annually to be deemed successful.
These indicators should focus on student results, graduation rates,
postgraduation outcomes, and other measures of student progress.
IPS also would monitor schools to determine if they are good stewards
of public funds, have strong leadership and governance, are placing
effective teachers in the classroom, and are legally complying with state
and federal laws and regulations. “Monitoring” would not mean “running”
or “micromanaging,” however. Schools would maintain broad authority
to operate their programs as they see fit as long as they achieve results
and meet IPS high standards.
4. Acting quickly when schools fail. When Opportunity Schools do not
meet performance benchmarks, IPS would act quickly. It would not
wait until the end of the seven-year renewal cycle to take action. The
monitoring process would give schools an ongoing flow of data about
their performance. Some struggling schools would be able to right
themselves. But for those that do not, IPS’ performance agreement with
operators would clearly specify the district’s authority to revoke or not
renew an operator’s Opportunity School certification. This authority
would enable IPS to replace failing programs with new ones, continually
raising the quality of education occurring inside each school building.
As described in Chapter 4, IPS would take a similar approach with
schools that are not yet Opportunity Schools, holding them to high
standards and seeking to bring in new schools to replace programs that
do not improve rapidly.
Replacing school programs is not easy. Failing programs are bound to
object, sometimes garnering the support of parents and community
members. The new IPS authorizing office must be prepared for these
challenges — most importantly, by providing compelling evidence to
parents and others that the new program would be stronger.
Our plan would help the authorizing office play this critical function in at
least two ways. First, our well-funded efforts to build the supply of new
high-quality schools and develop the education talent pipeline would
provide reassurance that the new options would be better; resistance
to ousting a low-performing operator is most intense when parents
fear the alternative would be worse. Second, as described above, the
legal agreement between IPS and the operators of Opportunity Schools
would give IPS the iron-clad authority to replace a failing program.
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Some struggling schools would be
able to right themselves. But for
those that do not, IPS’ performance
agreement with operators would
clearly specify the district’s authority
to revoke or not renew an operator’s
Opportunity School certification.
This authority would enable IPS to
replace failing programs with new
ones, continually raising the quality
of education occurring inside each
school building.

Role 2: System Coordinator
Instead of trying to manage schools from afar, which we know does not
work, the streamlined IPS central office would instead focus on coordinating
several essential functions to support students and schools.
❋❋ A fair and informative citywide enrollment process that ensures every
child is in a school that meets his or her needs. IPS would be responsible
for making sure every child is enrolled in an appropriate school every
year. It would maintain a database of all IPS school-age children,
administer enrollment, monitor attendance, and provide high-quality
information to parents about school choices. (See p. 55 for more on the
enrollment process.)
❋❋ Remediation for students who are behind in school. In a system of
Opportunity Schools, it would be schools rather than the central office
that would take responsibility for bringing all students up to proficiency
— including those who need remediation. The central office, however,
would take steps to ensure that schools undertake this essential
function, including insisting on strong plans for remediation as a critical
part of the approval process for new schools and holding schools
accountable for bringing lagging students up to grade-level standards.

IPS would distribute grants of
$250,000 to $750,000 for carefully
selected teams to plan and open
new schools within IPS facilities —
approximately $7.5 million a year
during the transition and then
$2 million a year after that. The
priority would be to locate highquality new schools in the most
underserved neighborhoods.

❋❋ Incubation and attraction of new schools in response to community
needs. IPS students and families desperately need many more highquality school options. Downsizing the central office and shifting funding and responsibility for most services would free up funds to establish
an IPS New School Incubation Fund, which would encourage the best
existing local operators to expand, recruit great school organizations
to the city, and stimulate local education entrepreneurs to create new
schools. IPS would distribute grants of $250,000 to $750,000 for carefully selected teams to plan and open new schools within IPS facilities
— approximately $7.5 million a year during the transition to the new
system and then $2 million a year after that. IPS also would conduct
extensive community outreach and needs assessment to understand
parental and neighborhood needs and preferences for new options.
The resulting information would inform incubation efforts as well as
decisions about where new schools should be placed. The priority
would be to locate high-quality new schools in the most underserved
neighborhoods.
❋❋ A robust talent pipeline. In addition to growing the supply of new
Opportunity Schools and school networks, IPS would have to attract
top educators to lead and teach in these schools. School operators
themselves would invest heavily in this activity, since it would be critical
to their success. But the revamped central office can assist by expanding
current relationships with leading talent providers, such as Teach For
America; The New Teacher Project; the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship;
and TFA’s Indianapolis Principal Fellowship, a Columbia Universitybased training program for school leaders (see sidebar, p. 25). Thus, our
budget includes $2.5 million a year for a Talent Development Fund.
❋❋ Meeting federal and state requirements. Finally, the new central office
would continue to ensure that the system of schools meets federal and
state legal requirements.
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Role 3: Targeted Service Provider
Today’s central office provides a wide array of expensive services of limited
value to schools, educators, and students. A revamped IPS would provide
Opportunity Schools with the targeted services that are essential to the
smooth operation of the system:
❋❋ Administering local tax revenues. IPS would continue to have local
taxing authority, including setting local tax rates and receiving revenues
from local, state, and federal sources.
❋❋ Allocating funds. IPS would continue to distribute funds to schools based
on the system described in the funding section, pages 57–68.
❋❋ Managing facilities. IPS would continue to control all existing facilities,
including levying bonds and managing bond proceeds to carry out
necessary construction and renovation projects, if doing so is the most
cost-effective way of providing affordable facilities to participating
schools. As IPS is transitioning to a system of Opportunity Schools,
the district would operate all existing IPS school buildings and allow
approved public school organizations to use facilities free of charge
(although existing public charter schools that become Opportunity
Schools could opt to keep their current non-IPS facilities). Centralizing
this function would give IPS maximum flexibility to allocate buildings
to the most qualified Opportunity School applicants, which would be a
critical tool in attracting the leading school networks to open schools
or expand in Indianapolis. IPS immediately would be able to reallocate
some facilities funds to school operators to use at their discretion. After
the transition period, IPS would be able to reallocate all facilities funds
to schools, which could manage their own facilities or pay rent to IPS
for providing facilities. Schools that economize on facilities would be
able to repurpose the funds into improving their educational offerings.
(Details in Appendix H.) In addition, the central office would maintain
responsibility for long-term capital planning in conjunction with other
city agencies, including forecasting the need for and pursuing any bond
issuance required to address growth or ma jor capital improvements.
❋❋ Student transportation. Free transportation is essential to creating a system in which all families, regardless of economic circumstances or where
they live, can exercise school choice. At first, arranging transportation
would become more complex as choices open up across the district and
as Opportunity Schools take advantage of their new flexibility to operate
with different daily and annual calendars. To make transportation work in
this new system, our plan includes several supporting elements:
➨➨ R
 etaining central operation in the short term. Initially, IPS would
continue to operate a districtwide school transportation system,
guaranteeing all residents who live outside their chosen schools’
“walk zones” a ride to school.
➨➨ R
 etaining the full transportation budget in the short term. While
evidence suggests that most districts can realize substantial
cost savings in their transportation systems, our budget does not
assume any decrease in transportation costs. All of the resources
IPS currently devotes to transportation would be fully dedicated to
transportation in the new system to ensure there is funding for this
more robust system.
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Once all or most schools are
Opportunity Schools, IPS would
begin allocating all transportation
dollars to schools, which could then
elect to spend the funds on IPSprovided transit or other approaches.
IPS’ own transportation offerings
would then “right size” to meet
whatever demand exists for them
among Opportunity Schools.
Centralizing management of
facilities would give IPS maximum
flexibility to allocate buildings to the
most qualified Opportunity School
applicants, which would be a critical
tool in attracting the leading school
networks to open schools or expand
in Indianapolis.

➨➨ Auditing and streamlining operations. An early step in the transition
would be a top-to-bottom expert review of all IPS operations,
including transportation. This review likely would reveal opportunities
to streamline operations, freeing up resources that could be devoted
to the enhanced transportation needs that emerge as the system
offers more choices.
➨➨ Considering diverse approaches. As the system evolves, IPS leaders
would want to pursue a variety of options, including direct-operated
buses (as IPS does now), contracts with outside transportation
companies, and coordination with the city’s public transportation
system. Across the board, our goal must be to identify dollars now
wasted on administration and operations so that we can more fully
fund students within the current budget.
➨➨ Incentives for schools to find alternatives. Schools that create alternate,
more efficient transportation methods could receive up to an
additional $1,400 per eligible student to use in the classroom — the
amount IPS currently spends on transportation.
➨➨ Ultimately, IPS would have a school-driven system with a rightsized central transportation offering. Once all or most schools are
Opportunity Schools, IPS would begin allocating all transportation
dollars to schools, which could then elect to spend the funds on
IPS-provided transit or other approaches. IPS’ own transportation
offerings would then “right size” to meet whatever demand exists for
them among Opportunity Schools.
❋❋ Special education. Under the new system, school operators would have
maximum flexibility within the constraints of state and federal special education and disability laws to provide an excellent education for all of their
students. We envision, however, that IPS would serve critical core functions related to special education (explained in more detail in Appendix N):

Revamping School Services in New
York City
In 2004, the New York City Department of
Education (NYC DOE) established its first
Empowerment Schools, based on the belief
that local schools should decide how to
educate students. As a result, school leaders
have more autonomy than in traditional
schools, including greater control over
budgets. Specifically, Empowerment Schools
receive fewer direct services from the school
district in exchange for more funding and the
responsibility of procuring needed services
themselves. Since then, schools across NYC
have obtained similar authority.
As schools have assumed more responsibilities, NYC DOE has replaced many of its central
services with freestanding, service-providing
units within the DOE and in outside organziations. These providers help schools with
human resources, transportation, food services,
special education, and grant management,
among other functions. While the specific
structure has evolved since 2004, the focus of
the reform has remained constant: enabling
schools to choose services that meet the needs
of their students.1

1

New York City Department of Education. “Child First Network.”
Retrieved from http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/CFN/default.htm;
“Children First Network Overview.” Available: www.uft.org/files/
attachments/children-first-network-overview.pdf

1. Help launch voluntary special education cooperatives. The
cooperatives would be stand-alone “special education planning
districts” under Indiana law, governed and financially supported by
their members. Similar cooperatives operate in New Orleans and
Washington, DC.104
2. Identify students with disabilities before they get to school. IPS’
central office would continue to identify children preschool-age and
younger with disabilities, federally funded by Part C of the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act.
3. Serve as a liaison between schools and cooperatives. IPS would
maintain a significant special education staff to serve as a liaison
with schools and cooperatives and as a point of contact for parents
with questions about their students with disabilities.
4. Pay for students whose needs cannot be met in IPS schools. It is
possible that IPS would not have the capacity to serve well a very
small group of special education students with very high needs. As
IPS does now, it would continue paying for them to attend schools
better equipped to provide these students an appropriate education.
104 For more information, see “LA Special Education Cooperation.” Available: http://lacharterschools.org/
sped-coop.html; and “The DC Special Education Co-operative.” Available: http://specialedcoop.org/
coop/about/board-of-directors-2/
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Optional fee-for-service functions
In addition to the targeted functions listed above, the streamlined central
district office also could offer Opportunity Schools limited additional
services where scale may provide efficiencies. These could include
information technology systems, group purchasing, food service, security
services, instructional materials, testing, auditing, legal, and accounting.
New York City has developed a similar decentralizing approach (see
sidebar, p. 53). As with all fee-for-service functions, individual schools could
choose to purchase services from IPS or not, depending on their needs. As
a result, our design of the revamped central office and its budget do not
include any of these services. If, during the transition, the central office finds
that Opportunity Schools are interested in and willing to pay for any of
these services, the central office could provide them. But since there would
be no fixed budget for the offerings, these departments would succeed or
fail based on the schools’ interest in buying them.
Over time, we envision that a robust market would develop in the
Indianapolis area to provide most, if not all, educational services through
third-party vendors. IPS and the surrounding school districts have had a
monopoly over school services, such as transportation, school maintenance,
and food service, for so long that it is unlikely there are enough vendors
to provide those services today. By giving Opportunity Schools the option
of purchasing services elsewhere, however, our plan likely would create a
competitive market over time.

4. Providing Better Options for Families
For the first time, parents would be able to choose among all IPS schools,
rather than just a select few. Families would be able to identify which school
best fits their child’s needs and have a fair chance to attend whatever
school they choose. Over time, with families in control and money following
children to their school of choice, this new system of high-quality Opportunity Schools would ensure that any child residing in IPS boundaries would
have access to a great education. As the research cited in Chapter 2 indicates, giving families more options has positive effects on student learning
— and not only for the families who make active choices. Public schools in
an area tend to improve generally when families have more options, according to research by Stanford University economist Caroline Hoxby.105
The introduction of additional school choice requires a new process
for informing parents about their options and enrolling students in
schools.106 Over time, there would be great Opportunity Schools in every
neighborhood of the city. Efforts to incubate new schools, described above,
would strategically add great schools in neighborhoods that don’t yet have
them. Families would be able to send their students to schools down the
street and be confident in their quality. And they would be able to enroll
their students in schools across town or an adjacent neighborhood if they
see a better fit for their children’s needs.

105 Hoxby, C. (1998, March). “What Do America’s ‘Traditional’ Forms of School Choice Teach Us about
School Choice Reforms?” FRBNY Economic Policy Review. Available: www.ny.frb.org/research/
epr/98v04n1/9803hoxb.pdf
106 It is difficult to predict how choice dynamics will evolve in Indianapolis. These suggestions are based
on experience elsewhere, including New Orleans, New York City, and Boston.
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The streamlined central district office
also could offer Opportunity Schools
limited additional services where
scale may provide efficiencies. These
could include information technology
systems, group purchasing, food service, security services, instructional
materials, testing, auditing, legal, and
accounting. As with all fee-for-service
functions, individual schools could
choose to purchase services from IPS
or not, depending on their needs.

Our plan seeks to both create additional choices and strengthen
neighborhoods. To that end, current students and their siblings would be
automatically re-enrolled in their schools unless they opt out, even if a
new school opens in the building. Once in an Opportunity School, students
would be able to automatically re-enroll in the same school until they
graduate; in families with more than one child, a younger sibling would
be able to enroll in the same school as his or her older sibling. These
elements of the choice system would mean that, even though families have
increasing options, they would be able to maintain stability if they want it
by leaving their children in the same schools if they are working well and
keeping siblings together if that is what they prefer.
For students graduating from their current school, entering IPS for the
first time, or wanting a change, our plan recommends a lottery-based
enrollment process that would include at least six steps on the following
general timeline:
1. Winter: Opportunity Schools identify available seats so IPS knows how
many students can enroll in each grade in each school the following
year.

Our plan seeks to both create
additional choices and strengthen
neighborhoods. To that end, current
students and their siblings would
be automatically re-enrolled in
their schools unless they opt out,
even if a new school opens in the
building. Once in an Opportunity
School, students would be able
to automatically re-enroll in the
same school until they graduate; in
families with more than one child,
a younger sibling would be able to
enroll in the same school as his or
her older sibling.

2. Winter and early spring: Families shop for schools, where they learn
about their school options through visits and information (written and
online) prepared by IPS and community groups.
3. Spring: Families submit their school preferences, ranking at least five
school options.
4. Late spring: Students are matched with schools using a computer
algorithm that considers students’ preferences but that includes a
neighborhood preference — that is, students who live within a defined
zone near an Opportunity School would be given a preference to attend
that school if they wish.
5. Ongoing: Waiting lists form for students who do not get into their first
choice. As vacancies open up in the desired schools, students on the
waiting list would have the option of transferring.
6. Ongoing: Students who transfer into IPS after the initial matching
process would be placed in a best-match Opportunity School, given
their preferences and the availability of space. They could also get on
the waiting list of up to three schools. Nonresident students could also
enter the spring lottery if they express intent to move within the first
three months of the school year, though they would only be able to keep
their seats in schools if they do, in fact, move within the boundaries
by the start of the academic year. Out-of-district students who don’t
plan to move could apply as well, though IPS residents would have
preference, with out-of-district students only filling slots unoccupied by
residents.
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One can imagine a system in which each autonomous school simply
managed its own enrollment process, as private schools do today.
Families could decide where to apply, and each school could have its
own application forms and procedures. But evidence from the city with
the most extensive system of school choice, New Orleans, suggests that
this school-by-school approach has been very confusing to parents and
educators alike.107
A single, citywide enrollment process would be easier for families to
navigate, would ensure that every child has an equal chance to attend
the schools they choose, and would enable IPS to guarantee every child a
seat in a school. For this system to work, all Opportunity Schools, including
public charters, would have to agree to two conditions: (1) participate in
a common enrollment process and (2) accept mid-year transfers.108 By
requiring all schools to accept mid-year transfers, IPS ensures that there
would be a place for every IPS student, regardless of when he or she
arrives.
Although Opportunity Schools would operate under a charter or a contract
with IPS, they also could enroll out-of-district students, as allowed by
Indiana law. Our plan, however, includes several incentives for Opportunity
Schools to serve IPS students first:
❋❋ Higher funding. Schools would receive full per-pupil funding ($12,004 on
average) only for students residing within IPS boundaries. For all other
students, schools would receive the same amount as allocated by the
state, an average of $7,700, plus whatever federal and other special
funds would follow their students.
❋❋ Free transportation. IPS would provide free transportation to all IPSresident students attending an Opportunity School or reimburse
schools that supply their own transportation. Out-of-district students,
by contrast, would have to find their own transportation to school, or the
school would have to arrange and pay for it.
❋❋ Free or low-cost facility. Opportunity Schools also would receive free
or low-cost access to IPS facilities if they set aside the vast majority of
their available seats for IPS students.

107 The Scott S. Cowen Institute for Public Education Initiatives at Tulane University (2007). The State of
Public Education in New Orleans. Available: www.coweninstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/
SPENO2007.pdf
108 Schools with special admissions processes would be able to retain them and apply them to mid-year
transfers.
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A single, citywide enrollment
process would be easier for families
to navigate, would ensure that every
child has an equal chance to attend
the schools they choose, and would
enable IPS to guarantee every child
a seat in a school. For this system
to work, all Opportunity Schools,
including public charters, would
have to agree to two conditions: (1)
participate in a common enrollment
process and (2) accept mid-year
transfers.

5. Driving More Funds to Schools and
Classrooms
Under the new system, the vast ma jority of funding would flow to the
school level, based on the needs of the students a school enrolls.109 Although
federal requirements would continue to apply to a portion of those funds,
Opportunity School leadership teams would largely be able to spend the
funds as they see fit to advance student learning and manage and operate
a successful school. The result would be a new, fairer funding system that
supports autonomy and flexibility and pushes more than $188 million in
additional funds from central administration and services to schools and
strategic citywide priorities each year.

How funds are allocated currently
IPS’ proposed budget for 2012 totals nearly $537 million, an average of
$16,230 for each of the 33,080 students enrolled in an IPS school.110 Of that,
IPS plans to allocate about $218.3 million to schools, 41% of the total budget,
or about $6,600 per student.

Under the new system, the vast
majority of funding would flow to
the school level, based on the needs
of the students a school enrolls.
Although federal requirements
would continue to apply to a portion
of those funds, Opportunity School
leadership teams would largely be
able to spend the funds as they see
fit to advance student learning and
manage and operate a successful
school.

IPS plans to spend the remaining $318.5 million — $9,630 per pupil — across
three areas (see Figures 3-4 and 3-5):
❋❋ Central administration ($53.4 million). A large portion of central
administration dollars would fund more than 500 full-time positions
in the central office. The biggest portion of that funding — $16 million
— would cover “teaching and learning” functions, such as curriculum
development, testing, and other academic oversight. Most other funding
relates to operations, such as facilities oversight, human resources, and
finance and accounting.

109 All calculations throughout this section use 2012 budget data whenever possible. 2012 budget
figures are not available for special-funded projects or school lunch fund. For those funds, we
use 2011 budget figures. Enrollment figures are from 2010–11 school year. See methodology in
Appendix H for full details.
Sources:
• Budget data
− Schools and central administration: Indianapolis Public Schools (2011). “2012 Proposed Budget
Report.” Available: www.budget.ips.k12.in.us/fileadmin/Assets/Budget/110720_2012_
MUNIS_301AB_Report.pdf
− Special-funded programs: 2012 figures not yet available. 2011 data from: Indianapolis Public
Schools, Budget Office. “Page 178–84.” Personal communication. Sept. 28, 2011.
− School lunch program: 2012 figures not yet available. 2011 figures from: Indianapolis Public
Schools, Budget Office. Personal communication. Sept. 22, 2011.
− All other funds: Indianapolis Public Schools, Budget Office. “Board Items.” Personal
communication. Sept. 22, 2011.
• IPS student enrollment: Indiana Department of Education. “Find School Corporation Data Reports:
Corporation Enrollment by Grade Level.” Available: www.doe.in.gov/data/reports.html
• IPS residents enrolled in charter schools: Estimated using a two-step process:
1. Find the proportion of all charter students residing in the IPS boundaries in 2008–09, the most
recent year for which those data are available. Source: Special request to City of Indianapolis,
Office of Education Innovation.
2. Multiply proportion from step one by all charter students in Indianapolis in 2010–11. Source:
National Alliance of Public Charter Schools (2011). “The Public Charter Schools Dashboard.”
Retrieved Aug. 29, 2011, from http://dashboard.publiccharters.org/dashboard/students/page/
overview/district/IN-12/year/2011
110 2012 budget figures not available for special-funded projects or school lunch fund. For those funds,
we use 2011 budget figures. See methodology in Appendix H for details. Indianapolis Public Schools.
(2011). “2012 Proposed Budget Report.” Available: www.budget.ips.k12.in.us/fileadmin/Assets/
Budget/110720_2012_MUNIS_301AB_Report.pdf; Wilson-Carpenter, P. “2012 Budget Book.”
Personal communication. wilsonp@ips.k12.in.us. Sept. 23, 2011.
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❋❋ Services ($194.3 million). Capital projects, transportation, and special
funded projects (such as federal programs and alternative education)
consume most funds in the services category. In addition, IPS plans to
spend about $20 million on school lunch, $20 million on transfer tuition
related to desegregation, and $6 million on self-insurance.
❋❋ Obligations ($70.9 million). General debt service accounts for more than
half of IPS’ obligations ($40.7 million). The debt-exempt capital fund
and repayment of bonds for retirement and severance make up the
remainder.

How the new system would work
School funding would be dramatically different as IPS transitions to a
system of Opportunity Schools. Four key features would underlie the new
funding system:
1. A much leaner, more efficient, and targeted central office. Our new
system would drive more funding to the school level by shrinking the
district office and reallocating responsibility and funding for most
services to schools. Without a large bureaucracy to absorb precious
resources, schools would receive a larger proportion of per-pupil
funding with which to address the particular needs of their students
and operate their schools. Experience suggests that carefully selected
Opportunity Schools with strong leadership would be well-equipped
to take on the functions now carried out by the central office; and they
could always purchase these services from central office if that makes
the most sense; the choice would be theirs. (In Figure 3-6, we show how
resources would detail the calculations showing how IPS can accomplish
this shift in resources.)
2. Student enrollment would determine how much funding each school
receives. In the new system, all school-level funding, accounting for
approximately three-quarters of all public education dollars, would
follow children to schools. As a school’s enrollment expands or contracts
from one year to the next, its funding also would shift automatically. This
approach would add an important layer of accountability to the system.
Schools that fail to attract students would no longer be guaranteed
enough funding to continue operating. Ineffective programs would be
forced to give up their contracts or adopt reforms to meet the needs of
students and families.
3. Incentives for schools to serve all students well. Students with greater
educational needs would generate larger amounts of per-pupil funds.
State funding for districts is already based on student counts and the
needs of those students. The new system would further guarantee a
transparent process for basing each school’s funding on the needs
of the students it enrolls. Many of the federal funding streams that
IPS currently receives are designed to support low-income students,
students with disabilities, or students with other special needs. Schools
that enroll larger numbers of these students would automatically
receive a higher level of funding based on an explicit, well-understood
formula, making it possible to establish themselves as havens for
students with the greatest needs. As a result, school operators would
have an incentive to create programs to serve all students, not just
the students who are easiest to teach, because they would have the
resources needed to serve all of their students well.
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Figure 3-4. Schools Now get only 41% of funds
Proposed IPS budget, 2012*
In millions of dollars

Central
Administration
$53.4

Services
$194.3

Obligations
$70.9

• Debt service
• Bond payments

Schools
$218.3

• Capital projects
• Transportation
• Special-funded
programs
*2012 budget figures not available for special-funded projects or school
lunch fund. For those funds, we use 2011 budget figures.

Figure 3-5. FY 2012 Budget from all Public Sources, Current State
Funding category Funding subcategories

Amount

Schools

Funding Allocated to Schools

$218,349,979 In FY 2012, IPS schools are slated to receive just over $218.3 million,
approximately 41% of the district’s total budget, or $6,600 per student. Schools
will receive the majority of this funding as staff positions, rather than dollars.
According to the FY 2012 budget, direct school funding will support more than
3,200 positions.

Central
Administration

Special Education Administration
Facilities
Human Resources
Finance and Accounting

3,783,871

Information Technology

2,740,216

Operations
Enrollment

775,080

Teaching and Learning
Program Administration
Total Central Administration
School Bus Replacement Fund
School Transportation Fund
School Lunch Fund
Self-Insurance Fund
Capital Projects Fund
Special-Funded Programs

5,284,896
847,209
16,100,285
1,279,733
$53,371,928
12,723,000 Services make up the second largest funding category after funding allocated
33,475,000 to schools, totaling more than $194 million. Capital projects, transportation
(including the school transportation fund and school bus replacement fund),
18,707,195 and special-funded projects (such as federal programs, alternative education,
6,000,000 and school choice) are the largest service categories, each costing more than
47,501,000 $45 million. IPS plans to spend nearly $20 million on school lunches, nearly
$20 million on transfer tuition, and $6 million on self-insurance in FY 2012.
57,554,543

Transfer Tuition

18,363,093

Total Services

$194,323,831

Debt Service Fund
Referendum Debt Exempt Capital Fund
Retirement / Severance Bond Debt Serv.
Retirement / Severance Bond Fund
Total Obligations

Total FY 12 Budget

1,244,845
785,000

Board of Commissioners

Obligations

585,313

Legal
Safety

Services

$3,572,491 IPS plans to spend another $53.4 million on its central office, which funds more
than 500 full-time positions. Most central office funding will support teaching
5,992,292
and learning ($16.1 million). Operational functions, including facilities oversight,
5,196,940 safety, human resources, and finance and accounting make up another major
5,183,757 share of the central office’s budget

Superintendent
Communications

Notes

40,681,000 IPS will spend more than $70 million paying for its obligations. Debt service
9,604,000 accounts for more than half of this funding ($40.7 million). The debt-exempt
capital fund, retirement, and severance make up the remainder.
3,168,000
17,400,000
$70,853,000
$536,898,738
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4. Flexibility to meet student needs. School leaders would receive this
vastly increased funding with few restrictions, providing flexibility to run
a successful school and support the customized programs they’re using
to address the specific needs of their students. Although Opportunity
Schools would be responsible for many of the operational functions
the district now provides, and spend a significant part of the funding
they receive to do so, public charter schools already perform the same
functions with much less funding than our system would provide each
Opportunity School. As a result, Opportunity Schools would have more
funds with which to meet their students’ particular educational needs,
such as paying great teachers substantially more, introducing new
technologies that give each child personalized learning opportunities,
offering wraparound services such as tutoring and more counseling, or
extending the school day and year.

Figure 3-6. Shifts in funding from current to end state after the transition*
In millions of dollars

Current

End State

Central Administration
$53.4 million

New Initiatives
$18.5 million

Superintendant & school board
Communications
Enrollment
Facilities
Human resources (HR), finance, operations, & legal
Information technology
Special education & program administration
Teaching & learning
Safety

$18.5

Prekindergarten
New School Incubation Fund
Talent Development Fund

$10.0

Reduced central administration
$10.0 million

$24.8

Reduced/mostly shifted to schools:
Facilities, HR, finance, operations & legal,
information technology, special education &
program administration, teaching & learning
Maintained or enhanced central functions:
superintendent & executive support, authorizing &
accountability, enrollment, community outreach

Schools
$218.3 million
Schools
$406.5 million
$218.3

Services
$194.3 million
Transportation
School lunch
Self-insurance
Facilities management
Special-funded programs
Transfer tuition

$163.4

$31.0

* Obligations funding not included in table because funding levels remain the same in current and end state.
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Reduced/mostly shifted to schools:
Facilities, HR, finance, operations & legal,
information technology, special education &
program administration, teaching & learning
Entirely shifted to schools:
Safety, transportation, school lunch, selfinsurance, facilities management, some specialfunded programs

Services
$31.0 million
Some special-funded programs
Transfer tuition

A new budget for IPS — without any additional taxes
Any plan to reform IPS must be sound in terms of both policy and finances.
We therefore set out to determine how IPS could pay for the plan described
above from existing funds, assuming that the system needs to operate
within its current means. As a result, all of the projections and calculations
in this section hold IPS’ budget constant at the FY 2012 level and express
amounts in terms of today’s dollars. Although it is possible that some costs,
such as health care and private placements for special education, could
continue to rise faster than inflation, any finance system, new or old, would
have to face that reality and shift existing resources if needed.
In addition, we assume steady enrollment in IPS. Although the district’s
enrollment has declined in recent years, we have every reason to think
this new system would induce families to stay in or join IPS. Since we have
no way of knowing how enrollment would play out in the new system,
assuming flat enrollment is the most logical assumption. If enrollment
grows or declines, the basic finance system we are proposing provides a
structure with which to handle resulting changes in revenues and expenses.
By shrinking the central office to perform only targeted functions and shifting responsibility and funding for most services to schools, there would be
enough resources both to fund new initiatives crucial to creating a system of Opportunity Schools — including universal prekindergarten, a New
School Incubation Fund, and a Talent Development Fund — and to give
schools, on average, about $5,400 more per pupil to educate each IPS student and operate a successful school. The rest of this section explains how.

By shrinking the central office to
perform only targeted functions and
shifting responsibility and funding
for most services to schools, there
would be enough resources both
to fund new initiatives crucial to
creating a system of Opportunity
Schools — including universal
prekindergarten, a New School
Incubation Fund, and a Talent
Development Fund — and to give
schools, on average, about $5,400
more per pupil to educate each IPS
student and operate a successful
school.

More funding allocated to schools
The key to increasing the amount of funding schools receive would be
redirecting more responsibility and dollars from a central authority to
schools. After accounting for new programs, we identified $188 million that
are now centrally controlled but that would be redirected to schools under
our plan (see Figure 3-7).
As we discuss in Chapter 4, during the transition, IPS leaders would need
to make a careful review of all central functions to determine exactly what
could be shifted to schools and what should remain centrally operated
during the transition and beyond. If the leadership determines that some
functions, such as adult education, would be best administered centrally,
they could make that determination within an overall intent to reallocate as
much as possible to the schools.
As we show in Figure 3-6, responsibility and dollars for nearly all
services would go from being controlled centrally to being controlled by
schools, redirecting $163.4 million. In addition, the central office would
be overhauled, with current functions completely, or mostly, shifted to
schools. To reflect the central office’s new role described earlier, four
centralized functions — superintendent and executive support, authorizing
and accountability, enrollment, and community outreach — would be
maintained or enhanced. The result would be a much leaner and more
efficient central office, freeing up $18.5 million for new initiatives and $24.8
million for schools to support their instructional programs and operations.
The remainder of this section provides a more detailed description of how
funding streams would shift under the new system. The numbers we present, however, are a projection of what we have concluded IPS can achieve,
rather than a rigid line-item budget that IPS’ leaders and schools should
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follow exactly. Schools would be responsible for handling many operational
functions the district now provides, such as self-insurance, school lunch,
and back-office operations. Schools could decide they need more funding
to provide some of these functions than we show in our tables, but they
also could find they need less funding in some instances. Ultimately, district
leaders must be responsible for reviewing IPS’ finances and making good
judgments on funding its schools, and school leaders must decide how best
to address operational needs while aligning funding with academic goals.
It is clear, however, that an average of $12,000 per pupil provides an
enormous opportunity for schools to offer a dramatically better education.
As described above, public charter schools routinely accomplish all of the
tasks we propose placing under schools’ control with an average of just
$7,700 from public sources — much less funding than IPS would make available under this plan. Doing so is not easy, however, and many public charter
schools are forced to rely in part on private philanthropy. To become
a magnet for the best school operators in the country, IPS must offer a
competitive per-pupil funding amount, and an average of $12,000 per pupil
would place IPS second in the country behind only Washington, DC.111

Funding a new, leaner, and more efficient central office
As described above, the first step in our analysis was to identify which
functions would be truly best served by a district office, and we settled on
something radically different than what IPS does today. We contracted
with Alvarez & Marsal, a firm of financial experts that has worked with
several large districts restructuring their central offices, including New
York City; Washington, DC; and New Orleans, to identify the type of staff
and operational costs necessary to provide those functions. The result
was a budget for a new district office of just over $10 million, freeing up
more than $43 million for schools and new initiatives (see Figure 3-6 and
Appendix H for more detail). In addition to providing the funding needed
to perform targeted services, the central office’s budget includes a contingency fund of $1.5 million, nearly 15%, with which the district can address
unexpected or large, one-time costs.
While the central office’s size would shrink gradually but dramatically over
the transition period, a strong set of targeted operations would remain in
place, reflecting the system’s new roles. As Figure 3-8 shows, the major
emphasis of the central office would be authorizing and accountability:
deciding which operators qualify to manage Opportunity Schools, and
holding those schools accountable for achieving results. Community
outreach would increase in importance, as a ma jor role of the central office
would be to understand the priorities of families and students and to ensure
that families and students receive comprehensive information about their
wider array of options. Other functions would remain in place but at a
reduced scale, as schools take on these responsibilities or contract with
other providers that offer them.

111 Maloney, L., et al. (2010). Charter School Funding: Inequity Persists. Muncie, IN: Ball State University.
Available: www.bsu.edu/teachers/ocsr/funding/
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figure 3-7. Schools Would get 76% of funds
Change in funding, current vs. end state
after transition, in millions of dollars

$53.4

$70.9

$194.3

$218.3

Current

$10.0 $18.5
$31.0

$70.9

$406.5

End State

Schools
Services
Central
Administration
New Initiatives
Obligations

It is important to note that the transition to this new central office structure
would occur over a period of years (outlined in Chapter 4). The accounting
department within the central office, for example, would not suddenly
drop from a staff of 33 to a staff of eight. But over a period of years, as
schools take on a larger share of financial responsibilities, that department
in the central office can become correspondingly smaller. It never would
disappear entirely, however, ensuring strong ongoing fiscal management
for the system as a whole. And as described in Chapter 4, the system’s
leadership should work closely with city and state officials to help current
IPS employees transition to new opportunities as the shape of the central
office changes over time.
The budget shown and discussed here is the “end state” budget — the
ongoing, recurring cost of maintaining the system after the transition
period is complete.

While the central office’s size would
shrink gradually but dramatically
over the transition period, a strong
set of targeted operations would
remain in place, reflecting the
system’s new roles. The major
emphasis of the central office would
be authorizing and accountability:
deciding which operators qualify to
manage Opportunity Schools, and
holding those schools accountable
for achieving results.

Figure 3-8. shrinking central office
Current district office vs. new district office

Current State

End State After Transition

Funding category

staff

Special Ed. Admin.

41.8

Facilities

57.3

5,992,292 Facilities

950,000

Human Resources

32.6

5,196,940 Human Resources

150,000

5,183,757 Finance and Account.

600,000

3,783,871 Superintendent

765,000

Finance and Account.
Superintendent

33
21.5

Amount Funding category

staff*

$3,572,491 Special Ed. Admin.

Amount
$1,350,000

Information Tech.

33

2,740,216 Information Tech.

150,000

Communications

5

585,313 Communications

755,000

Operations

12

Legal

—

785,000 Legal

200,000

Enrollment

11

775,080 Enrollment**

605,000

Safety

74

Board of Comm.

9

847,209 Board of Comm.

167.1

16,100,285 Teaching and Learn.

Teaching and Learn.
Program Admin.

15.5

Total (FY $ 2012 $)

512.7

1,244,845 Operations

710,162

5,284,896 Safety

—
—
150,000

1,279,733 Program Admin.

$375,000

$53,371,928 Contingency

1,500,000

Authorizing &
Accountability
Total (FY $ 2012 $)

1,770,000
65.0

Estimated additional
funding to schools and
new initiatives

$10,030,162
$43,341,767

Note: The end state section of this table only shows funds that would continue to be controlled by the central office.
Schools would receive substantially more funds to carry out the same functions. For example, while the central office
special education budget would fall in this scenario, the overall amount spent on special education would remain the
same.
* IPS senior leadership would determine staffing levels for each function. Here, we only show the approximate total
number of FTEs in the new central office.
** Costs for enrollment would rise to pay for a sophisticated computer system to manage a districtwide enrollment
process in which families have many choices. We recommend a system designed to forecast the funding that would
follow each student so schools know what funding they can expect based on the needs of the students they enroll.
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Services tailored to students’ needs
To tailor services to students’ needs, principals and teachers who know
students best must have a say in which services to purchase. Under the
proposed system, the district’s central office therefore would be responsible for much less, while Opportunity Schools become responsible for
making many more of the daily decisions that affect their students (see
Figure 3-9). Schools would handle school lunch and facilities responsibilities best carried out at the school level, such as basic maintenance and
upkeep through contracting for services. Schools also would decide which
academic programs best meet the needs of their students, decreasing the
need for a large Teaching and Learning department in the central office.
Eventually, schools also would have the chance to provide or purchase
transportation with their own funding if they identify providers that are
more cost-effective or offer a better service than the district. Given the
importance of transportation in enabling choice, however, the district would
continue providing transportation for any Opportunity School that wants
it through at least the transition period and potentially beyond based on
what is most effective and cost efficient.
When the new system of Opportunity Schools is fully implemented, schools
would receive an additional $163.4 million a year to pay for the services the
district now funds. The schools could continue to purchase these services
from the central office, buy them from other providers, or handle them
in-house, depending on what works best for their students. In fact, it is possible that in some instances, such as for facilities, IPS would actually retain
a central staff similar in size to today’s, but it would be paid for by lease
payments from schools, rather than by the central office.
Bold as this change may seem, experience nationwide suggests that it
is absolutely doable. Every day, thousands of independently operated
schools around the country — including autonomous district schools, public
charter schools, and private schools — take responsibility for obtaining the
academic and operational services they need with less funding than our
plan could provide to Opportunity Schools. In New York City, for example,
every school in the district is semi-autonomous.112 To support principals, the
department of education has created a variety of support organizations
and partners with numerous nonprofit organizations to offer schools
everything from professional development to data analysis. Principals
select services that best fit their school’s needs, eliminating the need for a
large central office (see Appendix G for more).113

New centrally funded strategic priorities
In addition to the central office’s own operations and ongoing obligations,
our budget for the new system includes three high-priority items that
would be funded centrally:
❋❋ Universal prekindergarten. Universal prekindergarten would phase
in during the transition, with increasing numbers of students funded
each year. Once the transition is complete, the system’s budget would
include $14 million a year to enable all IPS families to obtain one year
of academic prekindergarten for their children. This fund would be
large enough to enable every 4-year-old in IPS boundaries to attend
112 Hill, P., et al. (2009). Portfolio School Districts for Big Cities: An Interim Report. Seattle: Center on
Reinventing Public Education, University of Washington.
113 New York City Department of Education (2009). Children First: A Bold, Common-Sense Plan to Create
Great Schools for All New York City Children.
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When the new system of
Opportunity Schools is fully
implemented, schools would receive
an additional $163.4 million a year to
pay for the services the district now
funds. The schools could continue
to purchase these services from the
central office, buy them from other
providers, or handle them in-house.

such a program. Our calculation assumes that new prekindergarten
enrollment (not including students already enrolled in federally funded
prekindergarten programs) would be about the same as kindergarten
enrollment and that IPS would spend about the national average per
pupil ($4,200).114 It also includes $150,000 to administer the disbursal of
funds to providers.

Every day, thousands of
independently operated schools
around the country — including
autonomous district schools, public
charter schools, and private schools
— take responsibility for obtaining
the academic and operational
services they need with less funding
than our plan could provide to
Opportunity Schools.

❋❋ New school incubation. After allocating up to $7.5 million a year during
the transition, the ongoing budget includes $2 million per year for
incubating new schools and school networks — a process described
above. While all schools would be Opportunity Schools or in the process
of becoming Opportunity Schools by the end of the transition, the
system continuously would have to cultivate new supply to meet new
needs, replace schools where performance lags, or capitalize on new
innovations. Based on the experience of other programs and cities,
this budget allows the system to continue incubating two to eight new
schools or school clusters per year.
❋❋ Talent development pipeline. Opportunity Schools would recruit their
own leaders, teachers, and other staff. The system would maintain a
$2.5 million annual budget, however, to enlist partners such as The
New Teacher Project, Woodrow Wilson Fellows, Teach For America,
TFA’s Indianapolis Principal Fellowship, or others on an ongoing basis
to provide our schools with a steady stream of talented teachers and
principals.
IPS also would continue to be responsible for its financial obligations. Our
budget assumes that all line items currently in the category “Obligations,”
such as servicing the system’s debts, would continue to be carried out at
the same level centrally. These line items do not change at all in our new
budget (see Figure 3-10).

Figure 3-9. Central office would provide far fewer services
Services provided by the central office, current vs. end state after the
transition

Services Currently Provided
by the Central Office
Funding category
School Bus Replacement Fund

Services Provided by the Central Office
Under the New System
Amount Funding category

$12,723,000 School Bus Replacement Fund

Amount

Estimated additional funding to schools

–

$12,723,000

School Transportation Fund

33,475,000 School Transportation Fund

–

33,475,000

School Lunch Fund

18,707,195 School Lunch Fund

–

18,707,195

–

6,000,000

Self-Insurance Fund

6,000,000 Self-Insurance Fund

Capital Projects Fund

47,501,000 Capital Projects Fund

Special-Funded Programs

57,554,543 Special-Funded Programs

–

47,501,000

12,589,486

44,965,057
–

Transfer Tuition

18,363,093 Transfer Tuition

18,363,093

Total Services

$194,323,831 Total Services

$30,952,579

Note: The end state section of this table only shows funds that will continue to be controlled centrally. Schools will
receive substantially more funds to carry out the same functions.

114 The National Institute for Early Education Research (2010). The State of Preschool 2010. New
Brunswick, NJ.” http://nieer.org/yearbook/
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Figure 3-10. schools, not central office, would control most funds
End state budget after the transition

Funding category Funding subcategories
Schools

Funding Allocated to Schools
Including funding for:
• Transportation
• School Lunch
• Self-Insurance
• Capital Projects
• Some Special-Funded Projects

Central
Administration

Special Education Administration
Capital Planning & Oversight
Human Resources
Finance and Accounting
Information Technology

150,000

Community Outreach

755,000

Operations

710,162

Legal

200,000

Enrollment***

605,000

Teaching and Learning

150,000
1,500,000

Authorizing and Accountability

1,770,000

Total Central Administration

$10,030,162

Universal Prekindergarten

14,028,540 $18.5 million of the funds freed up by shrinking central administration would
$2,000,000 fund three new initiatives in IPS: universal prekindergarten ($14 million), a New
School Incubation Fund ($2 million), and a Talent Development Fund
$2,500,000 ($2.5 million).
$18,528,540

Total New Initiatives
Special-Funded Programs
Transfer Tuition
Total Services

Debt Service Fund
Referendum Debt Exempt Capital Fund
Retirement / Severance Bond Debt Service
Retirement / Severance Bond Fund
Total Obligations

Total Budget in FY 2012 $
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375,000

Contingency

Talent Development Fund

Obligations

$1,350,000 The new central office would be much smaller, performing only core functions.
As a result, it would be much less expensive to operate — just over $10 million
950,000
per year. The additional $43.3 million currently allocated to the district office
150,000 would be redirected to schools ($24.8 million) and new initiatives
600,000 ($18.5 million).
765,000

New School Incubation Fund

Services

$406,534,458 Under the new system, IPS schools are slated to receive $406.5 million, an
increase of about $188 million. Opportunity Schools would receive more than
three-quarters of all available funding, amounting to $12,004 per IPS student.
The additional funding would come primarily from a smaller central office
and shifting responsibility and funding for most services to the school level.
Opportunity Schools would receive funding in dollars based on the number of
students and their special needs, rather than staff positions or services.

Superintendent & Executive Support

Program Administration

New Initiatives

Amount Notes

12,589,486 Most of the services the central office currently provides would be controlled
18,363,093 by schools under the new system, including school lunch, self-insurance,
capital projects, transportation, and many special-funded programs (e.g.,
$30,952,579 professional development, parent involvement, and funds for special
populations). These changes to the services the district provides would shift
$163.4 million to school control.
40,681,000 Full responsibility for obligations would remain with the district, at a continuing
9,604,000 cost of $70.9 million.
3,168,000
17,400,000
$70,853,000
$536,898,738
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Arriving at $12,000 per pupil
Our analysis found that IPS can provide targeted services, including new
programs, and redirect an average of $12,004 to every Opportunity School
for its IPS students.115 To determine a new average per-pupil amount for
Opportunity Schools, we followed a four-step process (see Figure 3-11):

figure 3-11. Step 1 — Identify all funding that
could be allocated to schools
In millions of dollars

$425.1

Step 1. Identify all funding that can be allocated to schools
This step includes all anticipated funding for FY 2012, broken down into
four main funding categories — schools, services, central administration,
and obligations. All of the funding currently designated for schools would
continue to go to schools under the proposed system. In addition, the plan
would redirect $163 million spent on services, including transportation,
self-insurance, and school lunch, to schools. Another $43 million currently
supporting the central administration could also be redirected. Altogether,
we identified $425 million that IPS could allocate to schools.

$218.3
$163.4
$111.8
$70.9
$31
$0
schools

services

$43.3
$10

$0
obligations

central
admin

total

Step 2. Add existing public charter school students to the system
For the purposes of this financial analysis, we estimated that about 45% of
public charter schools serving approximately 2,200 IPS students eventually
would meet the high criteria to become Opportunity Schools (see p. 45 for
how charters can become Opportunity Schools). The new system ensures
that these schools receive the same high per-pupil funding for students
residing in IPS that other Opportunity Schools receive for students with the
same needs. Public charters currently receive about $7,700 per student,
significantly less than the amount IPS would be able to send to Opportunity
Schools. IPS therefore would supplement the funding charter schools
receive if they qualify as Opportunity Schools. To identify how much
funding IPS could distribute among all students attending an Opportunity
School, including those in charters, our model adds current charter funding
to the amount identified in Step 1.

Controlled by Schools

Centrally Controlled

Step 2 - Add existing public charter
school students to the system
In millions of dollars

$17.1 in charter funding

$425.1 from IPS budget
Step 3. Subtract new strategic initiatives
The plan calls for three new programs that the central office would
administer — universal prekindergarten, the New School Incubation Fund,
and the Talent Development Fund. Our model subtracts the cost of these
programs from the total calculated in step 2. The remaining $423.7 million
could be distributed to Opportunity Schools.
Step 4. Divide remaining funding by number of students attending
The final step was to divide all remaining funding that could be allocated
to schools by all students attending an Opportunity School. Our model
assumes that in time, all IPS students (30,080) and 45% of public charter
students (approximately 2,213) would attend an Opportunity School, a total
of 35,293 students.
Following these steps, on average, Opportunity Schools would receive
$12,004 for every IPS student they enroll.

Step 3 - Subtract New initiatives
In millions of dollars

$17.1
from
charters
+
$425.1
from
IPS
Current
Funds

in new
programs

$17.1
from
charters
+
$406.5
from
IPS
Current
Funds

$442.2 –— 18.5
$18.5 =
= $423.7
$423.7
$442.2
115 Actual per-pupil funding amounts would reflect student needs, so schools would receive more than
$12,000 for students with greater needs and less than $12,000 for students with lesser needs.

Note: Numbers do not add up exactly due to rounding
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Unrestricted versus restricted funds
Opportunity Schools would have extraordinary flexibility in how they
could spend their dollars. As Figure 3-12 shows, they would be able to
spend general funds (excluding transfer tuition mostly targeted for
desegregation), administrative funds, and self-insurance funds for any
educational purpose. Although schools would continue to use a large
portion of those funds to purchase services the district currently provides,
including self-insurance, facilities maintenance, and transportation, they
would have complete flexibility with whatever funding they have left.
Altogether, unrestricted funds would account for 63% of reallocated school
funding.
The use of other funding sources, however, would be restricted to certain
purposes. Together, restricted funds account for approximately 37% of the
reallocated funds. The school lunch fund, for example, represents federal
dollars earmarked for school lunch programs for low-income students.
Similarly, the special program funds consist largely of federal Title I dollars
that must be allocated based on student poverty, special education
funding for students with disabilities, and other funding streams with
specific intended uses. The amount of school lunch and special program
funds that a particular school receives, therefore, would be determined by
the characteristics of the students enrolled in the school. These funds come
with federal strings that neither the state nor IPS can waive.
Unlike other restricted funds, capital projects funds are local funds. Since
they are generated by local property taxes, however, they must be used to
implement pre-approved capital plans. To the extent possible under these
restrictions, IPS would allocate capital funding to schools on a per-pupil
or per-square footage basis, granting schools the maximum spending
flexibility allowable under these restrictions in their use of the dollars. If
local tax-fund-use restrictions prevent per-pupil or building allocation
of any of these funds, IPS would devise other fair and transparent ways
to allocate the resources, such as the age of school buildings and the
importance of a project.
Although about 37% of the per-pupil dollars that schools receive would be
restricted, those dollars still would allow school leaders the opportunity
to be innovative in their spending choices. More important, schools would
receive far more unrestricted funding, maximizing their ability to spend
each dollar in ways that best support the needs of their students.

A conservative estimate
We believe these are conservative estimates of how much funding could be
reallocated to schools. As explained in Chapter 4, an early step would be a
top-to-bottom expert review of IPS’ finances and operations to find waste
and inefficiencies, savings which could be repurposed to schools. Given the
experiences of districts such as Washington, DC; New York; and Chicago,
this analysis likely would identify even greater cost savings from efficiency
gains (see Appendix I).
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figure 3-12. Unrestricted vs. Restricted Funds
In the new system

Unrestricted
63%

• General funds
(not transfer tuition)
• Administrative funding
• Self-insurance fund
• Academic honors
diploma

restricted
37%

• School lunch fund
• Special-program fund
• Capital projects funds

6. Offering High-Quality Academic
Prekindergarten to All 4-Year-Olds
To boost every child’s opportunity to start off his or her academic career on
track, the budget includes nearly $14 million for universal prekindergarten.
The budget allocates more than $4,200 per pupil (the national average for
prekindergarten) to provide at least a half-day of prekindergarten to an
additional 3,300 students (equal to IPS’ 2010–11 kindergarten enrollment).
This $14 million would supplement the existing limited prekindergarten
funding; IPS now provides 545 slots through federal special education and
Head Start funding.116 Altogether, our plan would allow nearly 4,000 4-yearolds living in IPS to receive free, high-quality prekindergarten when the
transition is complete.
IPS would not use this funding to provide prekindergarten services directly.
Instead, IPS would allocate the funds to academic prekindergarten
programs available to children living within IPS boundaries. These
programs may be offered by existing schools or other organizations that
meet IPS’ standards. To ensure quality of services, providers would only
receive funding once they receive accreditation through IPS, giving parents
the freedom to choose an excellent prekindergarten program that best
fits their child’s needs, public or private. We anticipate that IPS would work
with local nonprofits to manage this process.

The budget allocates more than
$4,200 per pupil (the national
average for prekindergarten) to
provide at least a half-day of
prekindergarten to an additional
3,300 students. IPS would not
use this funding to provide
prekindergarten services directly.
Instead, IPS would allocate the
funds to academic prekindergarten
programs available to children living
within IPS boundaries.

In addition to following licensing guidelines for the state of Indiana, existing
and new operators would apply for IPS accreditation through a standardsbased process. When designing the accreditation process, IPS could look to
reputable organizations such as The National Association for the Education
of Young Children (NAEYC), whose accreditation is known for maintaining
high quality. NAEYC’s accreditation process includes:
❋❋ A rigorous assessment of curricula and learning environment and
evidence of best strategies from educators.
❋❋ A strict review of the qualifications of all program educators, from
administrators to teacher aides.
❋❋ High standards for maintenance of the five-year NAEYC accreditation.
Providers must submit detailed annual reports, commit to unannounced
site visits, and update NAEYC of any ma jor changes in the program.117
Building universal prekindergarten in IPS would take time. We therefore
assume that during the transition period, prekindergarten would phase-in
as more quality operators apply for accreditation and families become
aware of their choices. Once the prekindergarten program begins, we
assume prekindergarten enrollment would increase evenly over the
transition period to include all 4-year-olds living within IPS boundaries.
If demand for prekindergarten programs exceeds the supply during the
transition, students with the greatest needs would receive priority in
funding. If needed, IPS would use a lottery to determine which students
receive prekindergarten funds until a greater supply became available.

116 The National Institute for Early Education Research (2010). The State of Preschool 2010. New
Brunswick, NJ.” http://nieer.org/yearbook/
117 Available: www.naeyc.org/academy/pursuing/overview
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7. Turning Indianapolis into a National Magnet
for Talent
We are confident that the steps previously described would turn
Indianapolis into a magnet for the best educational talent in the country
— both local and recruited from elsewhere. The most successful teachers,
school leaders, and school network operators have identified the conditions
our plan creates as key to attracting and retaining them.118 Our plan
systematically addresses each of these conditions.

figure 3-13. per-pupil funding would be very
high in revamped IPS
Average per-pupil allotment for public
charter schools in 13 large urban districts
District

Per Pupil*

Washington, DC

$12,188

1

Revamped IPS

$12,004

2

Minneapolis

$10,934

3

❋❋ High per-pupil funding. The new funding system would enable IPS to
provide schools an average of about $12,000 per student, well above
what public charter schools nationwide receive, adjusting for cost-ofliving differences, and more than 50% higher than what Indianapolis
charter schools or IPS schools now receive (see Figure 3-13).

Boston

$10,831

4

Kansas City

$10,379

5

New Orleans

$9,454

6

New York City

$9,280

7

❋❋ Access to facilities. Opportunity Schools would be able to use existing
district buildings, saving them the expense of buying or building new
campuses.

St. Louis

$8,220

8

Detroit

$7,923

9

Chicago

$7,899

10

Current IPS

$7,738

Houston

$7,405

11

Maricopa Co., AZ

$7,333

12

Los Angeles

$6,700

13

❋❋ Maximum flexibility for school operations. School leaders would have
freedom over staffing, programming, scheduling, and budgeting —
responsibilities for which the most talented school leaders are eager.
❋❋ Opportunity to open multiple schools. Public charter networks often
require a commitment to open five to eight schools to maximize
economies of scale, preferably without having to acquire individual
charters for each school. Our plan would offer this option to school
organizations with exemplary track records, contingent on their
maintaining excellence as they expand in Indianapolis. Doing so would
make it easier for great schools of all types to expand.
❋❋ Dedicated start-up funds. Through the new New School Incubation
Fund, each new school would have access to the start-up funds it needs
to recruit and develop staff, plan its educational approach, and recruit
students.
❋❋ Established pipeline of talented educators. Successful schools want
to establish and expand their programs alongside quality teachertraining organizations. Indianapolis fits the bill: Since 2007, 205 Teach
For America corps members and more than 230 teaching fellows with
The New Teacher Project have taught in the city.119 Both programs
are extremely competitive and draw top talent to the classroom (see
sidebar, p. 25). In addition, the Woodrow Wilson Indiana Teaching
Fellowship has recruited, trained, and placed 106 individuals with
backgrounds in math, science, technology, and engineering to teach in
high-need secondary schools. An additional 52 fellows are in training.

118 Based on interviews with selected school operators conducted in the preparation of this report, which
largely parallels earlier research on this topic such as Mass Insight Education and Research Institute
(2007). Considering School Turnarounds. San Francisco: NewSchools Venture Fund. Available:
www.newschools.org/files/ConsideringSchoolTurnarounds_0.pdf.
119 Figures provided by The Mind Trust, Nov. 11, 2011.
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Rank

*Per-pupil allotment adjusted to reflect IPS’ Comparable Wage Index and
includes only public funding, not private funding or other receipts. The
$12,004 figure for IPS includes $1,300 per pupil for a citywide transportation
system that would initially be operated centrally but would increasingly
be able to reallocate funds to schools as discussed in the transportation
subsection on p. 52.
Sources: Maloney, L., et al. (2010). Charter School Funding: Inequity
Persists. Muncie, IN: Ball State University. Available: www.bsu.edu/
teachers/ocsr/funding/; Lorry, T., et al. (2007). “Documentation for the NCES
Comparable Wage Index Data Files, 2005.” Washington, DC: Institute of
Education Sciences. Available: http://nces.ed.gov/edfin/pdf/2007397.pdf

The University of Indianapolis was selected by Carnegie Corporation
of New York as a partner in a ma jor national initiative to recruit and
retain science and math teachers, called 100kin10, and Butler University
partnered with IPS to create the Laboratory Schools at William A. Bell
School 60.120 And since it started in 2011, six fellows have taken part
in the Indianapolis Principal Fellowship, which enables talented TFA
corps members to obtain rigorous graduate-level training in school
leadership from Columbia University in preparation for leading schools
in Indianapolis.121
While these conditions would help make Indianapolis a national magnet
for high-quality school operators and new school start-ups, the community
should not underestimate the challenge of producing a supply of highquality options. Public education in Indianapolis would not transform
overnight. Outside organizations, even if drawn to Indianapolis, would need
time to establish a presence and could then expand slowly. The same would
be true for successful local operators that want to open new programs. As
a result, to serve students as Opportunity Schools expand, the city needs a
sound transition plan, which we outline in the next chapter.

We are confident that the steps
previously described would turn
Indianapolis into a magnet for
the best educational talent in the
country — both local and recruited
from elsewhere. The most successful
teachers, school leaders, and school
network operators have identified
the conditions our plan creates
as key to attracting and retaining
them. Our plan would provide these
conditions.

120 Balogh, D. (2011, Nov. 11). “U of I Preparing Teachers in Crucial Disciplines.” The Indianapolis Star.
Retrieved from www.indystar.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2011111140307
121 Available: www.wwteachingfellowship.org/faq/indiana.php; Available: www.teachforamerica.org/
assets/documents/2011.Indianapolis.Principal.Fellowship.Overview.pdf
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CHAPTER 4

A multiyear
transition

In this chapter:
Sweeping changes such as these will not happen overnight. We believe
Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) could open around 10 great new Opportunity
Schools a year to replace failing programs. Many likely would be home-grown.
But our reforms also would make IPS a national magnet for the most talented
teachers, principals, and programs in the nation, which would accelerate progress.
During the transition, IPS would:
❋❋ Refocus central administration on targeted priorities, such as deciding
who’s qualified to run Opportunity Schools and holding them accountable;
conducting an annual districtwide enrollment process; ensuring special
needs students are well served; and fulfilling obligations such as debt and
bond payments.
❋❋ Certify and open more great schools. Excellent existing schools would
become Opportunity Schools immediately following a planning year.
Poor-performing schools would be given support to improve and seek
Opportunity status. Promising new schools would replace persistently
failing programs.
❋❋ Gradually shift $188 million a year to schools.
❋❋ Spend up to $10 million a year to attract the next generation of great
principals and teachers and start great new schools.
❋❋ Pay for a free, high-quality prekindergarten education for all IPS
4-year-olds.
❋❋ Hire “transformation directors” to help turn around 6–10 low-performing
schools each, so that the schools are good enough to become
Opportunity Schools.
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To transform IPS into a system of high-quality, independently operated
Opportunity Schools, the school district would have to embark on a
challenging, multiyear transition that would both improve existing schools
and significantly expand the supply of higher-quality new options. This
chapter outlines our proposed steps. Ultimately, however, the system’s
leadership should have as much flexibility as possible to adapt the
transition plan to the evolving realities of the system.

Planning Year
Talent
• Employ top-notch
leadership team
• Hire transformation
directors to maximize
student performance
during the transition
• Evaluate current IPS
teachers and school
leaders; replace as
needed
• Focus efforts to build
strong talent pipeline
School Supply
• Define benchmarks
for becoming an
Opportunity School
• Conduct a needs
assessment
• V igorously incubate
and recruit new school
operators
Finance and Operations
• Identify cost savings
and develop plan to
restructure the district’s
operations to free up
resources for schools

Transitional Years

End state

•	Continued incubation
and recruitment of new
schools
• A growing number of
students attend highperforming Opportunity
Schools
• IPS operates
remaining schools
under the leadership
of transformation
directors until schools
are successful enough
to convert to an
Opportunity Schools
or are replaced by new
schools
• IPS continues to provide
transportation and
manage buildings
• Amount of per-pupil
funding schools control
increases as IPS central
office shrinks

•	All students attend highperforming Opportunity
Schools
- magnet schools
- public charter schools
- contract schools
- direct-run but
autonomous schools
•	Central office focuses on
targeted functions
•	Authorizing office
oversees Opportunity
Schools, continuing
public funding only for
schools that meet high
standards
•	On average, schools
receive $12,004 per pupil

How long would it take for IPS to transition to the new system of independently operated Opportunity Schools? The short answer: We don’t know,
but it must happen as quickly as possible. To inject the transition with this
urgency, we recommend that the system’s leaders declare clear and public
goals for the transition timeline, enabling the public to hold them accountable for rapidly moving to achieve the new system’s promises.
The system’s greatest challenge will be finding high-quality operators
to open and run new Opportunity Schools. Based on its experience in
New Orleans, the nonprofit New Schools for New Orleans estimates that
most cities could transition about 10–15% of their schools each year into
independent operation.122 Together with a small group of existing schools
that would be eligible to convert to Opportunity Schools immediately
following the planning year, a five-to-seven-year timeline for IPS seems
both ambitious and feasible. Throughout this chapter, we use the five-year
period to underscore the importance of moving quickly.

122 New Schools for New Orleans (2011). New Schools for New Orleans 2012–14 Strategic Plan.
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Together with a small group of
existing schools that would be
eligible to convert to Opportunity
Schools immediately following
the planning year, a five-to-sevenyear timeline for IPS seems both
ambitious and feasible.

Priorities During the Planning Year
A successful transition requires careful planning. The system’s leadership
should use a planning year to lay the essential groundwork for implementing the ambitious plan described in Chapter 3. During the planning year, all
IPS schools would remain directly run by the district, while leaders focus on
three critical activities:
1. Identifying talent for the system and schools,
2. Creating a supply of high-quality operators and leaders to manage the
first Opportunity Schools, and
3. Revamping and beginning to downsize the central office to free up
additional resources for schools and other strategic priorities.

Identifying and recruiting talent

Current students can’t wait. We have
an obligation to do everything in our
power to provide them with the best
education, including an urgent need
to provide top-notch remediation
to students who are behind. We
recommend that IPS address this
challenge by hiring a cadre of eight
carefully selected transformation
directors, each of whom would take
responsibility for six to 10 lowperforming IPS schools.

The planning year would offer IPS a chance to assess its current talent
supply and identify and recruit highly qualified administrators, principals,
and teachers to lead the district, schools, and classrooms.
Superintendent and senior team. District leadership would be key
during the transition. The superintendent must be able to build a strong,
experienced team of like-minded individuals — such as a chief financial
officer, chief operating office, and general counsel — with experience
turning around large organizations to assist the implementation of the plan.
Although filling positions such as these with extraordinarily talented people
is always challenging, Indianapolis has an immense advantage; we would
be offering these leaders a unique opportunity to reshape an entire urban
school system into a system of independently operated high-performing
public schools. To date, the city that has done the most to offer leaders
such an opportunity is New Orleans in the wake of Hurricane Katrina.
High-powered talent flocked there, and the results have been impressive
(see Chapter 2 and Appendix F). Indianapolis will be able to offer leaders
a similar transformative opportunity, but without the massive clean up and
relocation effort required just re-opening its schools.
Transformation directors. The ma jority of current IPS schools would not
likely meet the performance criteria to become Opportunity Schools.
Creating the high-quality system described above therefore would require
IPS to replace many existing school programs with new, better schools.
Even if IPS opens 10 or 15 Opportunity Schools per year, it would take five
years or more before every student is attending one.
But current students can’t wait. We have an obligation to do everything in
our power to provide them with the best education, including an urgent
need to provide top-notch remediation to students who are behind. We
recommend that IPS address this challenge by hiring a cadre of eight
carefully selected transformation directors, each of whom would take
responsibility for six to 10 low-performing IPS schools. These transformation
directors would have three main goals: (1) aggressively seek out new school
operators and talented school leaders to create Opportunity Schools
within their buildings; (2) oversee principals’ efforts to do whatever it takes
to improve learning for students in schools that are not yet Opportunity
Schools; and (3) oversee closing the lowest-performing schools.
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Transformation directors would need to be:
❋❋ Vigorously recruited and carefully selected. Transformation directors
would need to be highly competent and driven to succeed. In all
likelihood, they would need to be recruited from large organizations
or successful entrepreneurial ones, seasoned leaders who are eager
to take on an unprecedented but rewarding challenge. IPS would need
to enlist the city’s public and civic leadership to issue a call to service
that attracts the region’s best and brightest leaders. Our community
has immense talent, including many people seeking opportunities to
make a difference. Some may have deep experience in educational
management. Others may have honed their skills in the private or
government sectors. The ability to set ambitious goals, drive vigorously
for results, and manage others to meet those targets would be the
hallmarks of these leaders, rather than a specific background as a
school system leader. Those coming from outside would, of course, need
to carefully select school principals and other educators to ensure that
leaders of their clusters of schools are well-prepared for educationspecific management and leadership challenges.
❋❋ Held to high standards. Transformation directors would be held
accountable for results in three ways. First, they must quickly transition
their schools to Opportunity School status — recruiting new school
operators or individual school leaders to replace failing programs in
their buildings, and assisting current principals to raise their schools’
performance sufficiently that they qualify for Opportunity School status.
Second, transformation directors’ performance would be assessed
based on the degree of improvement in student learning in their 6–10
schools, regardless of whether the schools are being managed by
new external operators, new principals, or holdover principals. In all
likelihood, not all transformation directors would succeed. IPS would use
these performance assessments to phase-out unsuccessful managers
over time and give successful ones authority over additional schools.
And third, transformation directors would be held accountable for
overseeing the successful closure of the lowest-performing schools.
❋❋ Given wide authority. Transformation directors would need wide
authority to do what is needed to boost student results. Of paramount
importance would be their ability to hire school leaders who meet their
exacting standards and fire those who do not.
❋❋ Compensated for high-risk, high-reward work. To attract this level of
talent, IPS would need to offer sufficient base salaries with the ability
to earn substantially more if transformation directors meet or exceed
their ambitious performance targets. This job requires high-risk, highreward work, and while such compensation would be higher than
typically offered by school systems, it would be necessary to compete
with the private sector to yield a good, long-term return on investment.
Shifting funds from the central office, as described in Chapter 3, could
finance this compensation. Along with a strong superintendent, hiring
exceptional transformation directors will be among the most important
tasks IPS undertakes during the transition.
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Transformation directors would
need wide authority to do what is
needed to boost student results. Of
paramount importance would be
their ability to hire school leaders
who meet their exacting standards
and fire those who do not.

❋❋ Offered future opportunities. The transformation director’s job would
be temporary by definition. As schools become Opportunity Schools,
his or her responsibilities would decrease within a given building and,
ultimately, disappear altogether. Some transformation directors would
assume the job is only temporary, perhaps eager to return to a career
after a multiyear experience in schools. But for successful leaders who
want to make a career in educational leadership, IPS would need to
offer opportunities for advancement, such as taking on additional
schools, leading a cluster of Opportunity Schools, or taking one of the
core leadership positions within the revamped central office.
School leaders and teachers. The most important contribution schools can
make to a child’s education is to ensure every school has a great leader
and staff of highly effective teachers (see sidebar, this page). In large
measure, the success or failure of our plan would depend on the system’s
ability to (1) retain the many excellent teachers and leaders already
working in IPS schools; (2) attract the next generation of talented teachers
and leaders; and (3) ensure that as many students as possible benefit
from these effective teachers and leaders. Identifying and retaining the
best educators and exiting the lowest performers should be an immediate
priority for IPS. We fully expect that effective educators would prefer the
new system, where they would be empowered to help design, launch,
and operate excellent new schools, and where their talents would be
recognized and rewarded.
But inevitably, some staff would leave IPS. Research across sectors
suggests that during dramatic restructuring, some voluntary staff turnover
would be natural.123 To ensure that the best and brightest remain, however,
IPS should work proactively to educate teachers and school leaders about
the advantages of the new system and explain the clear and transparent
processes that would guide the transition. IPS should continually collect
feedback and ensure that educators have multiple avenues to seek
information, express their concerns, and receive support throughout the
transition.

The Impact of a Great Teacher
The authority to build a capable, committed
team of educators is a common condition
for school success. No other school-based
factor affects student achievement as much
as teacher quality. Data show that students
taught by the top 20% of teachers make up
to three times as much progress as students
taught by the bottom 20% of teachers.
And the impact of having teachers in the
top or bottom 5% to 10% of the distribution
curve is even more dramatic. For instance,
if black students had a top-quartile teacher
rather than a bottom-quartile teacher for
four consecutive years, the black-white
achievement gap could disappear within four
years.1

1

For sample studies showing the extent of teacher effects
on student learning, see Rivkin, S. G., Hanushek, E. A.,
& Kain, J. F. (2005). “Teachers, Schools, and Academic
Achievement.” Econometrica 73(2): 417–58; Rockoff, J.
E. (2004). “The Impact of Individual Teachers on Students’
Achievement: Evidence from Panel Data.” American
Economic Review 94(2); Sanders, W. L., & Rivers, J. C.
(1996). Cumulative and Residual Effects of Teachers
on Future Student Academic Achievement. Knoxville:
University of Tennessee Value-Added Research and
Assessment Center.

During the transition, many existing IPS schools would continue to operate
under central office control, with the number dwindling over time. To ensure
that students in these schools receive the best education possible during
this period, IPS should work with transformation directors to recruit great
principals for each school. School leaders who commit to new, higher
expectations and show measureable improvement would have many
career advancement opportunities — perhaps becoming a transformation
director in charge of multiple schools, leading an Opportunity School or
cluster of schools, or taking a leadership role in the revamped central office.
IPS’ leadership also should work closely with teacher and staff
organizations to negotiate contracts that enable schools to attract and
retain the best possible educators for the students of IPS. This should
include limiting the scope of collective bargaining to what is required by
Indiana law, which is limited to staff pay and benefits, and structuring staff
compensation to enable top teachers to earn substantially more.

123 Gadiesh, O., Pace S., & Rogers, P. (2003). “Successful Turnarounds: Three Key Dimensions.” Strategy
& Leadership. 31(6); Kowal, J., et al. (2009). Performance-Based Dismissals: Cross-Sector Lessons
for School Turnarounds. Chapel Hill, NC: Public Impact; Lewis, S. M. (2004). “Trust in a Turnaround.”
Association Management 56(11): 26–32; Welch, J., & Welch, S. (2006, October). “The Case for 70-2010.” Business Week.
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Building a strong talent development pipeline. IPS should immediately focus
on developing a strong pipeline of principals and teachers — both to staff
new Opportunity Schools and low-performing IPS school programs that
cannot immediately close. Singling out and recognizing talented current
educators would be a start, but IPS would need more new hires every year
to replace staff members who retire or leave for other reasons. Leading
talent providers already have begun working in Indianapolis. To reach the
scale required under the new system, however, IPS should proactively grow
programs such as these, find and recruit others, build on partnerships like
the IPS/Butler University Laboratory School at William A. Bell School 60,
and bring as many new high-quality teachers to IPS schools as possible. IPS
also should explore additional ways to craft programs that could prepare
and recruit great teachers and leaders, including nontraditional experts,
as transformation directors. As previously noted, starting in the transition
period, IPS would have up to $2.5 million annually to support these efforts.

Creating a supply of high-quality operators and leaders to create
Opportunity Schools
Set clear, high standards to become an Opportunity School. Our vision for
a new IPS rests on the creation of high-quality, independently operated
Opportunity Schools. A critical activity in the planning year, then, would
be to define quality benchmarks for these new schools. An existing school
seeking to become an Opportunity School, for example, would need to
be already performing very well, such as receiving a grade of “A” or “B” in
the Indiana accountability system. An organization seeking to replicate an
out-of-state program would need to show equivalently strong results. And
a prospective operator or leader seeking to launch a new school or turn
around an existing low-performing school would need to present a plan for
the school’s educational program, financial viability, and governance and
leadership that meets a very high standard. (See Chapter 2 and Appendix J
for suggested performance benchmarks.)
Establish a transparent process for granting Opportunity School status.
For existing, high-performing schools, the process should be exceedingly
streamlined, with an emphasis on minimizing the burden placed on schools.
For new school applicants, the process should include a written application,
due diligence by highly capable experts, interviews with applicants, and
other hallmarks of rigorous new school application processes (see details in
Chapter 3).
Conduct a community needs assessment. IPS should conduct a community
needs assessment to inform decisions about what kind of schools are
most needed — and in which neighborhoods. Factors likely would
include population density, the quality of existing education options, and
community priorities. One neighborhood in the city, for example, might
want schools that specialize in helping younger students who are behind
catch up and excel. Another neighborhood might be home to a large
number of older students who have dropped out of high school and need
a route to get back on track. Another part of the city might want programs
to help high-achieving students take their success to the next level.
Information such as this could drive decisions about what kinds of school
leaders to recruit and where to place new programs. Overall, our plan
creates a diverse system of high-quality options across the city.
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IPS should conduct a community
needs assessment to inform
decisions about what kind of schools
are most needed — and in which
neighborhoods. Factors likely would
include population density, the
quality of existing education options,
and community priorities.

Vigorously build the supply of high-quality schools. The new conditions IPS
creates — notably school-level autonomy, about $5,400 more per student
sent to the school level, and access to buildings and transportation — would
be attractive to quality school operators locally and around the country. But
IPS also should be proactive in actively recruiting the best school operators
to Indianapolis. Our proposed budget includes up to $10 million a year — an
unprecedented investment nationally — to help talented educators open
new Opportunity Schools by providing up to $7.5 million in start-up funding
and up to $2.5 million for talent development. We envision that these funds
would pay for:
❋❋ Recruiting existing charter management organizations from around the
country with a strong track record of success in urban school systems;
❋❋ Incubating new school leaders and teams of school leaders with the
potential to open new high-quality schools;

The new conditions IPS creates
— notably school-level autonomy,
about $5,400 more per student
sent to the school level, and access
to buildings and transportation
— would be attractive to quality
school operators locally and around
the country. But IPS also should
be proactive in actively recruiting
the best school operators to
Indianapolis.

❋❋ Identifying current IPS school leaders who have the potential to lead
successful city schools; and
❋❋ Recruiting and training citizens to serve on the boards of these
Opportunity Schools. Boards will play a critical role in overseeing
schools, including hiring and evaluating each school’s leader.

Improving operations and identifying more savings
Freeing resources currently devoted to unproductive uses would be
another key lever for implementing our plan. IPS should take advantage
of the planning year to reassess its spending to identify additional
opportunities to increase per-pupil funding available to schools and other
citywide priorities, such as universal prekindergarten for 4-year-olds.
Locate and take advantage of cost savings. At the beginning of the
planning year, IPS leaders should hire experts to conduct a detailed
analysis of all IPS budgets and expenditures to identify additional potential
cost savings. As described in Chapter 3, IPS would be able to reallocate
almost $188 million from central office bureaucracy by decentralizing
responsibility for specific functions. We believe significant additional
savings also could be achieved by re-evaluating how IPS and schools
deliver services. This review would look specifically into IPS’ own contracts,
employment patterns, and financial policies and practices. IPS should
contract with one or more expert consulting and accounting firms to:
❋❋ Conduct a top-to-bottom review of all IPS operations;
❋❋ Benchmark the best practices of other districts and similar
organizations; and
❋❋ Make detailed recommendations for substantial administrative changes
that could lead to additional and, we believe, significant cost savings.
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Evaluate current IPS contracts and obligations. Currently, IPS has
relationships with numerous vendors and outside contractors for a range of
services. The detailed review described above should identify high-quality
vendors and then expand their scope and impact. In other cases, IPS may
need to renegotiate existing contracts to account for changes in the system
or discontinue contracts that no longer serve the system’s needs. When
entering into new contracts, IPS should make every effort to work with
local businesses, including the many Indianapolis-based firms that already
provide quality goods and services to the district. IPS should aim to meet
the same objective as city government for awarding contracts to minorityand women-owned businesses.
It is highly likely that IPS would identify contracts that are difficult or
impossible to serve immediately, due to large severance penalties or
other features that make them difficult to break. As part of the budget,
we recommend that IPS retain a short-term contingency fund to help
absorb some of the costs of unwinding current IPS obligations. While this
contingency fund would slightly reduce the amount of per-pupil funding
available for Opportunity Schools in the short-term, unwinding costly or
wasteful obligations likely would free up more resources for schools in the
long term.
Audit current IPS assets and liabilities. IPS currently holds substantial longterm debt and other liabilities, such as outstanding facilities debt. Based
on the latest data, these obligations amount to more than $70 million. At
the same time, the district has a wealth of assets in the form of facilities
and infrastructure. To locate any inefficiencies or potential cost savings,
IPS should hire expert financial analysts to conduct a thorough audit of its
assets and liabilities and develop a strategic plan to maximize the return on
these assets and minimize the long-term impact of liabilities.
Depending on the outcome of the audit, this plan could include:
❋❋ Restructuring the district’s debt obligations to reduce their drain on
school revenues;
❋❋ Identifying underused or unneeded buildings and developing plans to
use them more efficiently, lease them, or sell them; or
❋❋ Identifying other underused or unneeded assets such as vehicles,
furniture, and technology and developing plans to use them more
efficiently or sell them.
For example, if IPS were to identify a facility that could be useful in the
future but is currently underused, it could lease the building to generate
more funding for schools. In other cases, it might be more prudent to
sell the facility and use the proceeds to reduce debt or purchase a new
building in a higher-priority location identified by the site planning process.
In any facilities sales, the system should prioritize buyers who would
maintain some use of the building as a community asset, such as providing
some form of youth or family services.
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At the beginning of the planning
year, IPS leaders should hire experts
to conduct a detailed analysis of
all IPS budgets and expenditures
to identify additional potential cost
savings. This review would look
specifically into IPS’ own contracts,
employment patterns, and financial
policies and practices. We believe
significant additional savings would
be identified.

Priorities During the Transitional Years
The transitional years would represent a time of great change for IPS,
but also an opportunity for great progress. Continual improvement
should be the transition’s trademark, as the lowest-performing programs
gradually are replaced by higher-performing Opportunity Schools and
existing schools make improvements under the transformation directors.
This process would continue year after year until IPS has become a
system entirely made up of Opportunity Schools — a system of excellent,
autonomous schools and school clusters.
IPS would have three ma jor priorities during the training years:
1. Shifting to Opportunity Schools.
2. Shifting resources to schools.
3. Mitigating the disruptions for families and staff.

figure 4-1. conversion
An existing high-performing IPS or public charter
school converts to an Opportunity School
Existing School	Opportunity School
6th grade

6th grade

7th grade

7th grade

8th grade

8th grade

figure 4-2 Full replacement
A new high-quality operator takes over an
entire school building at once
6th grade

6th grade

7th grade

7th grade

8th grade

8th grade

Shifting to Opportunity Schools
Every IPS student ultimately would be educated in a high-quality
Opportunity School. Over time, excellent schools would be available in
every neighborhood across the city. Initially, however, the district would
lack a supply of school operators with the capacity to operate all IPS
schools in this way. IPS would need to (1) quickly phase in Opportunity
Schools; (2) constantly improve student performance at schools that have
not yet transitioned; and (3) consistently engage families and community
members to ensure they are well informed and have regular opportunities
to express their views about the priorities and the process. IPS would use a
variety of methods to ensure strong community input into decisions about
how individual school buildings would change over time, including public
hearings when needed.
As IPS transitions from a top-down school system, with most schools run
centrally from the IPS central office on Walnut Street, to a network of
independent public Opportunity Schools, IPS would have three options to
phase in these new schools:
❋❋ Conversion. Currently high-performing IPS schools and public charter
schools, or schools that successfully turn around during the transition
period, would be eligible to become an Opportunity School (see
Figure 4-1).
❋❋ Replacement. Through concerted efforts to incubate and recruit more
great Opportunity Schools, IPS also would be able to approve school
operators and leaders to assume management of part or all of an
existing IPS school facility. If an Opportunity School only operates part
of an existing facility (e.g., an operator opening a 500-student school
within a building that enrolls 1,500 students), transformation directors
would continue to oversee the remaining portion of the building. In
either case, existing students would have the option of staying in
the school even as it transitions. Sharing space could create its own
challenges, so transformation directors would need to be proactive
brokers of collaborative relationships that work for all parties. They also
would have to address issues that arise when multiple schools operate
within one building, such as enabling the building to have a single set of
athletic teams in which students from all schools in the building could
participate (see Figures 4-2 and 4-3).

figure 4-3. Partial replacement
A new high-quality operator takes over a
portion of the school building; the district
continues to run other academic programs
in the school building, so that two distinct
schools are operating in the same space
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade

6th grade
7th grade

6th grade

8th grade

7th grade
8th grade

figure 4-4. Phase-In
A new high-quality operator takes over a school
building, or part of a school, one grade at a time
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
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Interviews with officials in New York City and New Orleans, both of
which have used space-sharing extensively as they replaced lowperforming schools, suggest that such careful management can
mitigate these challenges significantly (see Appendix M).
Our plan does not call for closing any school buildings, which are important
neighborhood hubs. Instead, our total focus is ensuring that each building
has one or more schools providing the excellent learning opportunities that
every IPS child deserves.
❋❋ Phase-in. One likely form of transition would arise when school
operators wish to phase in their schools over time rather than assume
complete operation of all grades within an existing school all at once
(see Figure 4-4). For example, an organization wishing to operate a
set of middle schools might wish to open them with only 6th graders
in the first year, adding 7th graders the following year and 8th graders
the year after that. In these cases, the transformation director would
coordinate the orderly phase-out of the existing school, seeking to
maximize student success during the transition. This approach has
worked very successfully in New Orleans and New York City, and indeed
it has been one of the core strategies they have used to transition
from failing to high-performing schools. (See Appendix M for more
information about the New Orleans and New York City approaches.)
IPS’ transformation directors would work with talent providers to
identify high-impact teachers and leaders willing to accept short-term
assignments in these schools. Since these schools are designed to phase
out, educators would not be responsible for building a lasting organization
in the buildings. Many talented educators understandably would prefer
to work in Opportunity Schools. As a result, IPS and its transformation
directors would have to make a special effort to recognize and reward
these short-term turnaround specialists — and to present these
assignments as a high-priority, critical specialty for the city’s future.
Not all educators will be interested, but a subset of them likely would
regard this kind of high-intensity, nonpermanent assignment a challenge.
Teachers and leaders taking these jobs should be eligible for significant
performance bonuses directly tied to student achievement results. And
their performance in this period also would position the most successful
educators to take leadership roles in new Opportunity Schools as the
transition proceeds.
Because of this mix of strategies, IPS would likely contain a diverse mix
of school configurations during the transition. Some schools would be
wholly operated by IPS, others by a single independent operator. Several
independent operators may share a building, each operating a small
school. Or, independent operators may share buildings with district-run
schools.
While complex, we believe this mix is the best and most feasible way to
transition to a new system in which all public schools are independently
operated — with the additional flexibility and resources to help them
succeed. And most important, every year of the transition, students and
families would have more and more quality options.
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It is important for educators, parents,
and the community to recognize
that replacing a school does not
mean the school building would be
closed. Instead, it means putting a
higher-quality academic program
inside that building. Our total focus
is ensuring that each building has
one or more schools providing the
excellent learning opportunities that
every IPS child deserves.

In addition, the financial picture would change in other ways over the
course of the transition. Our model assumes, for example, that universal
prekindergarten would phase in over multiple years as the market of highquality operators grows and families become increasingly aware of their
options and the new funding stream available to pay for prekindergarten.
Our model also assumes that incubation and talent funding would be
slightly lower in the first year of the transition as the new supply of
operators begins to emerge. See the methodology in Appendix H for a full
list of assumptions.
Figure 4-5 offers one year-by-year scenario for how Opportunity Schools
could replace district-run schools during the transition. Figure 4-6 presents
our best estimate of how funding would shift in response to those changes.
Figure 4-7 breaks down the shifts year-by-year.
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As described above, we also recognize that it will take time for the market
to develop the capacity to provide the many services schools will require.
Our plan therefore calls for the central office to continue providing transportation services for any school that wants it, at least through the last
year of the transition. Although schools would have the option of obtaining
some transportation funds for transporting their own students, our budget
assumes that all transportation funds would continue to be spent centrally
through the transition. After the transition, our budget assumes that transportation funds would be allocated to schools, which could then use the
funds to purchase transportation from the central administration or from
private providers.
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$2.0 M

Talent
development

The central office would have to continue providing services to the
schools it runs directly until these schools can convert to or be replaced
by an Opportunity School. It also would have to provide training to support school leaders as they assume greater operational responsibilities. In
addition, we wanted to be conservative. Our plan includes a contingency
during the transition that retains between 5% and 10% of funds that could
be allocated to schools to provide a buffer for the administration during
the transition. This contingency fund would enable the system’s leadership
to cover expenses such as winding up contracts that cannot be terminated
immediately and handling expenses that we did not anticipate in our budgeting process.

figure 4-5. more opportunity schools each year
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Since all schools would not immediately become Opportunity Schools,
average per-pupil funding across IPS would not jump to $12,000 overnight. In the early years of the transition, residual central office operations
and unbreakable contractual obligations would continue to require more
resources than during the end state. As a result, the $12,004 per pupil we
project that ultimately would be available to Opportunity Schools would
not be available immediately. Even during the transitional years, however,
Opportunity Schools would receive substantially more funding per pupil
than today’s district or public charter schools receive — we estimate a
minimum of $9,000.
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*Our model assumes that the following percentage of IPS and public
charter students would be enrolled in Opportunity Schools in each
period of the transition. If fewer IPS students are enrolled or more
charter school are enrolled, less funding would be available for new
initiatives at that point in the transition.
Period 1: 16% of IPS students; 20% of current charter students residing
in IPS
Period 2: 32% of IPS students; 30% of current charter students residing
in IPS
Period 3: 65% of IPS students; 40% of current charter students residing
in IPS
Period 4: 81% of IPS students; 45% of current charter students residing
in IPS
Period 5: 100% of IPS students, 45% of charter students residing in IPS
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❋❋ If a family would like to enroll in a new school, the district should work
directly with the child’s family to find the best fit.
❋❋ IPS should develop a system that gives neighborhood preference
to students who want to attend an Opportunity School — that is,
students living in a defined zone would get preferential treatment in the
enrollment lottery.

Helping current IPS employees succeed in the new system or make
a smooth transition
Throughout the transformation, IPS should treat all current employees fairly
and honor their service to the city and its children. Many IPS employees
would remain and thrive under the new system of Opportunity Schools.
Our approach creates the conditions teachers and principals long for —
professional respect, freedom to make decisions, and real opportunities
to make a difference in students’ lives. Since some IPS employees may
not stay with IPS, the district, city, and state need a robust plan to ensure
they are provided the assistance they need to transition into other jobs.
For too long, IPS has forced talented and committed educators to work in
a dysfunctional system. This top-down, command-and-control system was
designed decades ago and, as we described in Chapter 2, it has failed not
just in Indianapolis but in urban districts nationwide.

Throughout the transformation, IPS
should treat all current employees
fairly and honor their service to
the city and its children. Many
IPS employees would remain and
thrive under the new system of
Opportunity Schools. Our approach
creates the conditions teachers and
principals long for — professional
respect, freedom to make decisions,
and real opportunities to make a
difference in students’ lives. Since
some IPS employees may not stay
with IPS, the district, city, and state
need a robust plan to ensure they are
provided the assistance they need to
transition into other jobs

Our plan’s key premise is that if IPS creates the right conditions,
Indianapolis could become the nation’s most desirable city for talented
and committed educators — including the many who already are teaching
and working here. With the right environment, where their contributions
are recognized and rewarded, many educators who have struggled in
today’s dysfunctional district would succeed in the new system. Moreover,
the total number of public education jobs is not likely to change under our
plan — instead, opportunities would just shift from central office to schools
and other organizations providing essential services to schools. Indeed, if
our plan successfully convinces more families to enroll in IPS, then overall
employment in the sector likely would increase.
Inevitably, though, some employees would be forced out or choose to
leave. The changes would be too great or their services could no longer
be needed. For example, central office employees whose job has been
to force compliance with their directives may not be comfortable or well
suited to thrive in a system that now gives teachers and principals control.
To mitigate this impact, IPS should provide or arrange personalized
placement assistance for these employees. District leaders should work
closely with the state’s Department of Workforce Development, the network
of WorkOne centers, and other relevant city and state agencies to provide
a comprehensive, robust set of transitional services for employees in search
of new opportunities.
For the remaining educators who stay — and for the many talented
newcomers IPS will now be able to recruit — the new system of high-quality
schools would provide unprecedented opportunities to grow their talents,
work with like-minded peers, and most important, help prepare their
students for life in the 21st century.
In the process, they would be creating a model for educational excellence
that would show other cities what’s possible.
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CHAPTER 5

LOCAL
EMPOWERMENT
THROUGH
MAYORAL
ACCOUNTABILITY

In this chapter:
❋❋ Holding the Indianapolis Mayor accountable for Indianapolis Public Schools’
performance is the best way forward.
❋❋ The status quo won’t get us there. Urban school boards nationwide are
struggling to govern well. For decades, many Indianapolis Public Schools
(IPS) boards have promised reforms but have not delivered.
❋❋ It’s not the people. It’s the broken system that makes it nearly impossible to
execute the bold transformation we need.
❋❋ The other viable option, a complete state takeover of all IPS schools, would
mean a total loss of local control.
❋❋ Other cities with mayors in charge have seen many advantages:
➨➨ A single point of accountability for schools;

➨➨ Reduced influence of special interests;
➨➨ More funding for instruction, less for general administration and debt; and
➨➨ Coordinated city services to support students and families.
❋❋ Mayoral accountability is not perfect. No governance system is. But it’s
much better than the alternatives.
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Making a change this bold will be immensely challenging for IPS. It will
be technically challenging, requiring new policies and practices, new
roles and new talent to carry out those new responsibilities. And it will
be politically challenging, as the new system’s leaders will need to focus
on implementing what’s best for the city’s children even in the face
of inevitable controversy. The only hope of meeting such demanding
challenges is very strong leadership at the top, held accountable by
Indianapolis citizens for enacting change and achieving results for students
and the city.
Where can we find this kind of strong, accountable leadership? There are
three primary options:
1. Continued school board governance. Governance of the school district
could remain in the hands of the elected school board. City and state
leaders could urge the board and its administration to enact the
plan described above, transforming itself from within to a system of
autonomous, high-performing Opportunity Schools.
2. State takeover. Indiana policymakers could enact legislation giving
the State Superintendent of Public Instruction or the State Board of
Education the power to take over entire school districts that fall below
some performance threshold, supplementing the powers the state
already possesses under Public Law 221 to take over individual failing
schools (see Appendix P). Once in control, the state’s appointed leaders
could then create a system of Opportunity Schools.
3. Mayoral accountability. The state could transfer accountability and
authority over the school system not to itself, but to a new local board
with the ma jority of members appointed by the Mayor of Indianapolis.
The mayor-led board could then appoint the school superintendent and
direct him or her to create a system of Opportunity Schools.
Indianapolis does not have to make this decision in a vacuum. All three
of these approaches have been tried extensively in cities across the
country. Our year-long review of these strategies and the research about
their effects leads us to a firm conclusion: mayoral accountability is the
governance approach with the best chance of enabling Indianapolis to
implement and sustain our plan.
The only way to make a plan this bold happen and succeed is if it is the
focus of the city’s leaders and stays at the top of the city’s agenda for
years. The mayor is best positioned to provide this sustained leadership.
To be sure, no system of governance — including mayoral accountability —
is perfect. However, mayoral accountability for public education exceeds
other options in its ability to create the strong, publicly accountable
leadership needed to enact sweeping change. And it does so while
retaining local authority, leaving the citizens of Indianapolis in charge of
their educational destiny.
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enact sweeping change. And it does
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Continued Board Governance: A Recipe
for Continued Catastrophe
The national picture
Of the three options, by far the most widely used nationally is the
continuation of conventional elected school board governance, with
community leaders exhorting a sitting school board to try a different
strategy. Yet evidence has led experts across the political spectrum to
conclude that elected urban school boards are a deeply dysfunctional
method of governing public education, one that is exceedingly unlikely to
enact meaningful or sustainable reforms.
As former Clinton administration official and The Mind Trust board member
Andrew Rotherham (Bellwether Education Partners) writes:

“Many boards are locked into
destructive habits precisely because
local political pressures prevent
objective decision making and
dispassionate analysis. Many
boards are at once ‘public’ in theory
and profoundly un-public in their
orientation and operations.”
— Andrew Rotherham, 
Board member, The Mind Trust, and
partner, Bellwether Education Partners

Many boards are locked into destructive habits precisely because local
political pressures prevent objective decision making and dispassionate
analysis. Many boards are at once “public” in theory and profoundly
un-public in their orientation and operations. The obvious victims are the
youngsters, whose education is too often held hostage to various political
agendas promulgated by conservatives and liberals alike. But school
board politics and dysfunction can also create numerous challenges for
school principals, superintendents, and teachers.124
Rotherham’s statement prefaced a report on school board governance
by eminent school governance scholar Paul Hill of the University of
Washington. Hill’s report summarizes:
After many years of effort, public school systems continue to be
fragmented, politicized, and dominated by concerns other than school
performance. No one, not even people inside this system, approves of
it. But when the chips are down, all the denizens of the system, starting
with school board members, feel that others should change, not they.
Everyone in the system frustrates and thwarts someone else, and is in turn
frustrated and thwarted.125
Researchers’ critique of school board governance is wide ranging.
Specifically, elected school boards in big cities suffer from:
❋❋ Lack of voter engagement. According to governance expert Francis
X. Shen, the national voter turnout rate for school board elections is
only 18% to 20%.126 These rates are typically substantially below the
turnout for other elections, such as mayoral elections. After reviewing
the experience of 57 urban school districts in the mid-1990s, education
scholar Frederick M. Hess remarked that “[school board] members
are elected in sparsely attended elections; the central issues are often
defined and the candidates’ positions unclear.”127 IPS board elections
recently have shifted to November, which should increase voter turnout
as citizens participate in other contests but which will not necessarily
increase voter interest in the school board elections.
124 Rotherham, A. J. (2003). “Preface” to Paul T. Hill, School Boards: Focus on School Performance, Not
Money and Patronage. Washington, DC: Progressive Policy Institute.
125 Rotherham, A. J. (2003), pp. 3–4.
126 Shen, F. X. (2003). “Spinning the Schools: Political Incentives and Mayoral Takeovers of Urban
Schools.” Paper presented at the 2003 annual meeting of the American Educational Research
Association, Chicago. Quoted in Wong, K., et al. (2007). The Education Mayor: Improving America’s
Schools. Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, p. 6.
127 Hess, F. M. (1999). Spinning Wheels: The Politics of Urban School Reform. Washington, DC: The
Brookings Institution, p. 63.
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❋❋ Lack of cohesion. While effective governing boards tend to unite
around a common mission, urban school board members too often
pursue individual agendas that do not add up to a districtwide strategy.
With each board member focused on specific concerns, taking bold,
systemwide action becomes difficult or impossible. “Different board
members have their own concerns and loyalties,” writes Hill. “They pay
attention to particular causes, programs, bureaus, interest groups, and
teacher factions.”128 The result, Hill concludes, is fragmentation of efforts
and programs within the district and school buildings. “Every political
and bureaucratic unit above the school makes its own demands.
There is no central clearance mechanism to ensure that separate
bureaucracies do not demand contradictory things, or that the sum of
all demands is not greater than the schools’ capacity to respond.”129
❋❋ Micromanagement. School boards too often stray from policymaking
into areas such as specific personnel decisions and vendor contracts or
the details of school operations. Board actions ultimately translate into
actions by the central office, including the proliferation of top-down
directives that hamstring school leaders. Hill says that if
principals save all the directives they receive from the central office
in one 180-day school year, the stack can include as many as 400
items, all signed by a high official and issued under the authority of
the school board. How can anyone direct the instructional program
of a school and still comply with two new directives every day about
how money is to be spent, time is to be used, employees are to be
supervised, records are to be kept, or property is to be managed?130
❋❋ Special interest dominance. Scholars have found that urban school
boards are subject to high levels of influence by special interests such as
teacher’s unions that press for their own priorities rather than what would
advance educational quality for all students. Low voter turnout makes it
easier for special interests to wield influence. In addition, special interests
thrive when elections are focused on a single issue — such as education — in contrast to multi-issue elections such as those for city council,
mayor, or higher offices. These factors have led researchers such as Kenneth Wong, Shen, and Terry M. Moe to find what Wong and Shen call “an
increase in special interest control in school governance matters.”131
❋❋ Lack of focus on instructional quality. The overall result of these multiple
dysfunctions is that urban school boards too rarely focus on what
matters most: the quality of education that students receive. Hill says:
Local school boards meet frequently, sometimes more than once
each week, and produce a steady stream of policies and initiatives.
They spend the bulk of their time on budgetary and personnel issues
and on resolving complaints, leaving little time for oversight of
instruction or even reviewing data about school performance.132
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"If principals save all the directives
they receive from the central office
in one 180-day school year, the
stack can include as many as 400
items, all signed by a high official
and issued under the authority of
the school board. How can anyone
direct the instructional program of
a school and still comply with two
new directives every day about
how money is to be spent, time is
to be used, employees are to be
supervised, records are to be kept,
or property is to be managed?”
— Paul Hill,
Center for Reinventing Public Education

The point is not that elected school boards can never function well.
In nonurban environments, for example, where both the educational
challenges and the intensity of interest group politics are substantially
lower than in cities, school boards often can fulfill their functions
adequately. Even in cities, school boards can experience spurts of positive
activity. These often occur when slates of candidates campaign for election
around a few specific priorities, earning a mandate of sorts. But few if any
cities can point to sustained, consistent leadership that has transformed
education for urban students.

State takeover: A viable option, but loss of local control
One possible alternative to continued elected board governance is state
takeover of a school district. States as diverse as New Jersey, Mississippi,
Pennsylvania, Missouri, Rhode Island, California, and several others have
taken over struggling school districts because of financial troubles, academic failure, or both.133 Under Public Law 221, the state of Indiana already
has authority to take over individual chronically failing schools, and the
state announced takeover of four such schools and the appointment of
“lead partners” to manage two others in IPS in August 2011.134 Individual
school takeovers, however, would have to proceed for years before a significant portion of IPS was under state control. Thus, the question is: Should
state policymakers extend this authority to cover failing districts as well?

Since failure is often a system-level
phenomenon, especially in large
urban districts, adding district
takeover to the state’s toolbox would
enable the state to address these
more systemic problems, rather than
having to step in one school at a
time. But state takeover is not the
best option in the case of IPS.

Giving the State Board of Education the option of taking over failing
districts is a natural extension of Public Law 221’s current policy. Since
failure is often a system-level phenomenon, especially in large urban
districts, adding district takeover to the state’s toolbox would enable the
state to address these more systemic problems, rather than having to step
in one school at a time. And placing the state (or a state-appointed board
or trustee) in charge of a district with wide authority to make changes
would enable the creation of a system of Opportunity Schools such as the
ones described in this plan.
State takeover is not the best option in the case of IPS. While elected local
school board governance has failed in IPS (and in other urban centers),
elected local control of public education is still the ideal. A city’s residents
are the ones most affected by the school system’s quality — both as
parents of the system’s students and as citizens of the city that benefits (or
fails to benefit) from the quality of education provided to its children.
If elected school board governance has not worked, therefore, the first
option a city should consider is creating an alternative governance
arrangement that leaves accountability in the hands of locally elected
officials. As we discuss in the next section, evidence suggests that mayoral
accountability offers the best form of local control of public education. This
is especially true in Indianapolis, which has a strong tradition of mayoral
leadership in education and in other city priorities.

133 For example, see Annenberg Institute for School Reform at Brown University (2005). Central Falls
School District: Findings and Recommendations from the Central Office Review for Results & Equity.
Available: www.annenbergchallenge.org/pdf/CentralFalls_CORRE_Report.pdf; Gill, B., et al. (2007).
State Takeover, School Restructuring, Private Management, and Student Achievement in Philadelphia.
Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation.
134 Elliott, S. (2011, Aug. 29). “State Ed Board OKs Takeover of IPS Schools for 2012.” The Indianapolis
Star. Available: www.indystar.com/article/20110829/NEWS/110829013/State-ed-board-OKstakeover-IPS-schools-2012
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Mayoral Accountability: The Best Hope for
Success
Research and experience suggest that transferring accountability over
schools to a city’s mayor has the best chance of enabling the kind of bold
reforms our plan recommends.

figure 5-1. Mayoral Accountability in Other
Cities
City

Providing a single point of accountability. Since substantial school reform
is so challenging, strong leadership with accountability to the public is
essential. In contrast to multiperson school board governance, when the
mayor is in charge the public knows precisely whom to hold accountable
for success or failure. And voters can exercise that accountability directly
in the next mayoral election, replacing a lackluster performer with a new
mayor. Wong and colleagues concluded: “The mayor may have both the
most at stake and the most capacity to establish a governing coalition
among diverse interests that can be focused on system wide school
improvement.”136
Practitioners with deep experience working under mayoral accountability
agree. U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan led Chicago Public Schools
during a period of mayoral accountability, which he strongly supports. “At
the end of my tenure [in the U.S. Department of Education], if only seven
mayors are in control [of big city districts], I think I will have failed … . The
fact that so few cities have mayoral control, that’s a huge impediment … .
That lack of stability, that lack of leadership is a huge part of the reason
you don’t see sustained progress and growth,” he told the Associated
Press.137 Michael Bloomberg, the New York City mayor who asked for and
received control of NYC schools from New York’s legislature, argued that
mayoral authority “establishes democratic accountability. And if democracy
can be trusted to safeguard our social services, police forces and other
essential services, why wouldn’t it work to protect our most precious
resource, our children?”138

135
136
137
138
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Wong, K., et al. (2007).
Wong, K., et al. (2007), p. 6.
Quaid, L. (2009, Mar. 31). “School Chief: Mayors Need Control of Urban Schools.” Associated Press.
Quoted in Wong, K., et al. (2007), p. 6.
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Origin

Governance Model

Baltimore

1997* City-state
consent
decree created
city-state
partnership in
exchange for
increased state
funding

Mayor and
governor jointly
appoint nine of 10
board members
(one student
voting member
selected by
student congress);
board appoints
CEO of schools

Boston

1992

Mayor appoints
seven-member
board; board
appoints
superintendent

Research and experience: Mayoral accountability makes bold reform
possible
Big-city mayors recently have played an increasingly significant role
in their cities’ public education, including assuming responsibility for
troubled urban school districts in New York City, Chicago, and the District
of Columbia (see Figure 5-1). The Education Mayor: Improving America’s
Schools by Brown University professor Kenneth Wong and his collaborators
summarizes multiple research studies that examine the many benefits of
mayoral accountability.135 Key findings include:

Year
Began

City council
approval and
state legislation
In a citywide
referendum
in 1996, 70%
voted in favor
of renewing
mayoral
accountability

Chicago

1995

State legislation Mayor appoints
five-member
board, board
president, and
CEO of schools

New York

2002

State legislation Mayor appoints
eight of 13
Renewed by
members of
state legislation board, and
in 2009
chancellor of
schools

Washington,
DC

2007

City council
legislation

Nine-member
advisory board
elected; mayor
appoints deputy
mayor for
education and
chancellor of
schools

* The current city-state partnership dates to 1997.
Sources: The Parthenon Group (2006). “Fact-Base for DCPS Reform.”
Available: www.dcpswatch.com/mayor/070104rept.pdf; Medina, J. (2009,
Aug. 6). “N.Y. Senate Renews Mayor’s Power to Run Schools.” The New
York Times. Available: www.nytimes.com/2009/08/07/nyregion/07control.
html; Allen, V., Henken, R. E., & Dickman, A. D. (2009). School District
Governance Reform: The Devil Is in the Details. Public Policy Forum.
Available: www.publicpolicyforum.org/pdfs/SchoolDistrictGovernance.pdf

Enabling bold reform by insulating schools from special interest politics.
Scholars have found mayors are much less susceptible than elected school
boards to undue influence by narrow special interests. Mayors are elected
by a wider group of voters with a much broader range of interests and
perspectives; school board elections, by contrast, attract a smaller electorate more exclusively focused on education issues. This narrowness gives
interest groups a greater opportunity to exert sway. “A broader electorate
voting on overall quality of life,” argue Wong and his colleagues, “rather
than a school-board-specific electorate, is less likely to be captured by a
particular education interest.”139 Writing about Boston’s experience with
mayoral accountability, Stanford University’s Larry Cuban and the Institute
for Educational Leadership’s Michael Usdan concluded that its mayor “has
been willing to expend his political capital to provide a buffer allowing the
superintendent to establish the infrastructure for student improvement.”140
This “buffer” enables system leaders to move decisively in implementing
approaches like the system of Opportunity Schools we recommend.
More efficient allocation of resources. Wong and colleague’s study includes
a complex statistical analysis of more than 100 districts over 11 years, some
of which had mayoral control of schools during all or part of the period.
This research found that those districts with mayoral control experienced:141
❋❋ An increased percentage of funding going to instruction and
instructional support;
❋❋ A decreased percentage of funding going to general administration; and
❋❋ Decreased school system debt.
In some cases, financial improvement has been dramatic. After assuming
responsibility for Chicago schools, Mayor Richard Daley appointed Paul
Vallas to manage the system — the nation’s third largest. Facing a budget
shortfall of hundreds of millions of dollars, Vallas revamped operations and
cut waste, ultimately balancing the budget. The result was a dramatic rise
in the system’s standing with bond-rating agencies, which boosted the
school district’s debt from BBB- to A-. This change, in turn, enabled billions
of dollars to flow from private investors for capital improvements, the first
substantial school building upgrades in decades.142
Increased public commitment to education. A Rutgers University study
of nine cities found that in cities where mayors became accountable for
schools, the public’s commitment to public education increased. “In each of
our nine cities, education has become a higher political priority, with more
public discussion, more public and private funding, and more attention to
successes,” the report stated. “In each case, the mayors have embraced
the role of ‘education mayor,’ often lending their municipal powers, along
with their ‘bully pulpits,’ to the myriad tasks of improving business and
educational processes within their school districts.”143

“Part of the reason urban education
has struggled historically is you
haven’t had that leadership from
the top … . Where you’ve seen real
progress in the sense of innovation,
guess what the common
denominator is? Mayoral control.”
Source: Quaid, L. (2009, Mar. 31). “School Chief: Mayors Need Control
of Urban Schools.” Associated Press.

“Mayoral control also clearly defines
accountability. One person is in
charge. If the schools succeed,
the mayor gets the credit. If they
don’t, the mayor takes the blame.
In districts run by boards, the
accountability isn’t as clear. For
cities that need to take bold action
to improve their schools, creating
a clear line of accountability to
one person is an important step in
turning around the schools. Mayoral
control isn’t the solution in every
city. But it is an important tool to
consider in cities that need to make
dramatic improvements in their
schools.”
—Arne Duncan, 
U.S. Secretary of Education
Source: Response to “Is ‘Mayoral Control’ the Answer for Urban
Schools?” National Journal. July 6, 2009.

139 Wong, K., et al. (2007), p. 6.
140 Usdan, M., & Cuban, L. (2003). “Boston: The Stars Finally in Alignment.” In Cuban and Usdan, eds.,
Powerful Reforms with Shallow Roots: Improving America’s Urban Schools. New York: Teachers
College Press, p. 44.
141 Wong, K., et al. (2007), Chapter 3.
142 Wong, K., et al. (2007), pp. 117–39.
143 Rutgers University (2010). Governance and Urban School Improvement: Lessons for New Jersey from
Nine Cities, pp.116–17. Available: http://nsrc.newark.rutgers.edu/images/stories/mc%20final.pdf
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Links to other city services. Mayors already manage a wide array of city
services that could support students and schools. In many cities, police
forces and fire departments enhance security and safety in school facilities
and surrounding neighborhoods. Health departments increase students’
access to preventive care, vaccinations, and health services when students
need them, helping students come to school ready to learn and decreasing
absenteeism. Public libraries enhance the information resources available
to schools, which otherwise might unnecessarily duplicate book collections
and online offerings. Planning offices help the school system plan more
effectively for growth and demographic change. City transit systems are
linked with school bus systems, increasing efficiency and opening more
options for older students. Facilities management offices make sure existing city-owned buildings are made available, when appropriate, for schools.
Of course, some of these forms of collaboration occur in cities with elected
boards.144 But with a single executive managing all of these services, including the schools, the prospects for successful links increase.
Deep experience finding talent to manage diverse key functions.
Whichever entity governs a city school system, a primary responsibility
and success factor is finding talent to lead the system, starting with
the system’s top executive. Because they must find multiple leaders for
multiple departments, mayors have unique and valuable expertise in this
area. Highly talented leaders, in turn, see a great appeal in working for a
mayor, in contrast to a multiperson elected school board.

Holding the mayor accountable
Making the mayor responsible for public education is no silver bullet. Some
criticisms are valid. When mayors operated large city school systems in
the early 20th century, for example, systems became havens for patronage
appointments and other forms of corruption.145 And, of course, individual
mayors vary in their own capacity for leadership and the quality of stewardship they provide. As noted before, however, if a mayor proved incompetent or worse, voters could act to replace him or her at the polls in a single
election — a much more direct form of accountability than the multimember
school board now offers citizens.
Recognizing the limitations of mayoral accountability, our plan recommends
two additional elements that will increase the likelihood of success for IPS
schools:
❋❋ Appointed school board. One option to consider is a five-member
school board-run IPS. The mayor should appoint three members of
the board, the other two by the City-County Council, and one by each
major party’s caucus. This arrangement gives the mayor control with
a three-member ma jority, while enabling other leaders with differing
perspectives to influence the system’s policies.

144 For examples, see Coalition for Community Schools. “Home Page.” Available:
www.communityschools.org
145 Tyack, D. (1974). The One Best System: A History of American Urban Education. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press.
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Recognizing the limitations of
mayoral accountability, our plan
recommends two additional
elements that will increase the
likelihood of success for IPS schools:
an appointed school board and
school-level governing committees.

❋❋ School-level governance. Under a system of Opportunity Schools,
citizens will have a much more direct way to be involved in governance:
serving on the boards of independent Opportunity Schools. Many
Opportunity Schools (or clusters of Opportunity Schools) will be
operated by independent nonprofit organizations. A board of
directors on which residents of IPS will serve will govern each of these
organizations. In contrast to today’s system, in which schools have little
say over ma jor issues, Opportunity School boards would have wide
authority to set their school’s overall mission and educational approach,
determine the budget, and hire (and fire) the school leader. As a result,
the community will have a much more direct say in operating specific
schools, in addition to its larger role in determining who becomes
mayor in the first place. The systemwide appointed school board will not
control these specific decisions. Instead, its role will focus on awarding
Opportunity School status to schools good enough to deserve it, and
holding those schools accountable for achieving results with students.

The Mayor of Indianapolis will need
to act swiftly and decisively to put the
plan into action. Top priorities will be
to appoint three strong community
leaders to the school board, begin
planning year activities, and engage
the community about how to
transform IPS.

Conclusion
Transforming IPS into a system of high-performing Opportunity Schools
offers enormous promise to the city and its children and families. But it
won’t be easy. Strong leadership from the start will be a must. Giving the
mayor responsibility over the schools provides the best hope for instilling
that leadership — and giving citizens the power to hold the system’s
leaders accountable. As one report on mayoral accountability in New York
City concluded in 2008: “Strong mayoral leadership frees educators to do
the transformative work that public education requires. Mayoral control
does not guarantee success but it is a prerequisite. Such an approach
offers a more accountable governance structure and the likelihood of
stronger academic performance and improved efficiency.”146
The Mayor of Indianapolis will need to act swiftly and decisively to put the
plan into action. Appointing three strong community leaders to serve on
the initial school board is an early priority. So will moving forward on the
planning year activities described in Chapter 4. Finally, the mayor can
usher in a new era of public commitment to education by engaging the
community in a districtwide discussion of how to set public education in IPS
on a new course.

146 Learn NY (2008, December).“Mayoral Control in New York City: The First Six Years.”
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AFTERWORD

A Final Word from The Mind Trust
This plan is ambitious. It’s supposed to be.
Any change worth making is hard. And transforming the top-down
Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) system into a system of autonomous and
accountable Opportunity Schools is a new frontier. Other cities are moving
in this direction, but none has succeeded at the scale we envision: all
schools, every neighborhood. To build our city into a center for education
transformation will require vision, perseverance, and partnerships. But with
the right conditions and supports, IPS schools can truly become the very
best — a national model for innovation in urban education.

The end result: a system of Opportunity Schools each of us would be
proud for our own children to attend.
Imagine the ripple effect if Indianapolis focused its civic energy on giving
all our children the opportunity to
succeed.

The need is undeniable. By almost every measure, IPS is failing. A multitude
of school board members and superintendents have tried for years to
reverse these disappointing trends, with little success. Our community has
lived with the failed status quo for too long. Now, all of us must demand a
fresh approach.
Instead of trying once again to “fix the system” from the top down, let’s
build something unique to Indianapolis from the bottom up, school by
school, neighborhood by neighborhood.
Let’s listen to our parents about what they want for their children. Let’s
listen to our best teachers and principals about what they need to succeed.
Let’s create conditions in each of our city’s schools that will attract the very
best educators. Let’s give these principals and teachers the freedom to
run each building as they see fit. Let’s make it possible for them to create
a distinctive instructional focus and culture of achievement. Then let’s
empower families to choose the school that works for them.
The end result: a system of Opportunity Schools each of us would be proud
for our own children to attend.
Imagine the ripple effect if Indianapolis focused its civic energy on giving
all our children the opportunity to succeed.
Indianapolis is precisely the place for a new movement in urban education
to take root. Our city is special; a community built on civic pride and
far-sighted leadership, where dynamic projects have brought new life to
downtown. We have a dynamic, well-funded infrastructure for educational
innovation that’s the envy of cities across the country.
People here care deeply about our collective future. We’ve invested in
neighborhood revitalization, cultural initiatives, sports, and public green
spaces.
But a transformative investment in the well-being of our children is long
overdue.
We need your ideas and we need your input. Most of all, we need your
support.
Let’s get started.
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Appendix A
Evidence Supporting the New
Approach
Research on the Characteristics of Great Schools
A long history of research literature exists exploring the characteristics of
“effective schools” — schools that achieve significantly better results than
other schools with similar student populations. While the methodological
quality of this research varies, the strong convergence of findings over
multiple studies suggests that the qualities the research pinpoints are in
fact common to successful schools. A more recent spate of studies has
sought to characterize what distinguishes the best public charter schools
from other public charter schools and from the district schools from which
they draw their students. Accounts of the workings of top-performing
schools provide additional nuance and examples useful for understanding
what sets such schools apart. For summaries of the extensive research on
what distinguishes “effective schools,” see:1
❋❋ Hoxby, C., Murarka, S., & Kang, J. (2009). How New York City’s Charter
Schools Affect Achievement. Cambridge, MA: New York City Charter
Schools Evaluation Project.
❋❋ Carter, S. C., & Meyerson, A. (2000). No Excuses: Lessons from 21 HighPerforming, High-Poverty Schools. Washington, DC: Heritage Foundation.
❋❋ Thernstrom, A., & Thernstrom, S. (2004). No Excuses: Closing the Racial
Learning Gap in Learning. New York: Simon & Schuster.
❋❋ Waits, M. J., et al. (2006). Why Some Schools with Latino Children Beat
the Odds ... and Others Don’t. Phoenix: Morrison Institute for Public Policy,
Arizona State University.
❋❋ The Education Trust (2005). Gaining Traction, Gaining Ground: How
Some High Schools Accelerate Learning for Struggling Students.
Washington, DC.
❋❋ Merseth, K. K. (2009). Inside Urban Charter Schools. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard Education Press.
For more accounts of what makes these successful schools different, see:
❋❋ Ableidinger, J., & Hassel, B. (2010). Free to Lead: Autonomy in Highly
Successful Charter Schools. Washington, DC: National Alliance for Public
Charter Schools.
❋❋ Mathews, J. (2009). Work Hard. Be Nice: How Two Inspired Teachers
Created the Most Promising Schools in America. Chapel Hill, NC:
Algonquin Books.
❋❋ Reeves, D. B. (2003). High Performance in High Poverty Schools: 90/90/90
and Beyond. Center for Performance Assessment.

1

Note: Establishing causal links between factors such as the ones described here and student
achievement is methodologically challenging. These studies generally show that certain factors are
associated with high levels of student achievement or progress. The consistency of findings across
studies lends support to the validity of these associations.
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❋❋ Tough, P. (2006, Nov. 26). “What It Takes to Make a Student.” New
York Times Magazine. Available: www.nytimes.com/2006/11/26/
magazine/26tough.html
❋❋ Tough, P. (2008). Whatever It Takes. Boston, MA: Mariner Books.
❋❋ WestEd (2006). Charter High Schools: Closing the Achievement Gap.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Innovation and
Improvement.
❋❋ WestEd (2007). K–8 Charter Schools: Closing the Achievement Gap.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Innovation and
Improvement.
❋❋ WestEd (2004). Successful Charter Schools. Washington, DC: U.S.
Department of Education, Office of Innovation and Improvement.

Evidence of Success
While large urban school districts persistently fail to generate substantial
improvements in student outcomes, a steadily growing number of public
charter schools are demonstrating that students from all backgrounds
can achieve at high levels. These new schools are located in the highestneed school districts in the nation and serve populations that are
disproportionately poor and traditionally disadvantaged minorities. Yet
their students are achieving at levels that equal or surpass schools serving
the most advantaged students in their states.
Consider, for example, YES Prep North Central in Houston, Texas, a grade
6–12 school serving a student body that is 99% black or Hispanic and 80%
economically disadvantaged. In 2011, at least 90% of students in every
grade passed the state exam in reading at North Central. In math the pass
rate was even higher — 96% and above. In addition, all graduating seniors
were accepted to four-year colleges.2
Uplift Education Peak Preparatory is a K–12 school in Dallas that serves
more than 960 students and holds some 940 on its waiting list. Peak
Prep’s students are 94% Hispanic or black and far outperform neighboring
schools’ students and state averages on standardized tests.3 Since the
school’s opening in 2005, 100% of Peak Prep’s graduates have been
accepted to college, and 100% of 2010 graduates are still enrolled in
college.4 In 2011, The Washington Post ranked Peak Prep 12th in its national
High School Challenge list of the top 1,900 schools in America.5
Skeptics often suggest that public charter schools such as these attract
motivated students and families and that this alone is responsible for
their apparent success. Yet it is important to note that charters are public
schools that cannot admit students selectively and are required to hold an
admissions lottery if oversubscribed. Not only does the lottery requirement
limit the extent to which public charter schools can “cream” the best

2

3
4
5
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YES Prep Public Schools. Available: http://yesprep.org/AboutYES/topic/results/; YES Prep – North
Central Campus TAKS results. Available: www.greatschools.org/search/search.page?search_type=0
&q=yes+prep&state=TX&c=school
Peak Preparatory profile. Available: www.uplifteducation.org/21111011412283127/
lib/21111011412283127/Peak.pdf
Uplift Education homepage. Available: www.uplifteducation.org
The Washington Post (2011). “The High School Challenge.” Retrieved Nov. 8, 2011, from http://apps.
washingtonpost.com/highschoolchallenge/schools/2011/list/national/
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students from surrounding areas, it also provides researchers with a
valuable opportunity to evaluate their results using experimental methods.
In particular, researchers can compare the outcomes of students admitted
to a school by lottery to those of applicants who were not. Because all
that distinguishes successful and unsuccessful applicants is chance, any
differences in outcomes are attributable to the impact of the school.6
There are a growing number of experimental studies of high-profile
urban public charter schools, and the results are remarkable. Consider
Harvard economist Roland Fryer’s evaluation of the Harlem Children’s
Zone Promise Academy elementary and middle schools in New York City.7
Fryer found that elementary school students admitted to the school as
kindergartners improved their performance more than enough to close
the black-white achievement gap in both subjects. Students who enrolled
in the middle school in 6th grade also improved performance in reading
and math by 8th grade. The results, Fryer told New York Times columnist
David Brooks, “changed my life as a social scientist.”8 While a generation of
research had suggested the near impossibility of substantially influencing
educational outcomes of disadvantaged students through traditional
reform strategies, his evaluation demonstrated that schools could indeed
make a real difference.
A recent study of a Knowledge Is Power Program (KIPP) school in Lynn,
Massachusetts, similarly showed that admitted students made gains of
more than one-third of a standard deviation in math and 12% of a standard
deviation in reading for each year they attended the school.9 Moreover,
it found that the gains from attending a KIPP school were strongest for
students with limited English proficiency, students receiving special
education, and students with low initial test scores. In other words, the
most disadvantaged students benefit the most.
These are not one-off success stories. Studies from New York City and
Boston both confirm that the public charter sectors as a whole in these
cities are dramatically more effective than surrounding traditional
public schools. In New York City, virtually all public charter schools are
oversubscribed and can be evaluated using experimental methods.
Stanford economist Caroline Hoxby found that, on average, students
gained 9% of a standard deviation in math and 6% of a standard deviation
in reading for each year they attended a New York City charter school.
She writes: “[A] student who attended a charter school for all of grades
kindergarten through eight would close about 86% of the ‘ScarsdaleHarlem achievement gap’ in math and 66% of the achievement gap
in English.”10 A Harvard study that used both experimental and more
conventional evaluation methods to evaluate the impacts of public charter
schools in Boston found equally strong positive effects of attending a

6

Abdulkadiroglu, A., et al. (2009). Informing the Debate: Comparing Boston’s Charter, Pilot and
Traditional Schools. The Boston Foundation
7 Dobbie, W., & Fryer, Jr., R. G. (2009). “Are High Quality Schools Enough to Close the Achievement
Gap? Evidence from a Social Experiment in Harlem.” NBER Working Paper No. 15473. Cambridge,
MA: National Bureau of Economic Research.
8 Brooks, D. (2009, May 8). “The Harlem Miracle.” The New York Times, p. A31.
9 Angrist, J. D., et al. (2010). “Who Benefits from KIPP?” NBER Working Paper No. 15740. Cambridge,
MA: National Bureau of Economic Research.
10 Hoxby, C. M., Murarka, S., & Kang, J. (2009). How New York City’s Charter Schools Affect
Achievement, August 2009 Report. Cambridge, MA: New York City Charter Schools Evaluation
Project.
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public charter school in that city. Interestingly, the study also evaluated the
relative performance of “pilot” schools, which were created by the district
in response to the presence of charter schools and given some expanded
autonomy (although they remained covered by the district’s collective
bargaining agreement). In contrast to the findings for charters, there was
no evidence that pilot schools outperformed the regular district schools —
suggesting the difficulty of trying to create charter-like environments in the
context of a large urban school district.
To be sure, not all public charter schools are achieving such dramatic
results. A 2010 experimental study of 36 charter middle schools across
13 states conducted by Mathematica Policy Research on behalf of the
U.S. Department of Education found that, on average, attending a
charter school did not have a statistically significant impact on student
achievement in reading or math after two years.11 At the same time,
however, the charter schools in the study serving large numbers of
economically disadvantaged and low-achieving students had substantial
positive effects on math achievement — perhaps suggesting the broader
effectiveness of schools targeting urban populations. An even larger
nonexperimental study of all public charter schools across 16 states
conducted by researchers at Stanford University found that 37% of
charter schools had a statistically significant negative impact on student
achievement while only 17% had a statistically significant positive effect.12
Although the study is less definitive than those using experimental
methods, it provides strong evidence that the performance of the charter
sector as a whole is quite varied.
It is important to remember that all public charter schools are not
somehow better than their district counterparts, rather that the charter
vehicle has enabled enterprising educators and citizens to create
some schools that perform exceptionally well. The relevant question for
policymakers is how their success can be replicated.

11 Gleason, P., et al. (2010). The Evaluation of Charter School Impacts. NCEE 2010-4029. Washington DC:
Institute for Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education.
12 Center for Research on Educational Outcomes (2009). Multiple Choice: Charter School Performance in
16 States. Stanford, CA: Center for Research on Educational Outcomes, Stanford University.
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Appendix B
Brief History of Reform in IPS
Much of this section was prepared for The Mind Trust by Kenneth Wong
(Brown University) and Francis X. Shen (Tulane University).
Over the years, an array of well-intentioned reforms by district leaders has
left a legacy of unmet goals and dashed expectations. Time and again,
local leaders have tried to improve Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS), with
little success.
Early reform efforts responded to the metropolitan area’s shifting
demographics and legislative and legal action that have affected those
demographic trends. When soldiers returning from World War II filled the
city, for instance, city schools provided training and education of veterans.1
In the decades immediately following the war, IPS experienced tremendous
growth in enrollment.2 But, like many urban districts across the country, IPS
struggled to meet the new challenges posed by a history of segregated
schools and a rise in the number of low-income and African American
students.3

IPS has a history of “incremental,
fragmented reform that only
produces temporary or isolated
improvements in student
performance, without lasting,
systemic impact.”
—Kenneth Wong and Francis Shen, 2010

Legislative action on municipal and school governance played an important
role in shaping the IPS student body. Specifically, the re-organization of
Marion County governance after the 1969 passage of the Consolidated
First-Class Cities and Counties Act (better known as “Uni-Gov”) ensured
that, although Marion County governance and many government services
would unify, school governance would remain separate. As IPS enrollment
changed, IPS educators recognized the needs of their students were
unique and thus required special student services. In 1962, for instance,
more than 400 teachers met at Indiana University to hear from social
and psychological experts about educating city students, and the federal
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), which passed in 1965,
enabled IPS to launch a number of new programs aimed at compensating
for its students’ high-poverty levels.4 An official publication from IPS
published in 1970 reviewed more than 30 distinct initiatives funded either
wholly or in part by Title I or Title III of the ESEA.5

1

2

3

4
5

Harshman, H. L., & Murphy, J. F. (1945). “How Indianapolis Schools Serve Veterans and Public.” The
Clearing House 19(9): 534–537 . In the immediate post-war years, there is some evidence that student
achievement on the Stanford Achievement Test (grade 8) and Metropolitan Achievement Test (grade
4) was at, or above, expected grade-level performance. See: Givens, P. W. (1957). “Who Says Children
Are Less Educated Today?” The Clearing House 32(1): 40–42.
In his seminal 1971 decision, Judge Hugh Dillin observed that “the total number of elementary
pupils rose from 53,352 in 1954–55 to 82,853 in 1967–68, while the number of schools rose from 87
regular elementary and junior high schools and eight regular high schools in 1954–55 to 113 regular
elementary and junior high schools and eleven regular high schools in 1967–68.” United States v.
Board of School Commissioners of the City of Indianapolis, 332 F. Supp. 655 at 666–667 (1971).
As discussed by the United States Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit, “Indianapolis and Marion
County, before Uni-Gov, were not unlike dozens of other metropolitan areas throughout the country.
The central city, Indianapolis, was losing population and becoming more predominately black and poor
while the surrounding suburban areas were growing rapidly, but, with a few exceptions, remaining
almost exclusively white. School enrollments were following a similar pattern. By 1970 IPS enrolled
less than 60% of the county’s total students, but over 97% of the black students in the county.” United
States v. Board of School Commissioners of the City of Indianapolis, 637 F.2d 1101 at 1106 (1980).
Indianapolis Public Schools (1970). Programs to Improve the Quality of Education in the Indianapolis
Public Schools From 1962–1970, Instruction Division.
Indianapolis Public Schools (1970).
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Despite these and other efforts, by the early 1980s IPS was still struggling.
Following the publication of A Nation At Risk in 1983, reforming IPS became
an even greater priority — as did school reform nationwide. Former
Indiana superintendent of public instruction H. Dean Evans argued in the
national publication Phi Delta Kappan that education reform should begin
“everywhere at once: governance, school day, social influence, curriculum,
recruitment and retention of high-quality teachers, and school finance.”6
With the notable exception of governance — which has remained constant
— IPS has tried to address a number of other areas in the last three
decades. For example, in the 1980s, local foundations supported improved
parental involvement through an initiative called Parents in Touch.7
Enhanced parent-teacher conferences, parental contracts, phone hotlines,
and other resources were made available.8
In 1989, Governor Evan Bayh joined the nation’s governors in adopting a
series of national education goals, which stated that by the year 2000,
“All children in America will start school ready to learn; the high school
graduation rate will increase to at least 90%; and American students will
leave grades four, eight, and twelve having demonstrated competency in
challenging subject matter.”9 The 1990s featured additional reforms, such
as a partnership with the Community Leaders Allied for Superior Schools
(CLASS) and enhanced teacher professional development.
Despite the slew of reform efforts, the 1980s produced few lasting student
gains. Although new superintendent Shirl E. Gilbert promised to deliver
a world-class education, his tenure was marked instead by arguments
with the school board. A 1993 report from the Indianapolis Adult Literacy
Program on IPS summarized the critique: “This is the real tragedy. No
one is accountable. Teachers, administrators, parents, and students must
become more responsible for achieving quality in our schools.”10 Gilbert
resigned in 1994.
In 1995, IPS welcomed a new superintendent, Esperanza Zendejas, and new
state legislation aimed to hold IPS more accountable. Zendejas observed:
“I believe the district is in crisis. This crisis deals with financial resources.
It deals with accountability. And it deals with community perceptions.”11
Zendejas also had problems with the school board, this time over
accountability plans, and she served only two years as superintendent.
The 1995 state law that limited collective bargaining rights within IPS was
deemed largely a failure because IPS did not embrace it, partly because
the school board objected that the new law was not homegrown. As school
board member Michael Brown said: “None of us here are against teacher
accountability. But I didn’t create the law. The legislature did. Why should I
take a position on something that I have no control over?”12

6

Evans, H. D. (1983). “We Must Begin Educational Reform ‘Every Place at Once.’” Phi Delta Kappan
65(3): 173–177.
7 Warner, I. (1991). “Parents in Touch: District Leadership for Parent Involvement.” Phi Delta Kappan
72(5): 372–75.
8 Warner, I. (1991).
9 Erickson, J. B. (1993). The State of the Child in Indiana II. Indianapolis: Indiana Youth Institute, p. 125.
10 Uishi, P. (1993). Schools at the Crossroads: Which Way to Educational Excellence, Indianapolis Adult
Literacy Program.
11 Associated Press (1995, June 2).“IPS to Re-Interview Top Staff New Head Gives the System an F.”
12 Hooper, K. L. (2001, Jan. 24). “A Cornerstone for the Future.” The Indianapolis Star.
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Other reforms (e.g., school-based committees) also failed to generate
the intended results because the tools were not in place to support the
improvements. District personnel were rhetorically making the case for
major changes, but they shied away when implementation required
a significant departure from the institutional norms. Reflecting on her
experience at IPS, Zendejas said: “This city wanted a superintendent with
the urgent passion of education, and they got it. Then when they got it,
maybe it was too passionate and too urgent.”13 When asked to consider the
potential of the system to embrace ma jor change, Zendejas was skeptical:
“I don’t think it’s possible. I think there’s a lot of closed-minded people on
the board and in the system.”14
The Zendejas episode is just one example of IPS leaning toward “insider”
or “safe” choices for vision and leadership. From 1997–2005, Duncan
Pritchett served as superintendent after many years of IPS service. His
tenure was guided by the development of two strategic plans that focused
on improving eight areas: academic standards, organizational structure,
partnerships, parent engagement, communication, staff development,
facilities, and fiscal responsibility.15
Under Pritchett’s watch, the district:16
❋❋ Created the Office of School Transformation, which collected and
reviewed data from successful programs around the country. The
hallmark of this initiative was the creation of Freshman Academies and
Career Academies at each of the traditional high schools, Thomas Carr
Howe Academy, and George Washington Community School.
❋❋ Partnered with the National Urban Alliance to improve reading across
grade levels.
❋❋ Created the Math Initiative, which required high school students to
complete a minimum of three years of math, with algebra as the
foundation course.
❋❋ Received $16.4 million from a local foundation to fund instructional
coaches in K–12 classrooms, dual-teacher classes at the 6th grade level,
and a virtual learning environment that allowed high school students to
use Internet-based learning tools.
During Pritchett’s tenure, Indiana also passed its public charter school
law, and Mayor Bart Peterson became more directly involved in education
policymaking.

13 Quoted in: Fleming, L. N. (1996). “Zendejas’ Reforms Came Fast but Went Too Far for Some.” The
Indianapolis Star. But even Zendejas may not have been bold enough. At least one report at the time,
for instance, suggested that she was not intending to fire any central office personnel, just re-assign
them elsewhere. The Fort Wayne News-Sentinel reported that “[w]hile Zendejas stressed that no one
should worry about being fired, she acknowledged some administrators could be demoted to positions
outside the central office.” Associated Press (1995, June 2).
14 Quoted in: Fleming, L. N. (1996). “Zendejas Ponders the Future of IPS.” The Indianapolis Star.
15 Indianapolis Public Schools (2005). IPS Strategic Plan, 2005–2010.
16 Pritchett, D. (2002, Dec. 31). “IPS’ Cutting-Edge Plan to Improve Achievement.” The Indianapolis Star.
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A 1999 Hudson Institute report decried Pritchett’s incremental approach,
arguing that “the time is long past for marginal changes. Indiana can no
longer afford to experiment with the latest pedagogical fashions.”17 The
Indianapolis Star editorialized that “it’s time for IPS to try some radically
different approaches in its high schools.”18
But Pritchett responded by pointing to several of his programs and
boasting that “IPS is proud to offer cutting-edge, research-based
instruction to students.”19 Others in the community shared Pritchett’s
sentiment that the Star was being unduly harsh.20

17 Garber, M. P., Heet, J. A., & Styring, III, W. (1999). Indiana Education: On Shaky Ground. New York:
Hudson Institute.
18 Editorial (2002, Dec. 4). “A Radical Approach to Improving Schools.” The Indianapolis Star.
19 Pritchett, D. (2002, Dec. 31).
20 A special report in The Indianapolis Star follow-up found that “the perceptions of IPS as a ‘troubled’
school system as portrayed by the Star and other media are inaccurate and unfair, according to the
majority of this group. Many passionately shared their experiences with IPS as parents, teachers,
volunteers and students, painting a picture of a school district where a lot of good learning is
happening.” Daniels, T. E. (May 13, 2001). “Credibility Tied to Readers’ Perceptions.” The Indianapolis
Star.
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APPENDIX C
IPS’ Talent Development Strategy
From a special report prepared for The Mind Trust by Kenneth Wong (Brown
University) and Francis X. Shen (Tulane University).
Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) and education reformers agree that
high-quality principals and teachers are the cornerstone of successful
school reform. There is disagreement, however, on how effectively IPS is
developing its leadership and teaching capacity. In this section, we review
steps IPS has taken to improve school and classroom leadership, and we
look at the work that remains to be done. Consistent with earlier analyses,
we see a pattern of successful, but limited, innovation and a resistance to
fully transform the district’s human capacity.

Critiques from Cambridge Education and
TeachPlus
The state Department of Education hired Cambridge Education Associates,
a private education consulting firm, to audit schools that failed to meet
state accountability standards for consecutive years. The most egregious
findings of failure in these IPS schools included:1
❋❋ “A lack of trust between many students and teachers.”
❋❋ “The quality of teaching is variable, with few instances of effective
practice.”
❋❋ “Teachers offer insufficient challenges and low expectations regarding
student outcomes.”
❋❋ “Principals do not have enough autonomy to make [human resource]
decisions about their teacher workforce.”
❋❋ The report faults teachers, principals, and central office administrators
for most of these deficiencies
Current staffing is based on “forced placement,” under which school
leaders have little say over which teachers are assigned to their schools.
In a separate report, TeachPlus, a nonprofit network that helps support
teachers in urban schools, documented how IPS continues to use hiring
policies that hamper the district’s ability to attract and retain effective
educators.2 Specifically, they found that:
❋❋ Teacher attrition is high — “Between the 2008–2009 and 2009–2010
school year, 17 percent of teachers in the district were no longer
teaching in IPS. Of the 2,462 teachers who were teaching in IPS in 2008–
2009, 415 of them left their classrooms by 2009–2010. A troublingly high
proportion of that attrition — 36 percent — is teachers with 2–5 years
experience” (p. 2).

1
2

Cambridge Education Associates (2010). Quality Review Report: A Review of 12 IPS Schools.
Indiana Policy Fellows (2010). The Cost of Loyalty: Teachers’ Stay-or-Leave Decision in the Indianapolis
Public Schools. Boston, MA: TeachPlus.
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❋❋ Teacher pay is not competitive — “The data are alarming: in every
school corporation in Marion County that surrounds IPS, teacher
salaries are higher at almost every level of experience. The differences
are stark: teachers in the Marion County districts that surround IPS
earn thousands of dollars more annually in the early years and tens of
thousands of dollars more in the later years” (p. 2).
❋❋ IPS spends a lot on nonteacher expenditures — “Although Indianapolis
Public School teachers’ salaries are the lowest in the area, the opposite
is true of the district’s expenditures. In fact, IPS spends more than every
Marion County district (except Lawrence) in per-pupil expenditures
... . Where is this money going? How is it being spent? The money is
obviously not being allocated to teacher salaries” (p. 4).

The New Teacher Project
The New Teacher Project’s (TNTP) Indianapolis Teaching Fellows Program
has proven to be an effective way to improve teaching quality in IPS. Over
four cohorts, the program has brought in 50 teachers to teach in high-need
subject areas. TNTP teachers are both recent college graduates and those
making a career change into teaching. TNTP has developed a working
relationship with IPS human resources, but TNTP’s practices generally
remain isolated. TNTP has not, to date, transformed IPS talent development
practices, although there have been some changes in reduction in force
policies and more discussion of how best to use performance data. Nor has
IPS fully embraced the suggested benchmarks recommended by TNTP. The
benchmarks were aimed at accomplishing two goals.

Goal A: Promote instructional quality through the IPS staffing
process.
❋❋ Develop a new reduction in force policy that considers teacher
effectiveness.
❋❋ Ensure that all teacher placements are based on an interview and
selection process.
❋❋ Allow principals to consider internal and external candidates for
vacancies early in the hiring season.

Goal B: Improve IPS’ talent development infrastructure.
❋❋ Ensure that teacher evaluations are rigorous, differentiated, and provide
meaningful feedback to support effective teaching.
❋❋ Support school-based decisionmaking in displacement and hiring
decisions.
❋❋ Provide a high level of customer service to teachers and principals.
In thinking about why the district has moved on some, but not all, of these
benchmarks, there is at least some evidence that IPS remains insulated
from “outside” ideas that conflict with long-held policies. The notion that
“that’s just not the way we’ve done things before” may be at least part of
the reason that changes have not been more widespread. There remains
much to do to empower teachers through a comprehensive strategy that
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aligns talent development systems (professional development, hiring/
firing policies, teacher evaluation metrics, and so on) in order to place an
effective teacher in every classroom.
To help achieve this goal, IPS can learn from 2009 analyses conducted by
TNTP.3 The report found that only 21% of IPS teachers surveyed by TNTP
said that IPS had given them any “unsatisfactory” or “needs improvement”
ratings in their previous three evaluations — despite the fact that student
performance in the district was exceedingly low. Moreover, fewer than six
out of the 587 teachers evaluated in 2008 were recommended for dismissal
due to poor performance. This discrepancy indicates that IPS leadership
must either (a) believe that its teacher evaluation instrument/system
does a poor job of rating educators or (b) believe that the fault lies with
students and families and is not a result of ineffective teaching. Fortunately,
the evidence points to the former — IPS willingly admits that it has had
systemic problems with its evaluations, leading the district to modify its old
evaluation system.
IPS staffing policies do not consider teacher quality as a factor in
placement and layoffs. Not only does this contradict teacher preferences
— 74% of teachers told TNTP they thought this policy should change —
but the policy contradicts research that demonstrates teacher seniority
has little effect on student learning. IPS’ seniority-based human resource
practices run against educator preferences and policies in many successful
organizations outside the public K–12 sector. Human resource departments
in IPS do not have mechanisms to support the timely recruitment of the
teachers that principals say they want: 77% of principals say bureaucracy
has cost them their first-choice hires. These deficiencies in IPS hiring and
staffing should be a top priority in any future reforms.

Teach For America
The district has been slow to embrace, and at times hostile to, teachers
from Teach For America (TFA). This is despite the fact that all seven
Indianapolis principals with a TFA teacher in his or her school reported
that they were “very satisfied” with the TFA teacher.4 All reported that TFA
teachers were making a positive difference in the school environment.
Perhaps most telling, all principals rated TFA teachers above average
beginning teachers, indicating that TFA was better preparing teachers
than the traditional IPS pipeline. Unsurprisingly, all seven principals said
it was very likely that they would recommend hiring TFA corps members
to a fellow school leader. As one principal put it, “Teach For America has
truly been a blessing to me and to my students. They bring to the table the
much needed youthful energy, enthusiasm, drive, vision, passion and influx
of new ideas to help our students prepare themselves both academically
and socially for their successful transition to the 21st century.”5

3
4
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The New Teacher Project (2009). Teacher Staffing and Evaluation in Indianapolis Public Schools.
Brooklyn, NY.
Turner, T. T., & White, R. N. (2009). 2008–09 National Survey of Principals: Indianapolis Region. Report
prepared for Teach For America.
Turner, T. T., & White, R. N. (2009).
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By allowing TFA teachers into its ranks, IPS improved the experience of
its students. But it can do more. There is no mention of TFA, for instance,
in the 2010–15 strategic plan. It should be noted as well that resistance to
so-called outsiders is not just a central administration issue but rather a
districtwide culture.

IPS’ Response to Talent Development Challenges
In gauging IPS’ responses to the talent development challenges raised by
TNTP and others, it is clear that Superintendent Eugene White is aware
of the problem. Commenting in a article in The Wall Street Journal on
urban education, Dr. White said, “If you are truly going to be fair to urban
students, you have to provide them with the best teachers they can have.
You shouldn’t have a mandate that says you are untouchable because you
have been here longer.”6 Lofty language aside, it has been more difficult
to actually improve the quality of the teaching force. White estimates that
with a notable exception, 60% of IPS high school teachers performed at
questionable levels.7 The Indianapolis Star reporter Matthew Tully, who has
investigated IPS staffing, wrote “the district has exacerbated the problem
by failing to aggressively push problematic teachers through that [teacher
dismissal] process or implement an effective teacher evaluation system.”
Tully was told by IPS administrators that “it will take three to five more
years before they can seriously tackle the issue of bad teachers.”8 The lack
of urgency is concerning, as three to five years means that entire cohorts
of IPS students may be subject to underperforming teachers.
Responding to the Cambridge Education report’s findings on the need for
improved human capital, White and IPS School Board President Michael
Brown had this exchange with Fox59 reporter Gene Cox:9
Reporter Gene Cox, Fox59: “Are there some teachers you would like to
replace?”
Dr. Eugene White: “Yes. There are, and there are some administrators
we probably need to replace and we’re working to do that.”
Despite the new report, White said the situation is better than five years
ago, and graduation rates are up.
Part of the resistance to changes in teacher hiring and retention comes
from the Indianapolis Education Association, on record as defending
seniority rules.10 But the deeper problem is that IPS leadership sees
its current reform program as a sufficient response to the problem.
Commenting on the Cambridge Education report, White said:
These reviews don’t take into account the significant progress the
district has made in the past several years. The district’s focus has
been on improving the school environment and getting all the schools
on the same page. The next step is to work on teacher quality. Most of

6
7
8
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Tully, M. (2009, Sept. 4). “Indianapolis Tests Out Education Reform.” The Wall Street Journal.
Tully, M. (2010, Mar. 28). “Will State Take Over Manual?” The Indianapolis Star.
Tully, M. (2010, Mar. 28).
Cox, G. (2010, Apr. 13). “New Report Reveals Problems in IPS Schools,” Fox59. Available: www.fox59.
com/news/education/wxin-ips-problems-041310,0,1673004.story
10 Tully, M. (2009, Sept. 4).
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the problems in teaching are among teachers who aren’t willing to step
beyond lectures to make learning interesting for students who have
already tuned out from that way of learning. The kids just don’t do
lectures.11
Put another way, White and others believe IPS is solving the teacher quality
problem incrementally: first addressing school organization, then teacher
quality in the next three to five years. This incremental approach is likely
to lead to fragmentation rather than fundamental change. Replacing a few
bad teachers with better ones or transferring a few principals to different
buildings is not enough. IPS must fully address the TNTP recommendations,
starting with the recognition that the talent development pipeline for IPS
needs to be rebuilt, not just repackaged. If the central office maintains the
staffing status quo, it will continue to produce poor results.
Unfortunately, there is little indication that change is coming. For instance,
the first accomplishment listed in the State of the District 2010 report under
Administrative Supervision is: “Elementary administrators continue to
do a very good job of enforcing the student dress policy.”12 While school
uniforms are a politically popular and visible reform, their effects on
student achievement are unclear.13 Moreover, the district believes “central
administration has demonstrated effective district leadership and support
this year.”14 This is problematic because of the poor performance: How can
leadership that fails to meet its strategic objective be deemed effective?
Also troubling is the uncertainty of how effectiveness is measured.
There seems to be little consideration of capacity and little alignment of
evaluation with strategic goals.
Given the inability of the administration to develop such measures after five
years in office, one is skeptical of the current proposed School Board Action
Plan, which lists as its first goal: “Create a process to decentralize district
control in a systemic progression with accountability and performance
benchmarks.” While partners TNTP and TFA have demonstrated positive
results and produced talent development plans, nowhere does the Board
Action Plan suggest:
❋❋ Collaborating with TNTP to adopt innovative talent development
strategies.
❋❋ Collaborating with TFA to recruit more TFA teachers to IPS.
❋❋ Restructuring workforce incentives.

11 Gammill, A. (2010, Apr. 13). “Review Shows Serious Problems at Some IPS Schools.” The
Indianapolis Star.
12 Indianapolis Public Schools (2010). State of the District 2010, p. 40. Available: www.ips.k12.in.us/
fileadmin/Assets/AboutUs/pdf/State%20of%20the%20District%202010.pdf
13 Yeung, R. (2009). “Are School Uniforms a Good Fit? Results from the ECLS-K and NELS.” Educational
Policy 847: 23; Brunsma, D. L., Ed. (2006). Uniforms in Public Schools: A Decade of Research and
Debate. Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield Education.
14 Indianapolis Public Schools (2010), p. 44.
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IPS needs both improved teachers and better school leaders. In a
foundation proposal to fund a new principal pipeline, TFA pointed out that:
This past year, several administrators were released or reassigned
as a result of failure to meet expectations. Furthermore, a significant
percentage of Indianapolis Public School (IPS) administrators are
reaching or are past the retirement age. More than 34 percent of
licensed administrators are over the age of 60, and 68 percent are past
50. Given the rate of expected turnover, it is critical that the district
establish a pipeline of new leadership. While the need for this pipeline
is immediate, the school leadership education programs state-wide,
including a new MBA principal certification program at Notre Dame,
are several years away from being robust enough to prepare the next
generation of school leaders to face the challenges of the schools they
will lead.15
IPS should embrace substantive reform of its principal pipeline. Rather than
shuffling principals from school to school, or pushing bad principals into
administrative roles, IPS should aggressively replace poorly performing
school leaders.
IPS administration must also diversify leadership, expand schooling
options, and accelerate the use of rigorous evaluations to help improve
or remove less effective educators. Equally important is a comprehensive
audit on the effectiveness of the central office staff in meeting the goals of
the district’s strategic action plan.

15 Teach For America (2009). A New Generation of Leaders: Building a School Leadership Pipeline in
Indianapolis. Proposal to the Richard M. Fairbanks Foundation.
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Appendix D
Summary of CREDO Public
Charter School Study
The Center for Research on Education Outcomes (CREDO) at Stanford
University conducted an analysis between 2004 and 2008 comparing
student performance in Indiana’s public charter schools to similar students
in traditional public schools.21

Methodology
To identify a comparison group with which to compare Indiana’s public
charter students, researchers built a Virtual Control Record (VCR) for each
charter school student. For each charter student, researchers identified all
students from the feeder school (the traditional public school from which
the charter student came or would be likely to enroll) who matched the
following criteria:
❋❋ Grade level
❋❋ Gender
❋❋ Race/ethnicity
❋❋ Free or reduced-price lunch status
❋❋ English language learner status
❋❋ Special education status
❋❋ Prior test score on state achievement tests
This process allowed researchers to find matches for 84% of charter
students in reading and math. Only students in grades 4–9 were included
in the study, as these grades are covered by the state achievement testing
program and could be linked over time using the VCR methodology.

Results
Below is a summary of the research findings. All findings apply to public
charters statewide unless indicated otherwise.

Overall
❋❋ Charter students across Indiana and Indianapolis outperformed their
peers in traditional public schools in both reading (by .04 to.05 standard
deviations) and math (by .07 to .08 standard deviations).
❋❋ The greatest gains for public charter school students occurred in the
first two years of enrollment and tapered off in the third year.
❋❋ Charter students outperformed their peers in traditional public schools
in both math and reading regardless of how long the charter school had
been open.

21 Center for Research on Education Outcomes (CREDO) (2011). “Charter School Performance in
Indiana.” Stanford University. Available http://credo.stanford.edu/reports/IN_State_Report_
CREDO_%202011.pdf
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❋❋ On average, most of the state’s 42 public charter schools performed
about as well as traditional public schools enrolling matched students.
More than 40%, or 18 charters, had significantly better learning gains in
reading, while just more than one-quarter, or 11 public charter schools,
had significantly better learning gains in math. One charter had
significantly worse learning gains in reading.

Student subgroups
❋❋ Black students in both school settings failed to make as much progress
as white students in traditional public schools in reading. In math,
however, black students enrolled in public charter schools improved at
about the same level as the average white student in traditional public
schools. In contrast, learning gains by black students in traditional public
schools were below their white peers in both reading and math.
❋❋ The gains made by Hispanic students in reading in both traditional
and public charter schools exceeded gains made by white students in
traditional public schools. The gains were largest in traditional public
schools but not statistically significant from the gains similar charter
students made.
❋❋ Students in poverty enrolled in public charter schools made larger gains
in math than their peers in traditional schools.
❋❋ Students qualifying for special education and English language learners
performed no better or worse in traditional public schools compared to
public charter schools.
❋❋ Students who had been held back a grade and attended a charter
school made larger gains in math compared to similar students in
traditional public schools.
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Appendix E
New Schools for New Orleans:
Building the Public Charter Sector
New Schools for New Orleans (NSNO) is a nonprofit organization
committed to a vision of “excellent public schools for every child in New
Orleans.”1 NSNO was founded in April 2006, shortly after Hurricane
Katrina’s destruction of New Orleans’ school system in 2005. Local and
state leaders began rebuilding the city with a new kind of school system
— one in which multiple authorities (the Recovery School District, Orleans
Parish School Board, and the State Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education) governed schools.2
NSNO has played a key role in increasing the presence of high-quality
new schools in New Orleans, launching 13 schools already, with plans
to launch 19 additional schools in the next five years.3 In the 2010–11
school year, 71% of the city’s students attended public charter schools.4
“School performance scores are up nearly 20 points on average, and the
achievement gap vs. the rest of the state has narrowed by nearly 50%,”
says NSNO founder and CEO Sarah Usdin in the 2010 Annual Report.
“There’s evidence that we have begun to change the public education
experience and, as a result, the expectations of students, parents and
communities in New Orleans.”5
NSNO focuses on three functions:

Recruit exceptional talent
❋❋ Recruit excellent teachers and leaders to new schools through
partnerships with organizations such as Teach For America and New
Leaders for New Schools.
❋❋ Fund teachNOLA, The New Teacher Project’s New Orleans initiative.

Build and support high-performing schools
❋❋ Incubate new schools through the NSNO Founder Fellowship Program.
❋❋ Offer leadership training to schools and charter management
organizations (CMOs).
❋❋ Support the expansion of high-performing public charters and CMOs.

1

2
3

4

5

New Schools for New Orleans (2009). Exceptional Human Capital + High-Performing Schools +
Reform-Driven Environment = Dramatic Gains in Achievement. Available:
http://newschoolsforneworleans.org/documents/NSNO.AnnualUpdate.pdf
Boast, L., Brinson, D., & Hassel, B. (2011). New Orleans-Style Education Reform: A Guide for Cities.
New Orleans: New Schools for New Orleans. Forthcoming.
CEE-Trust (2011). “Charter School Incubation: A Recap of the CEE-Trust Conversation Held in New
Orleans, January 27–28, 2011.” Available: www.cee-trust.org/upload/news/0308110935_CEETrust%20Charter%20Incubation%20Event%20Recap.pdf
The Scott S. Cowen Institute for Public Education Initiatives at Tulane University (2011). The 2011
State of Public Education in New Orleans. Available: www.coweninstitute.com/wp-content/
uploads/2011/07/2011-SPENO-report.pdf
New Schools for New Orleans (2010). Expanding Experiences. Changing Perspectives. Available:
http://newschoolsforneworleans.org/documents/NSNO2010AnnualUpdate.pdf
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❋❋ Ensure quality in all of New Orleans public charter schools by
subsidizing data-driven instruction through programs such as the
Achievement Network and STEP.

Create a reform-driven environment
❋❋ Foster the creation of organizations such as the Parent Organizing
Network that inform communities of reform efforts.
❋❋ Fight for policies that encourage public charter growth and
accountability at the district, state, and national levels.6
With a staff of 15, NSNO’s 2010 fiscal year expenses were about $4.6 million.
A combination of local and national philanthropies support NSNO, including
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation,
and the Greater New Orleans Foundation. NSNO is also the recipient of the
U.S. Department of Education’s $28 million Investing in Innovation grant.7

6
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New Schools for New Orleans (2009).
New Schools for New Orleans (2010).
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Appendix F
New Orleans Public Schools:
Recovery through Reform
In the 2004–05 school year, just before Hurricane Katrina, 73% of New
Orleans public school students qualified for free lunch. The Orleans Parish
School Board (OPSB), which governed the schools, was mired in corruption
and controversy. In March 2005, after a decade of budget issues, the school
board ran out of money.1
In the 2004–05 school year, 71% of students in New Orleans attended failing
schools.2 Five years later, that figure had dropped to 26%.3
What led to this stunning turnaround? Katrina’s destruction of an already
crumbling school district left the state with no options but to transform.
Changes included:

Expanding the Recovery School District (RSD)
❋❋ The RSD was established by the state in 2003 to fix failing schools.
Before Katrina, five New Orleans schools were taken over by the RSD
and turned into public charter schools. In November 2005, however,
the state legislature passed a law tightening state expectations and
allowing state intervention in schools in academic crisis. As a result, the
state transferred 107 “academically unacceptable” schools from OPSB to
the RSD, leaving only 16 schools under OPSB control. This left city public
schools governed and operated by multiple entities.4

Partnering with external organizations
❋❋ The RSD works closely with New Schools for New Orleans (NSNO),
founded in April 2006 shortly after the storm. Since its inception,
NSNO has recruited excellent teachers and leaders through talent
pipelines such as Teach For America and New Leaders for New Schools.
NSNO also funds teachNOLA, The New Teacher Project’s New Orleans
initiative. NSNO incubates new schools and supports the expansion
of high-performing public charters, and it works with parents and
community members to fight for policies that encourage autonomy and
accountability for schools.5

Building a charter-friendly environment
❋❋ When the RSD was founded in 2003, it was given authority to turn its
underperforming schools into public charter schools. After Katrina,
both the RSD and OPSB turned to charter operators to reopen schools
quickly with the support of federal grants created specifically for
charters. NSNO set an early goal to launch five to 10 charter schools

1

2
3

4
5

The Scott S. Cowen Institute for Public Education Initiatives at Tulane University (2010). The State of
Public Education in New Orleans: Five Years after Hurricane Katrina. Available: www.coweninstitute.
com/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/katrina-book.final_.CIpageSmaller.pdf
The Cowen Institute (2010).
The Scott S. Cowen Institute for Public Education Initiatives at Tulane University (2011). The 2011
State of Public Education in New Orleans. Available: www.coweninstitute.com/wp-content/
uploads/2011/07/2011-SPENO-report.pdf
The Cowen Institute (2010).
New Schools for New Orleans (2010). Expanding Experiences. Changing Perspectives. Available:
http://newschoolsforneworleans.org/documents/NSNO2010AnnualUpdate.pdf
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each year; in 2009, the charter cap was removed from the state charter
law. National networks such as Knowledge Is Power Program (KIPP)
and the homegrown FirstLine began opening schools in New Orleans,
and many more independent organizations arrived to operate single
schools. When schools began reopening after Katrina, fewer than 5% of
New Orleans schools were public charters. In 2010–11, 71% of students in
New Orleans enrolled in a charter school.6

Figure F-1. New orleans students show
dramatic improvements after
school transformations
Percentage of students passing state
high-stakes standardized tests,
2006–07 and 2010–11
4th Grade

Offering citywide choice to students
❋❋ After the storm, schools in both the RSD and the OPSB, whether public
charter or district-run, became schools of choice for all students. This
meant that regardless of where a student lived, he or she could attend
any public school. This system also serves as an accountability structure
for schools, which must maintain quality to attract families.7

67%

63%

48%
42%

Increasing per-pupil funding, with schools in control
❋❋ The federal government and private donors responded quickly to the
hurricane by offering New Orleans an unprecedented amount of money
available for students. For the 2004–05 school year, the average perpupil funding in New Orleans was less that $8,000; five years later,
spending had grown to $13,040 per student.8 New funds allowed for
longer school days and years, technology upgrades, and higher teacher
salaries.
In the wake of the storm, these changes came quickly, and so did the
results. In the four school years after Katrina, New Orleans public schools
showed an average growth of 20 points on their school performance
scores, compared with the state average of 6.5 points.9 About 90% of
students graduated from high school in 2010, a huge jump from 50% in
2007.10 Figure F-1, from the Cowen Institute report The 2011 State of Public
Education in New Orleans, shows the growth in the percentage of students
meeting state standards between 2006–07 and 2010–11.

ELA

Math
2006–07

2010–11

8th Grade

62%

39%

In 2010, the Fordham Institute ranked New Orleans as the number-one
city most favorable to education reform.11 Often called “The Greatest
Education Lab,” New Orleans continues to draw excellent school leaders,
teachers, and organizations that push for innovative and effective reform
for the city’s students.

60%

36%

ELA

Math
2006–07

2010–11

Graduation Exit Exam

63%
54%
42%
36%

6
7

The Cowen Institute (2011).
Boast, L., Brinson, D., & Hassel, B. (2011). New Orleans-Style Education Reform: A Guide for Cities.
New Orleans: New Schools for New Orleans. Forthcoming.
8 The Cowen Institute (2011).
9 The Cowen Institute (2011).
10 Khadaroo, S. T. (2010, Aug. 29). “After Katrina, How Charter Schools Helped Recast New
Orleans Education.” The Christian Science Monitor. Available: www.csmonitor.com/USA/
Education/2010/0829/After-Katrina-how-charter-schools-helped-recast-New-Orleans-education
11 Hess, R., Palmieri, S., & Scull, J. (2010). America’s Best (and Worst) Cities for School Reform:
Attracting Entrepreneurs and Change Agents. Washington DC: Thomas B. Fordham Institute.
Available: www.edexcellencemedia.net/publications/2010/201008_SchoolReformCities/201008_
SchoolReform_FullReport.pdf
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ELA

Math
2006–07

2010–11

Source: The Scott S. Cowen Institute for Public Education Initiatives
at Tulane University (2011). The 2011 State of Public Education in
New Orleans. Available: www.coweninstitute.com/wp-content/
uploads/2011/07/2011-SPENO-report.pdf

Appendix G
Sweeping Reforms in New York
City’s Education System
It’s been almost a decade since Joel Klein became Chancellor of the
New York City Department of Education, a period marked by uncharted
reform of a broken urban education system. Klein’s sweeping changes
transformed the central office, the role of school leaders, the district’s
external partnerships, and the public education offered to the city’s
students.
In June 2002, the state legislature decreased the authority of local
community school boards, eliminated the citywide school board, and
placed the district under one agency, the New York City Department of
Education. State lawmakers also gave the mayor authority over school
budgets, citywide educational policy, and appointment of a chancellor
(what most districts call a superintendent).1 The shift of power from 32
community boards to the mayor gave Mayor Michael Bloomberg and Klein
the opportunity to make swift changes on a large scale, such as:

Increased autonomy and accountability for principals
❋❋ Principals make decisions about educational programs, staffing,
budgets, and external support from partners. This allows schools
to develop their own identities and explore innovative programs. In
return, school leaders are held accountable for their students meeting
state standards and showing growth. Initially, less than one-fifth of
the district’s schools were part of the “autonomy zone.” Today, the
autonomy zone covers the entire district.2

Clear expectations for school performance
❋❋ School progress reports designate a letter grade for every school,
based 60% on student growth from one year to the next on state
English language arts and math assessments; 25% proficiency on
state academic standards; and 15% on attendance and survey results
from students, parents, and teachers on areas such as school safety,
leadership quality, and communication. In addition, schools receive
additional points for closing the achievement gap for special education
students, English language learners, and underperforming students. In
addition to progress reports, schools are evaluated through in-depth
quality reviews, arts reports, and learning environment surveys. Finally,
students are assessed several times a year to measure progress. Data
are available immediately online to parents, teachers, and school
leaders through the Achievement Reporting and Innovation System
(ARIS).3

1

2
3

Hill, P., et al. (2009). Portfolio School Districts for Big Cities: An Interim Report. Seattle: Center on
Reinventing Public Education. Available: www.crpe.org/cs/crpe/download/csr_files/pub_psdp_
interim_oct09.pdf
Hill, P., et al. (2009).
New York City Department of Education (2009). Children First: A Bold, Common-Sense Plan
to Create Great Schools for All New York City Children. Available: http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/
rdonlyres/51C61E8F-1AE9-4D37-8881-4D688D4F843A/0/cf_corenarrative.pdf
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Expansion of the talent pipeline
❋❋ The Department of Education (DOE) opened the New York City
Leadership Academy, which recruits, trains, and places principals in
schools through its Aspiring Principals Program (APP). As of 2010, APP
had graduated 423 school leaders.4 The DOE also recruits talented
educators through New Leaders for New Schools, Teach For America,
and The New Teacher Project.5

Partnership with external organizations
❋❋ In place of centrally provided services, DOE has shifted funding and
control to schools, which now can determine the best way to obtain
the services they need. The DOE has fostered an array of service
providers, including both outside nonprofits and internal units. The
common denominator is that these providers exist to serve schools and
that schools can choose services that work best for their staffs and
students.6

Focus on opening new small schools
❋❋ More than 350 new schools have opened in New York City since 2002.7
Most of these schools are small schools, a stark contrast from the large
“factory model” of the past. The DOE partnered with organizations such
as New Visions for New Schools and the New York City Charter School
Center to open and incubate public charter and district-run schools in
neighborhoods with limited high-quality school options.
The results? When Klein came into office, fewer than 50% of 4th and
8th graders met state standards in reading and math. As of 2009, those
numbers have grown significantly, with nearly 70% of 4th graders and 57%
of 8th graders meeting state standards in reading. More than 80% of 4th
graders and more than 70% of 8th graders met state standards in math.8
“Traditional proposals for improving education — more money, better
curriculum, smaller classes, etc. — aren’t going to get the job done,” Klein
wrote in The Wall Street Journal shortly after his resignation in 2010. “We
need to innovate, as every successful sector of our economy does … .
In New York City we’ve experimented with new models and seen great
promise, but it will take larger investments to see real results.”9

4
5
6
7
8

9
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New York City Leadership Academy. “Results: Aspiring Principals Program.” Available:
www.nycleadershipacademy.org/overview/results
Hill, P., et al. (2009).
New York City Department of Education (2009).
New York City Department of Education (2009).
Liebman, J. S., & Rockoff, J. E. (2010, Nov. 30). “Moving Mountains in New York City:
Joel Klein’s Legacy by the Numbers.” Education Week. Available: www.edweek.org/ew/
articles/2010/11/30/14liebman.h30.html?r=1203333723
Klein, J. (2010, Dec. 4). “What I Learned at the Educational Barricades.” The Wall Street Journal.
Available: http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704104104575622800493796156.html
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Appendix H
Methodology and Assumptions
for Financial Analysis
Data Sources
Budget data
We sought to use the most recent financial data available for our
analysis. For most financial data, we used 2012 proposed budget figures
for Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS). Data for 2012 were not available,
however, for two funding streams: the school lunch fund and special-funded
programs. For those funds, we used 2011 figures as a proxy.
Our model projects spending over a multi-year period. While costs and
revenues are likely to change over that period, we have no valid forecasts
of how. As a result, we present all data in today’s dollars and assume that
revenues and costs remain the same.
Finance data came from the following sources:
❋❋ Schools and central administration: Indianapolis Public Schools (2011).
“2012 Proposed Budget Report.” Retrieved from www.budget.ips.k12.
in.us/fileadmin/Assets/Budget/110720_2012_MUNIS_301AB_Report.pdf
❋❋ Special-funded programs: 2012 figures not yet available. 2011 data from:
Indianapolis Public Schools, Budget Office. “Pages 178–84.” Personal
communication. Sept. 28, 2011.
❋❋ School lunch program: 2012 figures not yet available. 2011 figures from:
Indianapolis Public Schools, Budget Office. Personal communication.
Sept. 22, 2011.
❋❋ All other funds: 2012 figures not yet available. 2011 data from:
Indianapolis Public Schools, Budget Office. “Board items.” Personal
communication. Sept. 22, 2011.

Other finance data
❋❋ Per-pupil public charter school funding: An estimate of per-pupil charter
funding in Indianapolis comes from a Ball State University study using
2006–07 finance data: Maloney, L., et al. (2010). Charter School Funding:
Inequity Persists. Muncie, IN: Ball State University. Available: http://cms.
bsu.edu/Academics/CollegesandDepartments/Teachers/Schools/
Charter/CharterFunding.aspx. To ensure our estimate was conservative
given economic volatility since 2006–07, we did not adjust charter
funding for inflation.
❋❋ Prekindergarten costs: Our model uses the average national cost of
prekindergarten in 2009–10, $4,212 per pupil, based on an analysis
by National Institute for Early Education Research (2011). The State of
Preschool 2010. Available: http://nieer.org/yearbook/
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Enrollment
Our analysis uses 2010–11 enrollment figures and assumes constant
enrollment. Our enrollment data came from the following sources:
❋❋ IPS enrollment: 2010–11 enrollment data for IPS schools comes from
the Indiana Department of Education. “Find School Corporation Data
Reports: Corporation Enrollment by Grade Level.” Available: www.doe.
in.gov/data/reports.html
❋❋ Public charter students residing in IPS: The most recent data showing
the number of IPS resident students enrolled in public charter schools
come from 2008–09, and they only include students attending mayorsponsored charter schools, not those attending schools sponsored by
Ball State University. We therefore estimated 2010–11 values using a twostep process:
1. We found the proportion of students residing in the IPS boundaries
who attended a mayor-sponsored charter school in 2008–09, the
most recent year for which those data are available. Office of the
Mayor Greg Ballard, Office of Education Innovation. “Totals 97.”
Personal communication. Sept. 16, 2011.
2. We multiplied the proportion from step 1 by all public charter
students in Indianapolis in 2010–11, including those chartered by Ball
State University, the only other authorizer of Indianapolis charters
that year. National Alliance of Public Charter Schools (2011). “The
Public Charter Schools Dashboard.” Retrieved Aug. 29, 2011, from
http://dashboard.publiccharters.org/dashboard/students/page/
overview/district/IN-12/year/2011
❋❋ Prekindergarten students residing in IPS: Data indicating the number of
prekindergarten students residing in IPS are not available. To estimate
this figure:
1. We determined how many kindergarten students attended IPS
schools in 2010–11. We used this figure to serve as a proxy for
prekindergarten students residing in IPS. Indiana Department of
Education. “Find School Corporation Data Reports: Corporation
Enrollment by Grade Level.” Available: www.doe.in.gov/data/reports.
html
2. We recognize, however, that additional kindergarten students reside
in IPS who do not attend an IPS school. To ensure that our estimate
for the number of students likely to take up the prekindergarten
option was conservative, we did not subtract IPS students
already enrolled in publically funded prekindergarten pograms
(approximately 545 students) from step 1. Our calculations assume
that up to 3,840 prekindergarten students reside in IPS boundaries.

Number of IPS schools
We identified the number of IPS schools from: Indiana Department of
Education. “Find School Corporation Data Reports: Corporation Enrollment
by Grade Level.” Available: www.doe.in.gov/data/reports.html
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Estimating Per-Pupil Funding for Schools During
and After the Transition
Stage 1 — Identifying funds that can be reallocated after the
transition (the “end state”)
1. To help with this work, The Mind Trust commissioned a leading financial
consulting organization, Alvarez & Marsal, that has worked intensively in
large school districts to restructure central office operations to achieve
cost savings and improved results. These experts helped us categorize
each of the line items in IPS’ various budgets into the major buckets
identified in the expenditures budget summary in the district’s most
recent budget book (2010). The experts also helped us break down
various line items pertaining to central administration by function. In
addition, they recommended the functions the new central office would
need to perform to execute the plan described in this report.

Figure H-i. Staff and nonstaff costs
Stage 1 costs identified in step 1
Funding category

FTE

amount

Authorizing & Accountability

$1,770,000

Special Education
Administration

1,350,000

Capital Planning & Oversight

950,000

Human Resources

150,000

Finance & Accounting

600,000

CEO & Executive Support

765,000

Information Technology

150,000

Community Outreach

755,000

Operations

710,162

Legal

200,000

2. Next we determined the staff and nonstaff costs associated with each of
the functions identified in step 1. We estimate that the new central office
would require approximately 65 full-time staff members and $8.5 million
to run in the end state (see Figure H-1).

Enrollment

605,000

3. To be conservative, we added a contingency of $1.5 million
(approximately 15%) to address any unforeseen costs. This figure is not
based on any specific planned expenditures, and therefore we do not
show any assumptions justifying the amount. The contingency is simply
a fund that IPS’ leadership will be able to use as needed to carry out the
district’s work.

Program Administration

Safety

—

Board of Communications

—

Teaching & Learning
Subtotal

150,000
375,000
65.0

8,530,162

65.0

$10,030,162

Contingency
Total ($2012 $)

1,500,000

4. The running costs ($8.5 million) plus the contingency ($1.5 million)
yielded an overall central office budget of $10.0 million. The current
central office budget is $53.3 million. We assumed that the difference
— $43.3 million — could be reallocated to schools or used to fund new
strategic initiatives.
5. Our experts looked across all funding streams to identify which
funds represented essential centralized services and which could be
reallocated to schools. We identified $117.2 million from services and
another $46.2 million in transportation that could be reallocated, totaling
$163.4 million.
6. Between the $43.3 million in general funds and the $163.4 million in
other funds, our model assumes that $206.7 million could be reallocated
to schools or redirected to new strategic initiatives. We call this
“reallocation funding.”
7. Our plan calls for three new strategic initiatives — universal
prekindergarten ($14 million), a New School Incubation Fund ($2
million), and a Talent Development Fund ($2.5 million), totaling $18.5
million in the end state after the central office has transformed its roles
to match those listed in the table above. This funding will come from
the $206.7 million identified above, leaving $188.2 million that can be
redirected to schools in the end state.
8. In the intervening transition years, less funding will be reallocated. Stage
2 of our estimation process determined how much could be reallocated
in each transition year.
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Stage 2 — Estimating how much funding can be reallocated during
each period of the transition
The table in Appendix N shows the period-by-period reallocation of funds
to Opportunity Schools. These amounts were calculated using the following
six steps:
1. Subtract transportation. Given the importance of free transportation
in creating a system in which all families, regardless of economic
circumstances or residence, can exercise school choice, our model
retains transportation funding in the central office during the transition.
Our model therefore does not count transportation funds ($46.2 million)
in reallocation funds until the last year of the transition. As we explain in
the body of the report, however, Opportunity Schools that demonstrate
they can provide quality transportation without the help of the district
may receive their share of those funds sooner.
2. Hold back the contingency. Our model differentiates between two
types of reallocation funds — funds that are already earmarked for
schools ($218.3 million) and funds currently spent by the central
administration that could be redirected to schools ($206.7 million). The
model assumes that 100% of funds already earmarked for schools will
be reallocated every year. But our model holds back 5–10% of newly
identified reallocation funds as a contingency to provide a buffer for
the administration until the last year of the transition. This contingency
fund will enable the system’s leadership to cover expenses such as
winding up contracts that cannot be terminated immediately and
handling expenses that we did not anticipate in our budgeting process.
The percentage is not based on any specific planned expenditures,
and therefore we do not provide any assumptions here to justify
the percentage. It is rather a cushion to give leaders flexibility. This
contingency applies to the transition period only and is in addition to
the contingency built into the central office budget in stage 1.
3. Reallocate funding in proportion to students attending Opportunity
Schools. For each point in the transition, the model assumes that
some percentage of students will attend new Opportunity Schools.
The amount of funding reallocated corresponds with the percentage
of current IPS students attending Opportunity Schools, minus
transportation funding and the contingency for the relevant portion of
reallocation funds.
4. Pay for new strategic initiatives. Before reallocating funds to schools,
the model allocates funds to the plan’s new strategic initiatives —
prekindergarten, the New School Incubation Fund, and the Talent
Development Fund — with newly available funding. These programs
consume up to $24 million during the transition and $18.5 million in the
end state. During the transition, the model also allocates up to $1.05
million in additional funding under the central administration to pay for
up to seven transformation directors in addition to a new permanent
position in the central administration. For example, in the first year
of the transition, the model assumes there will be seven additional
transformation directors, earning between $100,000 and $150,000 per
year, based on performance, for a maximum of $1.05 million. In the last
year of the transition, however, the model assumes the need for just one
additional transformation director, at a maximum cost of $150,000.
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5. Account for public charter students. The model distributes the
remaining funding evenly on a per-pupil basis across all Opportunity
School students, including students attending converted IPS schools
and converted public charter schools. To do so, the model accounts for
the funding charter schools already receive for IPS students by adding
existing charter funding ($7,738 per pupil) for each charter student to
the total reallocation funds.
In the first year of the transition, for example, the model assumes that
10 schools enrolling 5,335 students would become Opportunity Schools,
approximately 16% of students. As a result, 16% of the $218.3 million already
earmarked for schools, which is $35.2 million, would be reallocated. As
described above, our plan also identifies $206.7 million that is centrally
controlled currently but that could be reallocated for schools and
new initiatives. However, $46.2 million of that amount will be used for
transportation during the transition, leaving $160.5 million. After multiplying
the $160.5 million by the percentage of IPS students attending Opportunity
Schools and withholding a 5% contingency, we are left with $24.6 million
in newly identified reallocation funding in the first year of the transition.
Next we subtract $10.6 million for new initiatives. Finally we add current
public charter funding for the 984 charter students we anticipate will
attend Opportunity Schools in the first year of the transition ($7.6 million).
Altogether, $56.9 million therefore will be reallocated to schools based on
student enrollment in the first year of the transition.

Assumptions
Our model makes numerous assumptions to make projections possible.
1. Constant revenue and enrollment.
2. Although schools have the option of obtaining some transportation
funds for transporting their own students, our budget assumes that
all transportation funds continue to be spent centrally through the
transition.

figure H-2. Funding reallocation in year 1
Stage 2 funding reallocatioin

step

1

2

3

4

5

Total reallocation
funding in end
state
Minus
transportation
Times percentage
of IPS students
in Opportunity
Schools
Minus
contingency
Minus new
initiatives
Add public
charter funding

Total reallocation funding
in year 1 of transition

funding
already
earmarked
for schools

newly
identified
reallocation
funding

$218,349,979

$206,713,019

—

(46,198,000)

218,349,979

160,515,019

16%

16%

35,217,739

25,889,519

—

5%
($1,294,476)

35,217,739

24,595,043

—

(10,550,000)

35,217,739

14,045,043

—

7,611,097

35,217,739

21,656,140

$56,873,879

Note: Actual percentage of IPS students in Opportunity School is slightly
larger than 16%. Subtotals reflect calculations rounded after using actual
percentage. Amounts would be less using 16%.

3. Contingency:
a. 5% in the first year of the transition
b. 10% contingency for all periods that follow until the last year of the
transition
4. Transformation directors:
a. 8 until 35%+ IPS students attend Opportunity Schools
b. 5 when between 35% and 70% of IPS students attend Opportunity
Schools
c. 3 when between 70% and 85% of IPS students attend Opportunity
Schools
d. 2 through the last year of the transition
e. 1 in the end state (as part of the central administration)
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5. Universal prekindergarten initiative:
a. Up to 3,295 new prekindergarten students will enroll (in addition to
545 already enrolled through federally funded programs)
b. No new students enrolled in the first year of the transition, as
providers are screened
c. Enrollment phases in equally over time (four time periods in
our model)
d. Costs $4,212 per student (the national average cost)
e. $150,000 per year to administer program once students enroll
(assumes a partnering nonprofit plays a significant role)
6. New School Incubation Fund
a. $7.25 million in the first year of the transition
b. $7.5 million a year through the rest of the transition period
c. $2 million a year in the end state
7. Talent Development Fund
a. $2.25 million in the first year of the transition
b. $2.5 million a year through the transition period and in the end state
8. IPS students attending Opportunity Schools
a. 5,335 (16%) in first year of transition
b. 10,671 (32%) in period 2
c. 21,342 (65%) in period 3
d. 26,677 (81%) in period 4
e. 30,080 (100%) in last year of transition and end state
9. Public charter students attending Opportunity Schools
a. 4,918 IPS students attend public charter schools now
b. Up to 45% of current public charter students will attend an
Opportunity School
i.

20% in the first year of the transition

ii. 30% in period 2
iii. 40% in period 3
iv. 45% in period 4
v. 45% in last year of the transition
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Appendix I
Incubating Excellent Schools:
Lessons from Four Cities
Several cities have embraced the potential of innovative schools for
improving opportunities and outcomes for students. Creating conditions for
these new school models to flourish has helped produce encouraging, even
dramatic results. The profiles that follow demonstrate the important role
that incubators can play in stimulating the supply of great new schools.

New Orleans: Incubating Better Schools
Since Hurricane Katrina in 2005, New Orleans policymakers have
aggressively replaced the lowest-performing schools with new schools
designed to improve student achievement. This approach requires a
continuous supply of people and organizations prepared to open new
schools with a high probability of success. Facilitating and investing in
school development are therefore critical to sustaining New Orleans’
system.
The nonprofit New Schools for New Orleans (NSNO) has responded by
creating a school development “accelerator.” The accelerator:
❋❋ Recruits, selects, and supports operators both locally and from across
the country.
❋❋ Recruits, selects, and supports experienced, high-performing leaders to
launch new schools.
❋❋ Provides training for charter management organization leadership
teams to raise start-up funding.
❋❋ Expands talent development pipelines so schools have greater access to
skilled educators.
So far, NSNO has launched 13 new schools. In the next five years, NSNO
plans to incubate another 19 schools in New Orleans, enabling the
organization to ultimately transform one-quarter of all academically
unacceptable schools in the city.1

Chicago: Stimulating a Renaissance of New
Schools
In 2004, Mayor Richard M. Daley and then-CEO of Chicago Public
Schools Arne Duncan launched an ambitious plan to “provide all families
— regardless of their socioeconomic standing — with options for a high
quality public education.”2 This initiative, called Renaissance 2010 (Ren10),
set a goal to close more than 60 failing schools and open more than 100
new ones in high-need neighborhoods by 2010.3

1
2
3

New Schools for New Orleans (2011). “New Schools for New Orleans Strategic Plan April 2011.”
Reason Foundation (2009). “Chicago Public Schools – Renaissance 2010 Schools.” Available: http://
reason.org/files/wsf/chicago.pdf
Ahluwalia, M. (2006, Feb. 2). “New Schools: How School Closings, Openings, Charter Schools and
Private School Enrollment Are Affecting Chicago Public Schools.” Catalyst Chicago. Available: www.
catalyst-chicago.org/news/2006/09/20/new-schools
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Under Ren10, three types of new schools were opened: public charter
(independently operated), contract (independently operated, but with
a performance contract set by the district), and performance (district
school with district teachers and staff), all of which were given increased
autonomy in exchange for high accountability.4 Chicago Public Schools
(CPS) placed schools on five-year performance plans and measured
achievement and progress through test scores, attendance, and graduation
rates. In return, schools were given freedom over budget, curriculum, and
the length of the school day and year. CPS’ Office of New Schools created
a six-member “school support team,” which was responsible for supporting
Ren10 schools through the five-year start-up phase.5
The initiative drew support from the business community, which raised
$50 million for the Renaissance School Fund (RSF).6 As of February 2011,
RSF, now called New Schools for Chicago, has invested $32 million in 69
Ren10 schools.7
Studies show that Ren10 schools are showing gains in student
performance. According to a 2011 study, Ren10 elementary schools
outperformed nearby schools 58% of the time, while Ren10 high schools
outperformed nearby schools 65% of the time.8 A 2009 report stated
that freshman attendance in Ren10 high schools was 10% higher than the
district average in 2007–08.9 Achievement data are limited and mixed;
researchers say a variable record is expected in start-up years. Still,
observational studies cite numerous improvements in Ren10 schools:
using frequent benchmark assessments from groups such as Northwest
Evaluation Association to make data-driven instructional decisions;
extending the school day to support students who are behind; increasing
dedication to college-bound learning; and strengthening discipline.10
Ren10 has also helped high-performing public charter networks take root
in Chicago. The University of Chicago opened three Ren10 public charter
schools that show academic gains ahead of surrounding schools. Noble
Street, a charter network of 10 high schools, launched four campuses
under Ren10, all of which outperform neighborhood high schools in every
subject.11
Current Mayor Rahm Emanuel and CPS head Jean-Claude Brizard plan to
continue and improve on Ren10 as part of their school reform agenda.

4

Chicago Public Schools. “ONS School Types.” Available: www.cps.edu/NewSchools/Pages/
SchoolTypes.aspx
5 Reason Foundation (2009).
6 Available: www.wbez.org/story/news/education/wbez-analysis-renaissance2010-schools#
7 Lutton, L., & Little, D. (2011, Feb. 17). “City’s Renaissance 2010: Schools Earn a Mixed Grade.”
Chicago Public Media. Retrieved from www.wbez.org/story/news/education/wbez-analysisrenaissance2010-schools
8 Lutton, L., & Little, D. (2011, Feb. 17); Lutton, L. (2011, Feb. 18). “Renaissance 2010: More Success
with High Schools.” Chicago Public Media. Retrieved from www.wbez.org/story/renaissance-2010more-success-high-schools
9 Cassidy, L., et al. (2009). High School Reform in Chicago Public Schools: Renaissance 2010. Chicago:
Consortium on Chicago School Research. Available: http://ccsr.uchicago.edu/publications/other/
Renaissance_2010.pdf
10 Cassidy, L., et al. (2009).
11 Interactive graphic: “Percent of Time Renaissance 2010 Schools Outperformed Nearby Schools.”
Available: www.wbez.org/no-sidebar/ren10
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Detroit: Citywide Coalition Pledges to Open 70
New Schools
In 2009, fewer than 5% of Detroit’s 4th graders or 8th graders met national
math standards, while about 2% of the city’s high school students were
prepared for college-level math.12 Since then, Detroit has taken major steps
to develop a competitive marketplace of higher-quality schools. Already,
nearly 40% of students attend a public charter school;13 and many more
are in a magnet or specialty school operated by Detroit Public Schools or
nearby suburban schools, which recruit heavily in the city.
In 2010, Excellent Schools Detroit, a coalition that includes the mayor, DPS,
high-performing public charters, leading foundations and community
groups, and the chamber of commerce, pledged to create up to 70 new
high-quality schools in the next decade.14 Leading the effort is Michigan
Future Schools, a nonprofit that has raised more than $13 million from local
foundations. Its “high school accelerator” project has helped open four new
high schools since 2010, with three more to open in 2012, and two to three
additional schools possible in 2013.
All district and public charter schools are open enrollment schools that will
start with 9th grade and add one grade a year. School enrollment will not
exceed 500. These schools agree to meet high standards:
❋❋ At least 85% of each school’s students will graduate from high school.
❋❋ Of those graduates, at least 85% will enroll in college.
❋❋ Of those who enroll in college, at least 85% will earn a two- or four-year
degree.15
Meanwhile, another coalition member, the United Way for Southeastern
Michigan, has created the Greater Detroit Education Venture Fund to
replace the metro area’s worst high schools with new schools. Already, it is
operating five new schools, with five more in the works. A $27 million grant
from the GM Foundation is helping to underwrite the effort.16

12 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) — Trial Urban District Assessment, 2009;
Michigan Department of Education.
13 National Alliance for Public Charter Schools (2011, Oct. 17). “Public Charter Schools Now Enrolling
at Least 30 Percent of Students in a Record Six Schools Districts Nationwide.” Available: http://
publiccharters.org/pressreleasepublic/default.aspx?id=618
14 Excellent Schools Detroit. “About Us.” Available: www.excellentschoolsdetroit.org/index.
php?option=com_content&view=article&id=12&Itemid=3
15 Michigan Future Schools. “Opening New High Schools with More to Come.” Available: http://
michiganfuture.org/schools/2010/09/new-schools-more-to-com/; Metromode (2010, Mar. 4).
“Michigan Future Secures $13M for Detroit Schools.” Available: www.metromodemedia.com/
innovationnews/michiganfutureschoolsdetroit0153.aspx
16 United Way (2010, Dec. 13). “GM Foundation Donates $27.1 Million to Help Raise Graduation Rates.”
Available: http://liveunited.org/press/release/gm-foundation-donates-27.1-million-to-help-raisegraduation-rates
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New York City: Supporting New Public Schools
Since 2001, New York City’s education system has changed rapidly through
a series of reforms that closed failing schools, opened smaller new schools,
and invited more external nonprofits to provide support for new schools.
As a result, more than 350 new schools have opened in New York since
2002.17 New York has several efforts afoot to help great new public schools
get started. Among them is the nonprofit New York City Charter Schools
Center.
The New York City Charter Schools Center has helped plan and launch new
schools in the city’s rapidly growing charter sector. Established in 2004, the
Charter School Center supports schools in each stage of school start-up:
❋❋ Pre-authorization — The “Apply Right” program is a five-month seminar
in which planning teams develop a comprehensive school design and
submit applications to New York’s authorizers. The Charter Center also
offers planning grants of up to $35,000 for future school leaders or
teams for design and planning.
❋❋ Post-authorization — The “Start Right” program is a January through
June course that educates school teams in planning, governance,
finance, human resources, students services, and facilities before their
schools open in the fall.
❋❋ Incubation — The Charter Center offers an incubation space that offers
meeting facilities, phone lines, training sessions, and gatherings with
other school incubators to share best practices and receive guidance as
they prepare to open their schools. Forty schools have been incubated
by the Charter Center since the program’s inception.
The Charter Center offers continued support to school leaders and
staff while the new school is in session, including teacher certification
consulting, special education and English language learner help, and an
Emerging Leader Fellowship for excellent teachers who are pursuing school
leadership.18

17 New York City Department of Education (2009). Children First: A Bold, Common-Sense Plan
to Create Great Schools for All New York City Children. Available: http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/
rdonlyres/51C61E8F-1AE9-4D37-8881-4D688D4F843A/0/cf_corenarrative.pdf
18 New York City Charter School Center. Available: www.nyccharterschools.org/; Correspondence with
NYC Charter School Center on Sept. 26, 2011.
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Appendix J
Essential Information for Each
Opportunity School Application
High-performing traditional district and magnet schools, public charter
schools, and qualified start-ups will apply to become Opportunity Schools,
which will give them more autonomy and access to additional resources.1

A Quality Educational Program
❋❋ Description of the academic program aligned with state standards
❋❋ Description of the school’s instructional design, including the type of
learning environment (such as classroom-based or independent study),
class size and structure, curriculum overview, and teaching methods
❋❋ The school’s plan for placing an excellent teacher in charge of each
child’s learning, including plans for organizing job roles and using
technology to maximize the impact of excellent teachers
❋❋ The school’s proposed calendar and sample daily schedule
❋❋ The school’s plan for using internal and external assessments to
measure and report student progress on the performance framework
required by the authorizer
❋❋ The school’s plans for identifying and successfully serving students with
disabilities, English language learners, and gifted students
❋❋ The school’s compelling, research-based plan for remediation of
students who are academically behind
❋❋ A description of co-curricular or extracurricular programs and how they
will be funded and delivered
❋❋ The school’s proposed student discipline policies, including those for
special education students

A Solid Business Plan
❋❋ Start-up and five-year budgets with clearly explained assumptions
❋❋ Start-up and first-year cash-flow projections with clearly explained
assumptions
❋❋ A description of the insurance coverage the school will obtain
❋❋ Evidence of anticipated fundraising contributions, if claimed in the
application
❋❋ A sound facilities plan, including backup or contingency plans, if
appropriate
❋❋ School budget sustainable on public dollars alone within five years

1

Criteria compiled by Public Impact with significant excerpts from the National Alliance of Charter
School Authorizers.
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Effective Governance and Management
Structures and Systems
❋❋ Background information, including resumes, for all the proposed
founding governing board members, proposed members of the school
leadership and management team, and any other co-founders who
would play a significant role in the school’s management or governance
❋❋ An organization chart that clearly outlines the school’s structure,
including lines of authority and reporting among the governing board,
staff, any ancillary or advisory governance bodies, and any external
organizations that would play a role in managing the school
❋❋ A clear description of the roles and responsibilities of the governing
board, the school’s leadership and management team, and any other
entities shown in the organization chart
❋❋ A staffing chart for the school’s first year, and a staffing plan for the
term of the charter
❋❋ Plans and timelines for recruiting and developing school leadership
and staff
❋❋ The school’s leadership and teacher employment policies, including
performance evaluation plans
❋❋ Proposed governing bylaws
❋❋ Explanations of any partnerships or contractual relationships central to
the school’s operations or mission
❋❋ Plans for providing transportation, food service, and all other significant
operational or ancillary services
❋❋ A detailed school start-up plan, identifying tasks, timelines, and
responsible individuals
❋❋ The school’s financial plan and policies, including financial controls and
audit requirements
❋❋ Plans and timelines for student recruitment and enrollment, including
lottery procedures
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Appendix K
Potential Savings from a
Streamlined District
A special report prepared for The Mind Trust by Sam Mehta and Erin
Covington of Alvarez & Marsal, based on lessons learned in their work with
large urban districts.
Large bureaucracies that run school systems are havens for ineffective
and inefficient spending. New York City; Washington, DC; Chicago;
Baltimore; Houston; and many other cities that struggle to overcome a
seemingly intractable student achievement gap have found ways to direct
more dollars to the classroom.1 These cities understand that a disciplined
allocation of resources requires a willingness to change the status quo.
They can serve as an example for Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) as
it seeks additional efficiencies to make more resources available for
local autonomous schools and for citywide priorities such as new school
incubation. These school districts and others have discovered wasteful
spending resulting from:
❋❋ Ineffective organizations — Disconnected organization structures do
not distribute control proportionally, keep departments isolated from
one another, and limit accountability across departments.
❋❋ Inefficient processes — Redundant and manual processes do not
reflect the changing needs of schools and students or leverage new
technologies.
❋❋ Antiquated technology — Antiquated systems that are not integrated
require significant manual intervention.
District officials must scrutinize every dollar of nonclassroom spending
to evaluate student outcomes and customer satisfaction. While there is
no single formula for assessing cost efficiencies, there are lessons to be
learned from other districts. Examples include:

1. Academic management, oversight, and support
Many districts create administrative instructional support structures, such
as curriculum offices, outside of individual schools. These management
layers are intended to link schools to senior instructors with subject-matter
expertise. Yet instructors serving multiple schools, students, and teachers
often provide inconsistent help.

1

Snell, L. (2009). “Weighted Student Formula Yearbook.” Available: http://reason.org/files/wsf/
yearbook.pdf; New York City Department of Education (2009). Children First: A Bold, Common-Sense
Plan to Create Great Schools for All New York City Children. Available: http://schools.nyc.gov/
NR/rdonlyres/51C61E8F-1AE9-4D37-8881-4D688D4F843A/0/cf_corenarrative.pdf; Hanyes, V. D.,
& Labbe, T. (2008, Mar. 12). “Firings Cut Payroll by $6 Million.” The Washington Post. Available:
www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/03/11/AR2008031102747.html; Rossi, R.
(2011, Sept. 23). “Chicago Schools to Cut 200 Office Jobs to Save $16 Million.” Chicago Sun Times.
Available: www.suntimes.com/news/education/7815315-417/chicago-public-schools-to-cut-200office-jobs-to-save-16-million.html; Green, E. (2011, May 4). “Reorganization Under Way in City
Schools.” The Baltimore Sun. Available: http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2011-05-04/news/bs-mdci-school-system-reorganization20110504_1_city-schools-central-office-jimmy-gittings; Mellon,
E. (2011, Apr. 7). “Budget-Strained HISD Agrees to Cut 277 More Jobs.” The Houston Chronicle.
Available: www.chron.com/news/houston-texas/article/Budget-strained-HISD-agrees-to-cut-277more-jobs-1687074.php
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An inevitable consequence of creating structures such as these is that
individuals are often responsible for ineffective spans of control when put in
context of number of schools, students, and teachers served. For example,
school districts often feel compelled to have a specialist with a span of
control over significant numbers of schools, which results in spending
money on specialists who do not have the bandwidth to serve all schools
or students equally and, ultimately (if indirectly), an inequitable and
ineffective allocation of resources.
A review of academic support management in one district illustrated
that significant money was being spent without measuring its impact on
student outcomes. This review revealed that:
❋❋ The structure placed too many managers in some areas and not enough
in others.
❋❋ A limited number of schools received money for nonpersonnel
needs such as professional development and curriculum, with little
transparency about why these schools were selected.
❋❋ Schools were limited to services provided by the administration and had
little flexibility to select resources that were best for their school and
students. In most instances, some schools used administrative resources
more than others, leading to an inequitable distribution.
❋❋ Control of funds was concentrated among a few administrators
unconnected to day-to-day school operations.
It was apparent that streamlined support could generate additional money
for schools without disrupting service; a plan was developed to provide
schools more focused instructional help. The administrative organization
was reduced by about half, and an average of $150,000 was reallocated to
each school. Principals most frequently used the new dollars to hire more
teachers — which had a direct positive impact on students.

2. Facilities management
Facilities costs — including repairs and maintenance, energy-related
expenses, and custodial costs — are critical to operate school districts.
But districts across the country have inefficient spending from ill-defined
work rules, poor use of contractors, insufficient vendor management, and
inappropriate staffing ratios. Areas for significant cost savings from several
districts include:
❋❋ Repairs and maintenance — Using contractors rather than in-house
personnel; consolidating vendor contracts; adjusting shift times of
skilled and unskilled trade workers to maximize productivity and
minimize overtime; and monitoring contracts to ensure that pricing and
payments align with contractual commitments.
❋❋ Warehouse costs — In multiple school districts, efforts to audit inventory,
liquidate obsolete assets, and reconfigure space have generated
cash from asset sales and reduced lease costs. In other instances,
outsourcing inventory management and logistics led to significant
savings.
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❋❋ Energy and utilities — While school districts everywhere are major
consumers of local utilities, centralized budgeting and invoicing leave
schools with little financial incentive to conserve electricity and no
ability to audit individual building’s energy use. In multiple school
districts, energy conservation programs that combine building-level
accountability in exchange for the flexibility to apply savings toward
other school needs have saved money as well as energy. In addition,
audits of past invoices and payments often uncover overbilling.

3. Transportation and school bus replacement
School districts have reduced transportation costs by using software
programs to identify time-efficient bus routes that serve more students
with fewer buses.
Districts also can save money by improving school bus replacement
processes and evaluating costs and benefits of outsourcing school bus
management. Analyzing metrics such as average school bus life span and
student bus use can provide valuable insights into overall spending.

4. Food services
In many large school districts, food operations generate a deficit due to
low student participation; significant variation across schools in the quality
of food and service; and poor labor, inventory, and contract management.
Several school districts have improved food operations by outsourcing or
restructuring how they are delivered, managed, and measured.
With labor costs generally accounting for more than half of total
food services costs, school districts have saved money by increasing
productivity, changing scheduling to eliminate unnecessary overtime,
and identifying kitchens with too many staff. Additionally, school districts
have been able to increase the number of students who buy lunch by
making food tastier and more appealing, thus improving profitability and
economies of scale.

5. “Back-office” functions
These departments include human resources, procurement, information
technology, payroll, budget, and communications. Efficiency reviews of
these administrative functions in other districts have found issues with:
❋❋ Payroll — Numerous school districts have seen that lax controls over
adding and removing employees from the payroll wastes money.
Payroll resets that require active employees to resubmit official
information have helped identify overpayments and erroneous
payments.
❋❋ Integration of human resources and payroll systems — While some
districts have outsourced these functions to third-party providers,
others have streamlined management, codified processes, and
automated manual tasks.
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❋❋ Information technology (IT) — As technologies evolve, IT spending
by schools and administrative offices continues to grow. Many school
districts have found IT savings in a number of areas, such as:
➨➨ Evaluating the expense of using contractors versus in-house
programmers, depending on the project.
➨➨ Enforcing IT contracts to ensure that school districts receive “mostfavored customer” status to guarantee a vendor’s lowest rates.
Reviews of compliance with these clauses have resulted in retroactive
cost savings for districts.
➨➨ Many districts have managed to cut spending on computer
purchasing and support by limiting the length of warranties and
service agreements purchased with each individual computer and
using call center support. By reviewing this spending, one district
learned that the cost of its out-of-warranty repair calls on computers
exceeded the cost of a new computer.

6. Review of assets
School districts tend to have significant assets, including land, buildings,
warehouses, technology, equipment, textbooks, and supplies. In many large
districts, there is little tracking or oversight of these assets. A full review of
district assets likely will yield opportunities to liquidate aged inventories of
supplies and equipment, consolidate warehouse and other building space,
and sell unused assets.
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Appendix L
Special Education
Based on research for The Mind Trust by Beth Giovannetti and Nancy
Opalack, Educational Support Systems.
The transformation of Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) will create a more
dynamic infrastructure designed to serve the individual needs of students
with disabilities flexibly and efficiently. The plan shifts responsibility for
special education to schools while maintaining oversight in a central office
focused on student results.

Students with Disabilities in IPS
In 2010–11, there were 6,105 students with disabilities enrolled in IPS,
18.3% of the total student population.1 Although district-level data are not
available, the most recent state-level data indicate that the majority of
students with disabilities in Indiana are identified as Speech/Language
Impaired (37%) and Learning Disabled (29%). Similar to other states
across the country, students identified as Other Health Impaired (7%) and
on the Autism spectrum (6%) represent growing populations in the state.
Only 4% of students with disabilities have been identified as Emotionally
Disturbed, with another 4% identified as Seriously Emotionally Disturbed.
Seven percent of students with disabilities have been identified as Mildly
Cognitively Disabled and only 2% as Moderately Cognitively Disabled.2
Elsewhere in the state, districts have joined with other school corporations
to provide special education services under the Joint Service Supply Act,
the Special Education Cooperatives Act, or the Interlocal Cooperative Act.
In IPS, however, the district continued in 2010–11 to serve as its own special
education planning district (Single School Corporation or SSC) under an
approved comprehensive plan for special education purposes.
Across Indiana, students with disabilities who are educated in SSCs
typically perform poorly compared to students educated under different
governance structures. The performance of students with disabilities in
IPS is no exception. In 2010–11, only 27% of students with disabilities were
proficient in English language arts across all tested grades. In math, only
37% of students with disabilities were proficient. The gap between disabled
and nondisabled students in IPS was larger than the district’s achievement
gap between poor and more affluent students and the gap between black
and white students.3 Statewide, SSC students are identified with more
severe disabilities, are more likely to be placed in self-contained settings,
and have higher dropout rates and lower graduation rates than students
educated in non-SSC districts.4

1

2

3
4

Indiana Department of Education. “DOE Compass: Indianapolis Public Schools — demographics.”
Retrieved Oct. 24, 2011, from http://compass.doe.in.gov/Dashboard.aspx?view=CORP&val=5385&des
c=Indianapolis+Public+Schools
Indiana Department of Education (2011). “APC funding for special education.” Retrieved Oct. 24, 2011,
from www.doe.in.gov/exceptional/speced/docs/APC_Memo_and_Summary.pdf. NOTE: Total 2010
special education figure from memo (190,622) shows a significant increase in students from 2009
numbers available on the DOE Compass data portal (161,647).
Public Impact analysis of Indiana Department of Education data. Results reported are from 2011
ISTEP+ data. Available: www.doe.in.gov/assessment/2011/index.html
Plucker, J. A., et al. (2008). “Special Education Service Delivery in Indiana: Year 3 Study.” Bloomington,
IN: Center for Evaluation & Education Policy, Indiana University School of Education, pp. 27–32.
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A Plan for Students with Disabilities
Research and experience in what works for students with disabilities
reveal that students succeed when all staff members support academic
achievement for all students.5 Schools create an inclusive culture by
hiring special education managers who are responsible for the academic
achievement of students with disabilities and who drive compliance with
special education law. Special education managers serve on the school’s
leadership team and support special and general education teachers
committed to the school’s mission, purpose, and academic approach.
Under the proposed system, Opportunity Schools will be empowered to
create this environment for students and be held accountable for achieving
results. While the ma jority of special education work will be done at the
school level, where educators have a direct connection with the children
they serve, IPS will play an important role in facilitating the delivery
of special education services and meeting specific federal and state
obligations related to special education.

Facilitating services
To support work at the school level, in the first years of the transition IPS
will invest to build a market of high-quality special education service
providers. One of IPS’ first responsibilities will be to help launch one or
more voluntary “special education cooperatives” to assist member schools
in providing excellent special education to students with disabilities
and provide guidance and support to meet legal requirements related
to special education. The cooperatives will be stand-alone special
education planning districts under Indiana law and governed by a board
of representatives from member schools. Once cooperatives are started,
they will be supported by dues and fees from members. Cooperatives have
been instrumental in providing strong special education infrastructure in
other cities with large sectors of independently operated schools, such as
in Washington, DC, and New Orleans.
Even after the special education cooperatives are fully operational, IPS will
maintain several full-time staff members to serve as liaisons with schools
and cooperatives and as points of contact for parents.

Fulfilling obligations
IPS also will retain administrative and legal responsibilities in two key
areas: identifying children preschool-age and younger with disabilities and
providing special education for students enrolled in IPS-run schools. These
areas are detailed on the next page.
Students ages 0–3. Students with disabilities in grades K–12 are served
under Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA) 2004. But Part C
of the IDEA also specifies state and local education agencies’ obligations
to younger children who require early intervention services. States have
the same responsibility for ensuring that children ages 0 to 3 are identified
and receive appropriate services and support as they do for children ages
3 to 21 years. In Indiana, this responsibility falls under the Indiana Family
and Social Services Administration (FSSA). FSSA works with local education
agencies (typically districts) to support early intervention programs; this
will not change under the proposed plan.
5
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To ensure that children make a smooth transition from Part C to school,
IPS also will work with special education cooperatives to provide technical
assistance to help schools understand their responsibilities under the law.
Students in IPS-run schools. During the transition, IPS will operate a
declining number of schools. IPS will remain responsible for special
education in those schools, and our transition budget retains significant
staff and funding for that purpose. Even once most schools have become
Opportunity Schools, IPS may continue to operate a small number of
schools and provide special education on those campuses.

The authorizing function
As IPS considers schools for Opportunity School status, it must ensure that
approved operators have the capacity to effectively serve students with
disabilities. IPS also must create systems that ensure all schools comply
with state and federal requirements.

Holding applicants to high standards
To provide all students the opportunity to attend high-quality schools
that meet their needs, IPS will require that all applicants for Opportunity
School status present clear, viable plans to serve students with disabilities.
These plans must offer detailed information about serving students with
disabilities.
Although IPS will not require operators to join a special education
cooperative if schools plan to deliver services on their own, it will require
that operators present a plan that is fiscally viable under various
enrollment scenarios.

Ongoing accountability
IPS will continually monitor every school to ensure students are served
well, including those with disabilities. The district will require quantitative
and qualitative data to prove students with disabilities are achieving and
that schools are complying with federal, state, and local special education
regulations.
To ensure that monitoring activities are constructive and not burdensome
for schools, IPS will work with the Indiana Department of Education
to develop a calendar and schedule for monitoring special education
programs in the city’s schools. IPS and the state will agree on protocols to
ensure that information gathered satisfies state requirements for students
with disabilities.
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Appendix M
School Phase-Out in New York
City and New Orleans
New York City
After nearly a decade of innovative reforms and partnerships with external
organizations, the New York City Department of Education (NYC DOE) has
overseen the opening of more than 350 new schools.1 In the process, the
NYC DOE has also “phased out” the lowest-performing schools by ending
new enrollment, keeping current students until they move on to upper
grades, or transferring students to better schools.2 Replacing failing schools
with new schools comes with challenges. City and state officials have acted
decisively to address these inevitable hurdles, which include:

Communication with the public
❋❋ When existing schools are phased out, public dissent is expected. It
is important to include affected community members in the decisionmaking process.
❋❋ To ensure public involvement, state law requires the DOE to hold public
hearings before ordering any school closings. School staff, students,
parents, and other community members are encouraged to comment to
the DOE about their schools before decisions are made.

Shared space
❋❋ More than half of all schools in New York City share a building with
another school, with distinct identities but common spaces such as
cafeterias and auditoriums.3 When two, or even three or four, schools
share one campus, there must be structures in place so school leaders
and students can maintain an environment conducive to learning.
❋❋ To help schools navigate this transition, the DOE requires new schools
in shared campuses to receive special training. It also mandates that
every shared building has a Building Council that includes principals,
staff, and parents representing all schools on campus. These councils
make decisions about scheduling, shared funding, and space allocation.
If issues arise that councils cannot resolve, the DOE arbitrates conflicts
as needed.4

Support for phase-out schools
❋❋ Schools in the process of closing cannot be less of a priority than the
new schools replacing them. In a closing school that is still operating,
professional development and academic expectations must be
maintained.
1

2
3
4
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New York City Department of Education (2009). Children First: A Bold, Common-Sense Plan
to Create Great Schools for All New York City Children. Available: http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/
rdonlyres/51C61E8F-1AE9-4D37-8881-4D688D4F843A/0/cf_corenarrative.pdf
Quint, J. C., et al. (2010). New York City’s Changing High School Landscape: High Schools and Their
Characteristics. New York: MDRC. Available: www.mdrc.org/publications/543/full.pdf
New York City Department of Education. “What Is Campus Governance?” Retrieved Oct. 24, 2011
from http://schools.nyc.gov/community/campusgov/default.htm
New York City Department of Education (2009). Campus policy memo. Available: http://schools.nyc.
gov/NR/rdonlyres/63567556-C192-4DED-B93C-F40A6BA84190/0/CampusMemo_0826.pdf
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❋❋ Beginning with the 2012–13 school year, New York City schools that
are phasing out will join networks of about 25 other phase-out
schools. These networks will be staffed by former successful teachers
and leaders who will support schools in resource management,
communication with families, leadership and teacher development, and
serving English language learners and students with disabilities.5
Between 2002 and June 2010, the DOE has phased out 91 schools in
New York City.6 Mayor Michael Bloomberg is committed to phasing out
10% of New York City’s lowest-performing schools by 2013.7

New Orleans
The Recovery School District (RSD) was created in 2003 by the Louisiana
Department of Education to transform schools deemed “academically
unacceptable” by state standards into successful ones. Once a school
transfers into the RSD, it remains there for five years, after which Louisiana’s
Board of Elementary and Secondary Education decides whether it will
remain in the RSD or return to its original district.
At its inception, the RSD oversaw a handful of schools from the Orleans
Parish School Board (OPSB). After Hurricane Katrina, the RSD took over
about 100 schools in New Orleans, although some did not reopen.8 As of the
2010–11 school year, the RSD worked with 104 schools all over Louisiana, 69
of them in New Orleans.9
After Hurricane Katrina, the RSD quickly took over many destroyed
schools in the OPSB and transferred them to new public charter operators.
However, in the haste to re-establish schooling in the devastated city,
some community members felt excluded from the process of transforming
schools. To address this issue, the RSD partnered with New Schools for New
Orleans to notify families and other affected community members nine
months before a school was transformed. Parents and community members
are also involved in reviewing charter applicants and selecting operators.10
One of the RSD’s most important strategies in transforming New Orleans’
schools is partnering with nonprofits that convert traditional schools into
public charter schools. By encouraging autonomy and innovation, the RSD
attracts successful charter networks such as Knowledge Is Power Program
(KIPP), FirstLine, and Algiers Charter Schools Association. In the 2010–11
school year, 71% of students in New Orleans attended charter schools.11

5

Arp, C. (2011, Apr. 27). “Walcott Announces New Networks For Phase-Out Schools.” New York:
Gotham Schools. Available: http://gothamschools.org/2011/04/27/walcott-announces-new-networksfor-phase-out-schools/
6 Hemphill, C., & Nauer, K. (2010). Managing by the Numbers: Empowerment and Accountability in
New York City’s Schools. New York: Center for New York City Affairs & Milano the New School for
Management and Urban Policy. Available: www.newschool.edu/milano/nycaffairs/documents/
ManagingByTheNumbers_EmpowermentandAccountabilityinNYCSchools.pdf
7 Hemphill, C., & Nauer, K. (2010).
8 Recovery School District (2011). Louisiana’s Turnaround Zone: Answering the Urgency of Now.
Available: www.louisianaschools.net/lde/uploads/16909.pdf
9 Recovery School District (2011). Louisiana’s Turnaround Zone.
10 Boast, L., Brinson, D., & Hassel, B. (2011). New Orleans-Style Education Reform: A Guide for Cities.
New Orleans: New Schools for New Orleans. Forthcoming.
11 The Scott S. Cowen Institute for Public Education Initiatives at Tulane University (2011). The 2011
State of Public Education in New Orleans. New Orleans: Available: www.coweninstitute.com/
wp-content/uploads/2011/07/2011-SPENO-report.pdf
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In 2011, the RSD superintendent John White brought together educators,
parents, students, and community members to consider what it would take
to help every student in New Orleans graduate from college or succeed in
a career. The result is a series of 12 commitments that the RSD has made
to New Orleans, several of which focus on transforming low-performing
schools.
The RSD plans to closely monitor schools — both charter and district —
that are not achieving. The RSD has committed to make decisions on
transformations with public input.12
Below is the RSD’s timeline for the 2011–12 school year, which outlines the
process of transitioning schools.13

August 2011
❋❋ Applications to operate new public charter schools are due.
❋❋ State of Our Schools letters and meetings inform parents of potential
changes in school operators due to underperformance.

September 2011
❋❋ Public release of school transition criteria and criteria for matching
schools with charter operators.
❋❋ RSD takes into consideration input from State of Our Schools meetings.

October 2011
❋❋ RSD announces schools available for transition to new charter operators.
❋❋ Follow-up meetings are held at each announced site to answer parent
questions and hear concerns.

November 2011
❋❋ Criteria for deciding the long-term site of schools that are not changing
operators are released.
❋❋ Community sessions are held at transition sites to discuss parents’ vision
for the school.

December 2011
❋❋ Board of Elementary and Secondary Education names newly approved
charters.
❋❋ Long-term site assignments for all schools except transition candidates
are announced.

12 Recovery School District (2011). What Will It Take? The Recovery School District’s Commitments to
New Orleans. Available: www.rsdla.net/Libraries/Documents_and_Reports/What_Will_it_Take.sflb.
ashx
13 Recovery School District (2011). What Will It Take?
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January 2012
❋❋ Newly approved charter organizations meet with communities to
incorporate parents’ vision for the school.
❋❋ Charter organizations prepare final proposals for communities.

February 2012
❋❋ Communities’ feedback on potential charter operators provided to the
RSD.
❋❋ Matching and long-term site assignments for new and transition
operators announced.

March 2012
❋❋ New operators meet with current school leaders and communities to
plan for the transition.
❋❋ Common application for student enrollment is released.

April 2012
❋❋ Common application for student enrollment is due.
❋❋ The request for new applications to operate public charter schools is
released for the following year.
The RSD has received national acclaim for its success. In 2004, 71% of RSD
students began the school year in a failing school. By 2009, that figure had
dropped to 26%.14 What’s more, nearly 50% of public charter schools in
New Orleans are performing better than traditional schools today.15

14 The Cowen Institute (2011).
15 Recovery School District (2011). Louisiana’s Turnaround Zone.
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APPENDIX N
Preliminary Transition Plan by Functional Area
16% of IPS students transitioned
to Opportunity Schools
IPS Schools
IPS Enrollment

Enrollment from Converted
Charters
IPS/
Authorizer

42

22

27,745

22,409

11,738

10

20

40

5,335

10,671

21,342

984

1,475

1,967

Opportunity Schools
Amount

65% of IPS students in
Opportunity Schools

52

Independent Schools
Enrollment at Converted
IPS schools

32% of ips students transitioned
to Opportunity Schools

IPS/
Authorizer

Per Pupil

Opportunity Schools
Amount

IPS/
Authorizer

Per Pupil

Opportunity Schools
Amount

Per Pupil

Administration
Board of Commissioners

847,209

-

-

847,209

-

-

847,209

-

-

13,910,269

2,190,016

410

11,950,781

4,149,504

389

7,801,276

8,299,009

389

Special Education
Administrators

3,298,792

273,699

51

3,053,904

518,587

49

2,535,316

1,037,175

49

Facilities

5,224,848

767,444

144

4,538,188

1,454,104

136

3,084,083

2,908,209

136

Safety

4,475,114

809,782

152

3,750,571

1,534,325

144

2,216,247

3,068,649

144

Human Resources

4,420,930

776,010

145

3,726,605

1,470,335

138

2,256,271

2,940,669

138

Finance and Accounting

4,626,794

556,963

104

4,128,459

1,055,298

99

3,073,161

2,110,596

99

Superintendent

3,291,405

492,466

92

2,850,777

933,094

87

1,917,684

1,866,187

87

Information Technology

2,350,818

389,398

73

2,002,408

737,808

69

1,264,601

1,475,615

69

Program Administrators

1,083,645

196,088

37

908,198

371,535

35

536,662

743,071

35

Teaching and Learning

Communications
Operations
Legal
Enrollment
Total Administration

585,313

-

-

585,313

-

-

585,313

-

-

1,055,635

189,210

35

886,342

358,503

34

527,838

717,007

34

785,000

-

-

785,000

-

-

785,000

-

-

775,080

-

-

775,080

-

-

775,080

-

-

46,730,851

6,641,077

1,245

40,788,835

12,583,094

1,179

28,205,741

25,166,187

1,179

183,132,240

35,217,739

6,601

147,914,502

70,435,477

6,601

77,479,025

140,870,954

6,601

18,363,093

-

-

18,363,093

-

-

18,363,093

-

-

Schools
Total Schools
Services
Transfer Funds
School Transportation Fund

33,475,000

-

-

33,475,000

-

-

33,475,000

-

-

School Bus Replacement Fund

12,723,000

-

-

12,723,000

-

-

12,723,000

-

-

School Lunch Fund

15,840,770

2,866,425

537

13,276,074

5,431,121

509

7,844,953

10,862,242

509

Special Funded Programs

50,664,736

6,889,807

1,291

44,500,172

13,054,371

1,223

31,445,800

26,108,743

1,223

Capital Projects Fund

40,222,621

7,278,379

1,364

33,710,387

13,790,613

1,292

19,919,774

27,581,226

1,292

Self-Insurance Fund
Total Services

146

5,080,645

919,355

172

4,258,065

1,741,935

163

2,516,129

3,483,871

163

176,369,865

17,953,966

3,364

160,305,791

34,018,040

3,187

126,287,749

68,036,082

3,187
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81% of ips students transitioned
to Opportunity Schools
IPS Schools
IPS Enrollment

Enrollment from Converted
Charters
IPS/
Authorizer

-

11,738

6,403

-

40

50

62

26,677

33,080

33,080

2,213

2,213

2,213

Opportunity Schools
Amount

End State
12

Independent Schools
Enrollment at Converted
IPS schools

Last year of transition

22

Opportunity Schools

IPS/
Authorizer

Per Pupil

Amount

Opportunity Schools

IPS/
Authorizer

Per Pupil

Amount

Per Pupil

Administration
Board of Commissioners

847,209

-

-

847,209

-

-

847,209

-

-

Teaching and Learning

5,726,524

10,373,761

389

1,807,548

14,292,737

432

1,807,548

14,292,737

432

Special Education
Administrators

2,276,022

1,296,469

49

1,786,246

1,786,246

54

1,786,246

1,786,246

54

Facilities

2,357,031

3,635,261

136

983,710

5,008,582

151

983,710

5,008,582

151

Safety

1,449,084

3,835,812

144

-

5,284,896

160

-

5,284,896

160

Human Resources

1,521,103

3,675,837

138

132,454

5,064,486

153

132,454

5,064,486

153

Finance and Actg

2,545,512

2,638,245

99

1,548,841

3,634,916

110

1,548,841

3,634,916

110

Superintendent

1,451,137

2,332,734

87

569,882

3,213,989

97

569,882

3,213,989

97

Information Technology

895,697

1,844,519

69

198,879

2,541,337

77

198,879

2,541,337

77

Program Administrators

350,895

928,838

35

-

1,279,733

39

-

1,279,733

39

Communications

585,313

-

-

585,313

-

-

585,313

-

-

Operations

348,587

896,258

34

10,000

1,234,845

37

10,000

1,234,845

37

Legal

785,000

-

-

785,000

-

-

785,000

-

-

Enrollment

775,080

-

-

775,080

-

-

775,080

-

-

21,914,194

31,457,734

1,179

10,030,162

43,341,767

1,310

10,030,162

43,341,767

1,310

42,261,286

176,088,693

6,601

-

218,349,979

6,601

-

218,349,979

6,601

Transfer Funds

18,363,093

-

-

18,363,093

-

-

18,363,093

-

-

School Transportation Fund

33,475,000

-

-

-

33,475,000

1,012

-

33,475,000

1,012

School Bus Replacement Fund

12,723,000

-

-

-

12,723,000

385

-

12,723,000

385

5,129,392

13,577,803

509

-

18,707,195

566

-

18,707,195

566

Special Funded Programs

24,918,615

32,635,928

1,223

12,589,486

44,965,057

1,359

12,589,486

44,965,057

1,359

Capital Projects Fund

13,024,468

34,476,532

1,292

-

47,501,000

1,436

-

47,501,000

1,436

Total Administration
Schools
Total Schools
Services

School Lunch Fund

Self-Insurance Fund
Total Services

1,645,161

4,354,839

163

-

6,000,000

181

-

6,000,000

181

109,278,729

85,045,102

3,187

30,952,579

163,371,252

4,939

30,952,579

163,371,252

4,939
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16% of IPS students transitioned
to Opportunity Schools

32% of IPS students transitioned
to Opportunity Schools

Opportunity Schools

IPS/
Authorizer

Amount

IPS/
Authorizer

Per Pupil

65% of IPS students in
Opportunity Schools

Opportunity Schools
Amount

IPS/
Authorizer

Per Pupil

Opportunity Schools
Amount

Per Pupil

Obligations
Debt Service Fund

40,681,000

-

-

40,681,000

-

-

40,681,000

-

-

Retirement / Severance Bond
Debt Service

3,168,000

-

-

3,168,000

-

-

3,168,000

-

-

Retirement / Severance Bond
Fund

17,400,000

-

-

17,400,000

-

-

17,400,000

-

-

9,604,000

-

-

9,604,000

-

-

9,604,000

-

-

Referendum Debt Exempt
Capital Fund
Total Obligations
Total FY 2012 Budget

70,853,000

0

0

70,853,000

0

0

70,853,000

0

0

477,085,956

59,812,782

11,210

419,862,128

117,036,611

10,967

302,825,515

234,073,223

10,967

11,416,645

940

15,222,194

653

Existing Charter Funding
Total Existing Charter Funding
Budget After Adjustment for
Charter Students Attending
Opportunity Schools*

7,611,097
477,085,956

67,423,879

10,670

419,862,128

128,453,256

10,576

302,825,515

249,295,417

10,695

1,050,000

-1,050,000

-166

1,050,000

-1,050,000

-87

750,000

-750,000

-32

-

-

-

3,620,688

-3,620,688

-298

7,091,376

-7,091,376

-304

New School Incubation Fund

7,250,000

-7,250,000

-1,147

7,500,000

-7,500,000

-617

7,500,000

-7,500,000

-322

Talent Development Fund

2,250,000

-2,250,000

-356

2,500,000

-2,500,000

-206

2,500,000

-2,500,000

-107

10,550,000

-10,550,000

-1,669

14,670,688

-14,670,688

-1,208

17,841,376

-17,841,376

-765

487,635,956

56,873,879

9,000

434,532,815

113,782,569

9,368

320,666,891

231,454,041

9,930

New Initiatives
Transformation Directors
Prekindergarten

Total New Initiatives
Per-Pupil Funding to Schools

* Per-pupil amounts after adjustment for public charter students attending Opportunity Schools calculated by dividing total amount under Opportunity Schools by the sum of IPS and charter students
enrolled in Opportunity Schools.
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81% of IPS students transitioned
to Opportunity Schools
IPS/
Authorizer

Last Year of Transition

Opportunity Schools
Amount

IPS/
Authorizer

Per Pupil

END State

Opportunity Schools
Amount

Opportunity Schools

IPS/
Authorizer

Per Pupil

Amount

Per Pupil

Obligations
Debt Service Fund

40,681,000

-

-

40,681,000

-

-

40,681,000

-

-

Retirement / Severance Bond
Debt Service

3,168,000

-

-

3,168,000

-

-

3,168,000

-

-

Retirement / Severance Bond
Fund

17,400,000

-

-

17,400,000

-

-

17,400,000

-

-

9,604,000

-

-

9,604,000

-

-

9,604,000

-

-

Referendum Debt Exempt
Capital Fund
Total Obligations
Total FY 2012 Budget

70,853,000

0

0

70,853,000

0

0

70,853,000

0

0

244,307,209

292,591,529

10,967

111,835,741

425,062,998

12,850

111,835,741

425,062,998

12,850

Existing Charter Funding
Total Existing Charter Funding
Budget After Adjustment for
Charter Students Attending
Opportunity Schools*

17,124,968

17,124,968

17,124,968

244,307,209

309,716,497

10,721

111,835,741

442,187,966

12,529

111,835,741

442,187,966

12,529

450,000

-450,000

-15

150,000

-150,000

-4

-

-

-

10,557,852

-10,557,852

-365

14,028,540

-14028540

-397

14,028,540

-14,028,540

-397

New School Incubation Fund

7,500,000

-7,500,000

-260

7,500,000

-7,500,000

-213

2,000,000

-2,000,000

-57

Talent Development Fund

2,500,000

-2,500,000

-87

2,500,000

-2,500,000

-71

2,500,000

-2,500,000

-71

New Initiatives
Transformation Directors
Prekindergarten

Total New Initiatives
Per-Pupil Funding to Schools

21,007,852

-21,007,852

-727

24,178,540

-24,178,540

-685

18,528,540

-18,528,540

-525

265,315,061

288,708,645

9,993

136,014,281

418,009,425

11,844

130,364,281

423,659,426

12,004

* Per-pupil amounts after adjustment for public charter students attending Opportunity Schools calculated by dividing total amount under Opportunity Schools by the sum of IPS and charter students
enrolled in Opportunity Schools.
Note: Figures may not add up exactly due to rounding.
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APPENDIX O
School Finance and Governance
in Marion County Districts
A special report prepared for The Mind Trust by Kenneth Wong (Brown
University) and Francis X. Shen (Tulane University).

School Governance in Marion County
By the 1940s, Indianapolis was losing residents to the suburbs, and although
annexation of new developing areas was legal, it remained politically
difficult.1 In all but a handful of cases, suburban Marion County residents
chose to incorporate their own communities or to remain unincorporated
rather than be annexed to Indianapolis since these suburbs received
services such as public education from township governments.2 One
result of this was a proliferation of local governments with varying taxing
authorities. Indeed, by 1967 the U.S. Census of Governments recorded 60
governments within Marion County: the county, 23 cities and towns, nine
townships, 11 school districts, and 16 special-purpose governments.3
Notably, prior to the 1969 reforms, there had been a push for school district
consolidation; one particular effort in 1957 that sought to consolidate
Marion’s 11 districts was defeated. Historically, efforts to reform the
fragmented governance of Marion’s 11 school districts ran the gamut from
appeals for greater consolidation to subdividing IPS into smaller districts to
promote site-based management. As recently as 1995, then-Mayor Stephen
Goldsmith proposed decentralizing Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) by
subdividing it into five “mini-districts” as a way to improve neighborhood
schools. The plan was vigorously opposed by both the teacher unions and
the IPS Board of Education.
While governance reform has been debated for some time, school
governance in Marion County looks a lot like it did prior to the 1969 Unigov
reforms. Although most current discussions of governance reform as
reflected in recent editorials in The Indianapolis Star remain fixated on the
issue of consolidation and state takeovers of failing IPS schools, the issue
has a complex history relevant to the current wave of reformers.4 A study
conducted by researchers at the Education School at Indiana University
Bloomington found that students in Indiana school districts governed
by appointed boards tend to score higher on the ISTEP than students in
districts with elected board members, controlling for other factors in a
standard regression analysis.5

1
2
3
4

5
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Blomquist, W., & Parks, R. B. (1995). “Fiscal, Service, and Political Impacts of Indianapolis-Marion
County’s Unigov.” Publius 25(4): 37–54.
Blomquist, W., & Parks, R. B. (1995).
Blomquist, W., & Parks, R. B. (1995).
One example of this complex history is the unique governance structure that existed in the tiny district
of Beech Grove only a short time ago. Prior to 1994, Beech Grove had an entirely appointed school
board (it now has at-large elections).
Toutkoushian, R., & Michael, R. (2006). Effects of Background and Policy Variables on School
Performance in Indiana. Prepared for the K–12 Education Subcommittee Indiana Government
Efficiency Commission. Bloomington, IN: Center for Evaluation and Education Policy.
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figure o-1. school governance in marion
county
School board governance in Marion County
school districts
District

structure

term

Beech Grove

7 at-large

4 years

4 single member,
1 at-large

4 years

5 single
member,
2 at-large

4 years

3 single member,
2 at-large

4 years

MSD of Decatur
Township

5 at-large

4 years

Perry Township

7 at-large

4 years

Pike Township

7 at-large

4 years

School Town of
Speedway

5 at-large

4 years

Warren Township

7 at-large

4 years

5 single member

4 years

7 at-large from
two districts

4 years

Franklin Township
Indianapolis Public
Schools
Lawrence Township

Washington Township
Wayne Township

School Finance in Marion County
After statewide property tax reform, school districts in Marion County
and across Indiana have become more reliant on the state to fund
schools. Because state revenue is less predictable (both politically and
economically) than the previous system in which revenues were drawn
from stable local property values, school districts in Marion County have
begun relying more and more on local referenda to raise revenue and close
the gap in tight fiscal years. The fact that the state recently cut education
funding ($300 million or 3.5% of last year’s appropriations) has led at least
five Marion school districts to put revenue-raising referenda on the local
ballot in just the past two years.
At least five Marion school districts, including Franklin, Beech Grove, Perry
Township, Washington Township, and Speedway have each had its voters
approve property tax hikes under the referendum process. Moreover,
the degree of goodwill that residents have toward district requests for
funding is, according to anecdotal reporting, influenced by demographics,
prior district reliance on local tax revenues, citizen perception about local
government’s fiscal responsibility, and the varying burdens residents are
asked to carry for the local schools. For example, Speedway residents
now pay 31 cents per $100 of assessed valuation for schools, compared
with Washington Township’s rate of 58 cents, according to an analysis in
The Indianapolis Star.6 That same analysis calculates the average school
district’s tax rate at about $1.20 per $100 of assessed valuation. The fact
that each Marion district is governed separately with its own record of
fiscal accountability affects district leaders’ ability to secure additional
money. As a result, local governance and school finance help shape the
broader school reform discussion in Marion today.
Several Marion districts are also engaged in efforts to secure federal
grant dollars and/or continue previously successful efforts to work with
local foundations to maintain reform momentum. For example, although
the U.S. Department of Education (USDOE), under President Obama
and Secretary of Education Duncan, is perhaps best known for the $4.5
billion Race to the Top grant program for states, the lesser-known but
nonetheless lucrative district grant known as Investing in Innovation, or
I(3) grants, has drawn considerable attention from Marion County school
districts. Though the details of their grant applications — which require
applicants to use research-based evidence in “proposing new initiatives
to improve student achievement in their local school district” — have
not yet been made publicly available, USDOE records indicate that the
following Marion County school districts submitted applications for this
grant in spring 2010: IPS, Lawrence Township, Perry Township, Warren
Township, and Washington Township. None of these Marion County
districts earned a grant.
In addition to local Marion education leaders attempting to ameliorate
tight budgets by leveraging federal grant dollars, districts have relied
increasingly on philanthropic support, both formally and informally.
Formally, in 2002, the local Lilly Endowment gave a multimillion dollar
grant to seven Marion districts: IPS and Lawrence, Perry, Pike, Warren,
Washington, and Wayne townships. Each district received funding to

6
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pursue its own reform initiatives, some of which are detailed in districtby-district profiles. All 11 school districts in Marion County received
planning grants of $50,000 from Lilly, and all submitted proposals for
implementation grants with funding based on student enrollment ($400
allotted per student).
Informally, several area districts have been aggressively building alumni
or resident foundations to raise revenues for year-to-year expenses (not
just special projects). For example, in 2006 Decatur Township followed the
lead of other Marion districts such as Beech Grove and created an alumni
foundation. Since its inception, the foundation has supported teachers
in launching innovative educational program and curricula pilots. Based
on an informal count, at least half of Marion County’s 11 districts employ
similar strategies.

School Leadership in Marion County
One issue relevant to today’s discussion about urban education reform and
school turnaround strategies is the degree to which continuity exists in a
district’s key leadership positions. Not surprising, Marion County’s 11 school
districts have vast differences in turnover of superintendents/CEOs.
Figure O-2 (at right) shows superintendent turnover in Marion County
districts since 1990. How do these results compare nationally — particularly
urban districts? In 2003, a Council of the Great City Schools (GCS) survey
showed that across the United States, the average tenure for urban
superintendents was roughly 2.75 years; but the mean tenure for the
immediate past GCS superintendents averaged more than 4 years. Similar
to GCS’ findings, the Council of Urban Boards of Education found the tenure
of urban superintendents to be between 4 and 5 years.7 IPS falls in the
middle of average urban superintendent terms. Superintendents in several
nearby Marion districts — including those that also have struggled with low
student performance — tend to serve longer.
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figure o-2. school leadership in marion county
Superintendent turnover in Marion County
school districts (1990–2010)
District name

School CEOs
since 1990

Average Tenure
(Years)

Beech Grove

At least 3†

6.6

Decatur

2*

10.0

Franklin

2**

10.0

IPS

4

5.0

Lawrence

4

5.0

Perry

3

6.6

Pike

4

5.0

Speedway

2***

10.0

Warren

2

10.0

Washington

3

6.6

Wayne

2

10.0

† Unable to identify Rex Sager’s (superintendent 2000–09) predecessor(s).
* Denotes only two superintendents since 1981.
** Denotes only two superintendents since 1983.
*** Denotes only two superintendents since 1987.

APPENDIX P
A Broader Framework for
State Action in Failing Districts
We devised this plan with Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) in mind.
But other districts in Indiana are also in crisis. The broad outlines of the
Opportunity Schools plan itself can be applied in any urban district. Any
system could transition schools over time to independent operation, with
wide autonomy over programs, personnel, schedules, and funds, while
being held accountable for results. Significant funding could be shifted out
of unproductive central office operations and into schools and classrooms.
Families could be given choices among a wide variety of high-performing
options. There is no reason to think students in other cities could not
benefit from such changes, just as IPS students would.
Under current law, the state has no authority to initiate such changes
systemwide in struggling districts. Public Law 221 enables the takeover
of individual failing schools but not districts. A new policy, however, could
extend this authority so that the State Board of Education also could act
when failure is districtwide.
Such a policy would need to address several issues, each discussed
briefly here.

Triggering state action
As with struggling schools, failing districts should face an escalating series
of consequences if they do not improve. The state already has a system
for issuing “grades” to school districts. For districts receiving Ds and Fs
for a single year, the state could require intensified efforts by the districts
to present viable plans for improvement, mandating state approval of
such plans. For districts failing for a second year, the state’s intervention
could increase, enabling the state to be more directive about needed
changes. For districts continuing to fail after three years, the state could
have the option of intervening more directly, changing the governance
systems in ways that facilitate bold reforms such as moving to a system of
Opportunity Schools.

Forms of state intervention
Our plan recommends that the state respond to IPS’ failure by shifting to
mayoral accountability. The ideal approach to governance of a struggling
district, however, may vary from city to city. Mayoral accountability
makes good sense in Indianapolis, with its long history of strong mayoral
leadership to improve the city and the constellation of civic actors who
have, time and again, stepped up to support important projects that
contribute to the city’s well-being. Mayoral accountability may well be the
best approach in other cities as well. In some other places, though, the state
might believe other officials might be the best engine of positive change.
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In those cities, the state could consider other mechanisms to move toward
a system of Opportunity Schools. State legislation would give the State
Board of Education a menu of options, including but not limited to mayoral
accountability:
a. Elected executive accountability. As proposed here for IPS, transfer
authority to the mayor or county executive of the city that contains the
district.
b. New authority. Create a new local authority to serve as the governing
body for the system. The authority’s board members could be
appointed by the State Board of Education, or a majority of members
could be appointed by the State Board and the remainder appointed by
the mayor or county executive.
c. Trustee. Appoint an individual or an organization to manage the district
under a performance agreement with the state.
d. Merger or consolidation. Arrange a merger or consolidation between the
failed district and a nearby higher-performing school corporation.
e. Chartering. Leave local governance intact, but aggressively use the new
Indiana Charter Schools Board to enable more students in the failing
district to enroll in independently operated schools.
Each of these options could create a strong foundation for a shift to
Opportunity Schools in districts other than IPS.

Authority
Whatever entity assumes accountability for the failing district should
receive wide authority to operate the district in ways likely to produce
results for students, as discussed in our plan.

Long-term strategy
Vigorous state action could help set a new approach to public education
in motion in a failing district. But state policy also must address the longer
term. State policymakers should avoid a policy under which the district
automatically reverts to elected school board control in a set period
of years. Gains made under an alternative governance system may be
jeopardized if that system gives way to conventional governance in the
short-term. Instead, the State Board should have the authority to review
the governance arrangement every five years, hear testimony from local
residents about the system’s progress, and make a decision about the
system’s governance going forward.
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